### SCIENCE & NATURE CLOSEOUT BARGAIN BOOKS

Items in this online catalog are in limited supply and are no longer listed in our print catalogs, so this may be your last chance to purchase them.

Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Discount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aging</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airplanes &amp; Airlines</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeology</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Surveys</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astronomy, Space Travel &amp; Cosmology</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beauty &amp; Skin Care</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birds &amp; Birding</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry &amp; Physics</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Skills</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complementary &amp; Alternative Medicine</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Books</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictionaries</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases &amp; Disorders</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth Science</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Traditions and Practices</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment &amp; Ecology</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essays on Nature</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise &amp; Fitness</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facing Illness &amp; Death</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm &amp; Domesticated Animals</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishing &amp; Hunting</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Language</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Health &amp; Self-Help</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healing &amp; the Mind</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health &amp; Medical References</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy Cooking &amp; Special Diets</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horses &amp; Horsemanship</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insects</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspiration, Motivation &amp; Self-Discovery</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Science</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Mammals, Fish &amp; Reptiles</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Science</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men’s Health &amp; Self-Help</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monographs on Architects</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Works on Nature</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature Photography</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Age Spirituality</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition &amp; Weight Management</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paleontology &amp; Evolution</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophical Essays</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy, Childbirth &amp; Parenting</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Architectural Styles</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion &amp; Science</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Tools &amp; Sourcebooks</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science &amp; History</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science &amp; Invention</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science &amp; Nature for Children</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CORAL: A Pessimist in Paradise</strong> By Steve Jones</td>
<td>** ★ DVD LAKE ONTARIO: An Aquatic Ecosystem Under Lockdown** Shines a light on global scientific and environmental issues surrounding the most human-controlled lake on the planet, Lake Ontario. As the water has been increasingly stabilized year after year, the question arises: Will Lake Ontario someday be allowed to return to its natural levels? 52 minutes. TMW Media Group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item # 4632249</td>
<td>Item # 6748732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EARTHMASTERS: The Dawn of the Age of Climate Engineering</strong> By Clive Hamilton. Controlling the earth’s climate system sounds like science fiction, but scientists, government agencies and businesses around the world are working on plans to do just that. Hamilton explores what we must do to prepare for the age of climate engineering, 247 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00</td>
<td><strong>COASTAL GOVERNANCE</strong> By Richard Burroughs. Provides a cogent overview of the policies and management techniques affecting U.S. shores. Burroughs explores why some policies have succeeded while others have failed, and examines new approaches that could make our coasts healthier. 242 pages. Island Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item # 6629733</td>
<td>Item # 5869838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMPLEXITY: The Evolution of Earth’s Biodiversity and the Future of Humanity</strong> By William C. Burger. Thought-provoking and accessible narrative of the animals, water quality, and habitats of the harbor. Illus. 150 pages. Fordham. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.00</td>
<td><strong>HEARTBEATS IN THE MUCK, REVISED EDITION: The History, Sea Life, and Environment of New York Harbor</strong> By John Waldman. Traces the incredible arc of New York Harbor’s environmental history. A lively, accessible narrative of the animals, water quality, and habitats of the Harbor. Illus. 150 pages. Fordham. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JOURNEY OF THE UNIVERSE</strong> By B.T. Swimme &amp; M.E. Tucker. An epic story of the emergence of the universe and of the community of life, with a new vision for how we might bring forth a vibrant Earth Community. This study transforms how we understand our origins and envision our future. 175 pages. Yale. Pub. at $27.00</td>
<td><strong>THE MOBIUS STRIP: Dr. August Mobius’s Mesmerizing Band in Mathematics, Games, Literature, Art, Technology, and Cosmology</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Price:** $12.95
Astronomy, Space Travel & Cosmology


**IS THERE LIFE ON MARS? The 20 Big Universe Questions** by Stuart Clark. Will help you to answer 20 of the most perplexing and fascinating questions about the universe, distilling the wisdom and research of scientists operating at the cutting edge of their field, it’s a stimulating and challenging guide to the wonders of the universe. Photos. 298 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

**GOLDILOCKS AND THE WATER BEARS** by Louise Preston. What might life look like on other worlds? Preston gives us a tale of the origins and evolution of life on Earth, and the quest to find it on other planets, on moons, in other galaxies, and throughout the Universe. 288 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $27.00

**THE HUNT FOR VULCAN** by Thomas Leverton. For more than 50 years, the world’s greatest astronomers have searched for Charles Darwin’s missing planet Vulcan, whose existence was mandated by Isaac Newton’s theories of gravity. Now, that all but forgotten quest for the planet that never existed unfolds in this captivating work that all but forgotten quest for the planet that never existed unfolds in this captivating work. Pub. at $21.95

**STARMUS: 50 Years of Man in Space** Ed. by Gark Israeli et al. Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin, Bill Anders, Yuri Baturin, and others tell their personal stories about the first space walk, the lunar landing, the heroic recovery of Apollo 13, and much more. A thrilling celebration of a critical moment in human history that captures our first steps into space and where they may ultimately take us. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Sheller Harbor. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $40.00

**Airplanes & Airlines**

**THE DASSAULT ADVENTURE: A First Century of Aviation** This lavishly illustrated volume tells the story of how, starting with a wooden propeller designed during the First World War, a world-class aerospace company with expertise in strategic technologies emerged and prospered, and is now celebrating its hundredth anniversary. 128 pages. Abrams. 15x11¾. Pub. at $37.50

**RUSSIAN AIRLINERS OUTSIDE RUSSIA** By D. Komissarov & Y. Gordon. Some 400 color photographs, with extended and informative captions, form a comprehensive guide to the fascinating usage of Russian airliners in the post-Soviet era. Russian aircraft remain an important part of the ad hoc freight charter scene and dominate niche markets like the carriage of outsized cargo. 160 pages. Midland Publishing. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $36.95

**Archaeology**

**QUATERNARY HISTORY & PALAEOLITHIC ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE AXE VALLEY AT BROOM** Ed. by R.T. Hosfield & C.P. Green. Study of the Lower Palaeolithic site at Broom in Southwest England, seeking to explain the distinctive character of its Acheulian archaeology, the environmental conditions in which the hominin occupants of the Axe valley flourished and for how long, Illus. 324 pages.

**Paleontology & Evolution**

**HERE ON EARTH: A Natural History of the Planet** By Tim Flannery. The author has written a captivating and revolutionary dual biography of the planet and our species. Flannery traces the evolution of the place we call home in this dazzling account of life on our planet that will change the way you live. Illus., many in color. 316 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**ON NATURAL SELECTION: Great Ideas** By Charles Darwin. Extract from The Origin of Species by Charles Darwin, whose theory of evolution turned the Victorian world upside down, utterly rewrite our notions of life on earth, and is still attacked by religious creationists today. 117 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $11.00

**THE EVOLUTION OF THE HUMAN PLACENTA** By M.L. Power & J. Schulkin. Explores more than 100 million years of evolution that led to the human placenta and, in so doing, helps unravel the mysteries of human life’s first moments. Includes chapters such as: Sex and the Placenta; The Evolution of the Human Placenta; and Modern Gestational Challenges. 266 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $69.00

**ON NATURAL SELECTION: Great Ideas** By Charles Darwin. Extract from The Origin of Species by Charles Darwin, whose theory of evolution turned the Victorian world upside down, utterly rewrite our notions of life on earth, and is still attacked by religious creationists today. 117 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $11.00

**HOW TO READ DARWIN** By Mark Ridley. Using a Q&A approach, Ridley gives us an accessible primer to reading and understanding Charles Darwin’s work. He concentrates primarily on the scientist’s two most important books, On the Origin of Species and The Descent of Man, but also examines samples from a number of lesser-known works. 119 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

**QUATERNARY HISTORY & PALAEOLITHIC ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE AXE VALLEY AT BROOM** Ed. by R.T. Hosfield & C.P. Green. Study of the Lower Palaeolithic site at Broom in Southwest England, seeking to explain the distinctive character of its Acheulian archaeology, the environmental conditions in which the hominin occupants of the Axe valley flourished and for how long, Illus. 324 pages.

**ON NATURAL SELECTION: Great Ideas** By Charles Darwin. Extract from The Origin of Species by Charles Darwin, whose theory of evolution turned the Victorian world upside down, utterly rewrite our notions of life on earth, and is still attacked by religious creationists today. 117 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $11.00

**THE EVOLUTION OF THE HUMAN PLACENTA** By M.L. Power & J. Schulkin. Explores more than 100 million years of evolution that led to the human placenta and, in so doing, helps unravel the mysteries of human life’s first moments. Includes chapters such as: Sex and the Placenta; The Evolution of the Human Placenta; and Modern Gestational Challenges. 266 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $69.00

**Archaeology**

**QUATERNARY HISTORY & PALAEOLITHIC ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE AXE VALLEY AT BROOM** Ed. by R.T. Hosfield & C.P. Green. Study of the Lower Palaeolithic site at Broom in Southwest England, seeking to explain the distinctive character of its Acheulian archaeology, the environmental conditions in which the hominin occupants of the Axe valley flourished and for how long, Illus. 324 pages.
Chemistry & Physics

**THE LOST ELEMENTS** By Marco Fontani et al.
When the Periodic Table of Elements took shape in the 19th century, it became clear that it contained many gaps and omissions. These undiscovered elements initiated a rush to fill the blanks, including countless false discoveries, retractions, and dead-ends. Collected here are these most notable examples of scientific folly. 631 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $39.95

**WEAPONS OF MATH DESTRUCTION** By Cathy O’Neil. Reveals the models being used today in this age of algorithms, are opaque, unregulated, and uncontestable, even when they’re wrong. Most troubling of all, they reinforce discrimination. Welcome to the dark side of Big Data. O’Neil exposes the black box models that shape our future as individuals and as a society. 260 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00

Social Science


**SPRING FORWARD** By Jeremy D. Holstein. Provides an essential and entertaining glimpse into our decision-making process and how passion—for an idea, a job, a cause—triumphs over every other consideration. 282 pages. Mariner Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**WHISPER OF FEAR: The True Story of the Prosecutor Who Stalks the Stalkers** By S.G. Mchard & R.B. Saunders. Prosecutor Rhonda B. Saunders has made a career of battling Florence Nightingale Pfrom, a woman who wrote the law on stalking shares pivotal stories from her career. 16 photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**GOSSIP: The Untrivial Pursuit** By Joseph Epstein. Capturing the complexity of this immensely entertaining subject, Epstein argues it is an eternal and necessary human enterprise. He also makes a powerful case that gossip has morphed into a corrosive new-school version thanks to the reach of the mass media and the Internet. 242 pages. Mariner Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

**THE BROKEN LADDER: How Inequality Affects the Way We Think, Live, and Die** By Keith Payne. Examines how inequality divides us not just economically, but also how it has profound consequences for how we think, how we respond to stress, how our immune systems function, and even how we view moral concepts such as justice and fairness. 246 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

**SECOND EMOTION: How Decisions, Trends, & Movements Are Shaped** By Jeremy D. Holden. Provides an essential and entertaining glimpse into our decision-making processes and how passion—for an idea, a politician, or a brand—and emotion based illogical leaps drive our support for movements of all kinds. Photos. 287 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $25.00

**RISING TO THE CHALLENGE: My Leadership Journey** By Carly Fiorina. Sharing the lessons she’s learned from both her difficulties and triumphs, Fiorina diagnoses the largest problem facing our country today—untapped potential. She provides a vision that reaches across the usual barriers of gender, race, income, and party affiliation to craft a message that appeals to a wide range of Americans, a message of hope. 196 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $26.95

**WHISPER OF FEAR: The True Story of the Prosecutor Who Stalks the Stalkers** By S.G. Mchard & R.B. Saunders. Prosecutor Rhonda B. Saunders has made a career of battling Florence Nightingale Pfrom, a woman who wrote the law on stalking shares pivotal stories from her career. 16 photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**SECOND EMOTION: How Decisions, Trends, & Movements Are Shaped** By Jeremy D. Holden. Provides an essential and entertaining glimpse into our decision-making processes and how passion—for an idea, a politician, or a brand—and emotion based illogical leaps drive our support for movements of all kinds. Photos. 287 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $25.00

**RISING TO THE CHALLENGE: My Leadership Journey** By Carly Fiorina. Sharing the lessons she’s learned from both her difficulties and triumphs, Fiorina diagnoses the largest problem facing our country today—untapped potential. She provides a vision that reaches across the usual barriers of gender, race, income, and party affiliation to craft a message that appeals to a wide range of Americans, a message of hope. 196 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $26.95

**THE BROKEN LADDER: How Inequality Affects the Way We Think, Live, and Die** By Keith Payne. Examines how inequality divides us not just economically, but also how it has profound consequences for how we think, how we respond to stress, how our immune systems function, and even how we view moral concepts such as justice and fairness. 246 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

**SECOND EMOTION: How Decisions, Trends, & Movements Are Shaped** By Jeremy D. Holden. Provides an essential and entertaining glimpse into our decision-making processes and how passion—for an idea, a politician, or a brand—and emotion based illogical leaps drive our support for movements of all kinds. Photos. 287 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $25.00

**RISING TO THE CHALLENGE: My Leadership Journey** By Carly Fiorina. Sharing the lessons she’s learned from both her difficulties and triumphs, Fiorina diagnoses the largest problem facing our country today—untapped potential. She provides a vision that reaches across the usual barriers of gender, race, income, and party affiliation to craft a message that appeals to a wide range of Americans, a message of hope. 196 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $26.95

**THE BROKEN LADDER: How Inequality Affects the Way We Think, Live, and Die** By Keith Payne. Examines how inequality divides us not just economically, but also how it has profound consequences for how we think, how we respond to stress, how our immune systems function, and even how we view moral concepts such as justice and fairness. 246 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

**SECOND EMOTION: How Decisions, Trends, & Movements Are Shaped** By Jeremy D. Holden. Provides an essential and entertaining glimpse into our decision-making processes and how passion—for an idea, a politician, or a brand—and emotion based illogical leaps drive our support for movements of all kinds. Photos. 287 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $25.00

**RISING TO THE CHALLENGE: My Leadership Journey** By Carly Fiorina. Sharing the lessons she’s learned from both her difficulties and triumphs, Fiorina diagnoses the largest problem facing our country today—untapped potential. She provides a vision that reaches across the usual barriers of gender, race, income, and party affiliation to craft a message that appeals to a wide range of Americans, a message of hope. 196 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $26.95

**THE BROKEN LADDER: How Inequality Affects the Way We Think, Live, and Die** By Keith Payne. Examines how inequality divides us not just economically, but also how it has profound consequences for how we think, how we respond to stress, how our immune systems function, and even how we view moral concepts such as justice and fairness. 246 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

**SECOND EMOTION: How Decisions, Trends, & Movements Are Shaped** By Jeremy D. Holden. Provides an essential and entertaining glimpse into our decision-making processes and how passion—for an idea, a politician, or a brand—and emotion based illogical leaps drive our support for movements of all kinds. Photos. 287 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $25.00

**RISING TO THE CHALLENGE: My Leadership Journey** By Carly Fiorina. Sharing the lessons she’s learned from both her difficulties and triumphs, Fiorina diagnoses the largest problem facing our country today—untapped potential. She provides a vision that reaches across the usual barriers of gender, race, income, and party affiliation to craft a message that appeals to a wide range of Americans, a message of hope. 196 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $26.95
THE RISE AND FALL OF VIOLENT CRIME IN AMERICA

By Barry Latzer

A compelling case can be made that violent crime, especially after the 1960s, was one of the most significant domestic issues in the United States. This volume comprehensively examines this important phenomenon. It combines a social history of the U.S. with the insights of criminology. Photos, some in Encounter Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

Item #6877931

$12.95

WHEN MEN BECOME GODS: Mormon Polygamist Warren Jeffs, His Cult of Fear, and the Women Who Fought Back

By Stephen Singular

Casts a light on a dark corner of religious extremism as he reveals a group of fundamentalists operating in the present day USA, where teenage girls are kept in virtual bondage in the name of upholding the “sacred principle” of polygamy. Traces the rise of Warren Jeffs, who hold sway over thousands of followers. Photos, 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.95

Item #6709788

$4.95

WORSHIPPING THE GREAT MODERNIZER: King Chulalongkorn, Patron Saint of the Thai Middle Class

By Irene Stengs

The influence of globalization since the 1980s has inspired a cult in Thailand which revolves around King Chulalongkorn the Great (1868-1910) that reworked the idea of Buddhist kingship, creating a new foundation for Thai identity which is an amalgamation of popular religion, Buddhist kingship, nationalism, and material culture. Color photos. 316 pages. UWP. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00

Item #5985722

$5.95

WOMEN’S VOICES FROM WEST AFRICA: An Anthology of Songs from the Sahel

Ed. by T.A. Hale & A.G. Sidikou

This anthology—collected from 17 ethnic traditions across West Africa—introduces the power and beauty of the intimate expressions of African women and opens a window on women’s changing roles in contemporary Africa. 143 pages. InUP. Pub. at $34.95

Item #6958389

$4.95

WHEN HARRY BECAME SALLY: Responding to the Transgender Moment

By Ryan T. Anderson

Everyone has something at stake in the controversies over transgender ideology, which gives rise to misguided policies that allow boys into women’s restrooms and that penalize Americans who hold to the truth about human nature. Anderson offers a strategy for pushing simple and prudence, compassion and grace. 251 pages. Encounter Books. Pub. at $27.99

Item #6813186

$21.95

VIRTUALITY: The Dangerous Powers of the E-Personality

By Elias Aboujaoude

In the “no holds barred” public forum of the Internet, many of us create alternate selves: more assertive, more efficient, sexier, bolder. Drawing on years of clinical experience as a psychiatrist, the author details the irrevocable damage done to our offline self by our online alter ego. 349 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95

Item #669292X

$3.95

HOW A CENTURY OF WAR CHANGED THE LIVES OF WOMEN

By Lindsey German

Looks at the remarkable impact of war on women in Britain and shows how conflict has changed women’s lives and how those changes have put women at the center of peace campaigning. German also looks at how the changing nature of war, especially the involvement of civilians, increasingly involves significant numbers of women. 261 pages. Pluto. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00

Item #6864929

$2.95

BROKE AND PATRIOTIC: Why Poor Americans Love Their Country

By Francesco Duina

Duina contends that the best way to answer this question is to speak directly to America’s most impoverished. Duina conducted over sixty revealing interviews in which his participants explain how they view themselves and their country. 227 pages.

Item #7800764

$14.95

UNDERSTANDING ARABJS: SIXTH EDITION: A Contemporary Guide to Arab Society

By Margaret K. Nydell

Beautifully captures the contrasts and characteristics of a great, largely misunderstood civilization and brings them vividly to life. From religion and society to social norms and communication styles, this all-encompassing guide reveals what Arab culture is really like. 311 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

Item #6900771

$19.95

PLUNDER OF THE ANCIENTS

By Lucinda Delaney Schroeder

Offers a rare look inside the undercover investigation undertaken by special agent Lucinda Schroeder who exposed Indian Art thieves and dealers in Santa Fe who were exploiting sacred artifacts for huge sums of money. Illus. 248 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $32.95

Item #5987431

$4.95

DRAW YOUR WEAPONS

By Sarah Sentilles

Through a dazzling combination of memoir, history, reporting, visual culture, literature, and theology, the author offers an impassioned defense of life lived in peace and principle. It is a literary collage with an urgent hope at its core that art might offer tools for remaking the world. 304 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00

Item #599443X

$2.95

HUMANS NEED NOT APPLY: A Guide to Wealth & Work in the Age of Artificial Intelligence

By Jerry Kaplan

An insightful and engaging tour by a noted Silicon Valley insider of how accelerating developments in artificial intelligence will transform the way we live and work, and how we can respond to this change. 247 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.00

Item #6561826

$13.95

HUMAN: A Portrait of Our World

By Yann Arthus-Bertrand

Companion volume to the documentary Human. Over three years, the author and GoodPlanet Foundation gathered more than 2,000 interviews in 70 countries; essays by eminent journalists and human rights activists; and portraits and aerial photographs to create a portrait of humanity at the dawn of the 21st century. 224 pages.

Item #6519955

$9.95

A HISTORY OF FUTURE CITIES

By Daniel Brook

Presents a pioneering exploration of four cities where East meets West and past becomes future. St. Petersburg, Shanghai, Mumbai, and Dubai. At once a crucial reminder of globalization’s long march and an inspiring look into the possibilities of our Asian Century. 457 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95

Item #656838X

$6.95

POSITIONING YOGA: Balancing Acts Across Cultures

By Sarah Strauss

Embarks on an illuminating, globe-spanning journey to examine the vast spread of modern yoga practice. Venturing from India to Germany and America, and back again to India, Strauss reveals how yogi practices and ideas have been transformed as they have crossed cultural boundaries. 185 pages. Berg. Pub. at $37.95

Item #5764033

$3.95

TWO BILLION EYES: The Story of China Central Television

By Ying Zhu

With over 1.2 billion viewers globally, CCTV reaches the world’s single largest audience. This volume looks at how commercial priorities and journalistic ethics have competed with the demands of state censorship and how Chinese audiences themselves have grown more critical. 292 pages. New Press. Paperbound.

Item #6748198

$4.95

SCREEN TIME

By Lisa Guernsey

Examines the influence television and computer use was having on her young daughters’ development. She navigates often conflicting messages—consulting parents, psychologists, cognitive scientists, and media researchers—to uncover the truth about children’s exposure to the now ubiquitous glowing screens. 311 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

Item #5820693

$3.95

THE NORDIC THEORY OF EVERYTHING:

In Search of a Better Life

By Anu Partanen

Partanen offers insights, advice, and solutions to make a convincing argument that we can rebuild our society, rekindle our optimism, and restore independence to our relationships and lives by mimicking the Nordic way of life. 418 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99

Item #5800676

$15.95
Social Science


LOVE THAT BOY by Ron Fournier. A personal story about the causes and costs of out-sized parental expectations. What we want for our children–popularity, normality, achievement, genius–and what they truly need–grit, empathy, character–are explored. Fournier weaves his journey to acceptance around the latest research on childhood development and stories of other loving but struggling parents. 228 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $26.00. Item #686649X $4.95

IDENTIFYING THE ENGLISH by Edward Higgins. Looks not only at forms of identification developed by the state, but also at how English men and women identified themselves in law and as consumers, and how they recognized their dead. Examines the history of the name; the strange story of the development of the passport and ID card; and the genesis of the seal by the signature; the development of the passport in English law. 255 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $26.00. Item #5810531 $7.95

THE GREAT SURGE by Steven Radelet. This is the untold story of the global poor today: a distinguished expert and advisor to developing nations reveals how we’ve reduced poverty, increased incomes, improved health, curbed violence, and spread democracy–and explains how to ensure these improvements continue. 354 pages. S&S. Pub. at $38.00. Item #5806038 $5.95

NO-DRAMA DISCIPLINE: The Whole-Brain Way to Calm the Chaos and Nurture Your Child’s Developing Mind by D.J. Siegel & T.P. Blyson. Complete with candid stories and playful illustrations that bring the suggestions to life. Siegel and Blyson show how to work with your child’s developing mind peaceably resolve conflicts, and inspire happiness and strength resilience in everyone in the family. 228 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $26.00. Item #5810531 $7.95

ALL ON ONE PLATE: Cultural Expectations on American Mothers by Solveig Brown. Drawing on interviews, surveys, cultural analysis, and the latest academic research, Brown’s thoughtful and compassionate exploration of the gamut of parenting experiences provides readers with a tremendous resource for figuring out their own solutions to the issues that every parent faces. 231 pages. Permacourt. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. Item #5784808 $3.95

A DEADLY WANDERING: A Tale of Tragedy and Redemption in the Age of Attention by Matt Richtel. A landmark exploration of the vast and expanding impact of technology, told through the lens of a deadly collision. Paralleling the story of the accident with leading edge scientific findings regarding human attention and the impact of technology on our brains, Richtel shows how these devices play into our deepest social instincts, and prey on our brains. 405 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $29.95. Item #5750075 $3.95

MISHPACHAH, VOLUME 27: The Jewish Family in Tradition and in Transition. Ed. by Leonard J. Greenspoon. More than a dozen scholars look at the Jewish family in a wide variety of social, historical, religious, and geographical contexts. In the process, they explore both diverse and common features in the past and present, and they chart possible course for Jewish families in the future. 268 pages. Purdue UP. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00. Item #691406X $14.95

NO-DRAMA DISCIPLINE: The Whole-Brain Way to Calm the Chaos and Nurture Your Child’s Developing Mind by D.J. Siegel & T.P. Blyson. Complete with candid stories and playful illustrations that bring the suggestions to life. Siegel and Blyson show how to work with your child’s developing mind peaceably resolve conflicts, and inspire happiness and strength resilience in everyone in the family. 255 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $26.00. Item #5810531 $7.95

Social Science

WARRIORS AND WORLIERS: The Survival of the Sexes by Joyce F. Benenson with H. Markovits. Proposes a new, innovative theory of gender differences that turns familiar wisdom on its head. Drawing on an array of studies and stories. Benenson examines the way boys and men collaborate to deter their enemies, while women and girls exclude other females in their quest to find mates and assistants to aid them in coping with children and elders. 276 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $24.95. Item #4615034 $6.95

Psychology


THE FISHER KING & THE HANDLASS MAIDEN by Robert A. Johnson. Tells the story of the “Wounded Fisher King” from the “Grail Myth” to illustrate the anxiety and loneliness that plague men. From the folk tale of the “Handless Marden,” he explains the very different frustrations of women and describes how these disparities in the way we suffer account for much of the tension and mis-communication between men and women. 103 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95. Item #5899306 $4.95

THREE ESSAYS ON THE THEORY OF SEXUALITY by Sigmund Freud. A monumental work by Sigmund Freud that focuses on his theory of sexuality. The essays include Sexual Aberrations, Infantine Sexuality and Transformation of Puberty. With a forward by Nancy J. Chodorow, and an introductory essay by Steven Marcus, and translated by James Strachey. 130 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00. Item #6741916 $5.95

CHOICE OR CHANCE by Stephen Nowicki, Lucus of Control (LOC) is a phrase used by psychologists to describe a widely effective way of assessing an individual’s potential for success. This study explains the LOC research in terms easily understandable to the average person. 226 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. Item #6864748 $5.95

PSYCHEDELIC MEDICINE: The Healing Powers of LSD, MDMA, Psilocybin, and Ayahuasca by Richard Louis Miller. Explores the ongoing efforts to restore psychedelic therapies to the health field, the growing threat of over-medication by the pharmaceutical industry, and the links between psychiatric drugs and mental illness. Also covered is the newly shifting political climate and the push for new research. 246 pages. Park Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. Item #6759424 $13.95

THE DREAM OF THE WITCHER by Michael A. Britt. Forget the lab and lecture halls. You can conduct your own psych experiments in your living room. Famous psychological experiments have changed the way science is taught. But how do these tests really work? Discover how to test out these theories for yourself–no psychology degree required. 272 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6629040 $5.95

PSYCHEDELIC MEDICINE: The Healing Powers of LSD, MDMA, Psilocybin, and Ayahuasca by Richard Louis Miller. Explores the ongoing efforts to restore psychedelic therapies to the health field, the growing threat of over-medication by the pharmaceutical industry, and the links between psychiatric drugs and mental illness. Also covered is the newly shifting political climate and the push for new research. 246 pages. Park Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. Item #6759424 $13.95

THE DREAM OF THE WITCHER by Michael A. Britt. Forget the lab and lecture halls. You can conduct your own psych experiments in your living room. Famous psychological experiments have changed the way science is taught. But how do these tests really work? Discover how to test out these theories for yourself–no psychology degree required. 272 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6629040 $5.95
**Research Tools & Sourcebooks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>584553X</td>
<td>TRACING YOUR Roots: Locating Your Ancestors at Home and Abroad</td>
<td>007649665</td>
<td>Barron's</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584553X</td>
<td>HOW TO READ TEXTS: A Student Guide to Critical Approaches and Skills</td>
<td>00663785X</td>
<td>McGraw-Hill</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584553X</td>
<td>Words &amp; Language</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584553X</td>
<td>TRACING YOUR EDINBURGH ANCESTORS: A Guide for Family &amp; Local Historians</td>
<td>00675064X</td>
<td>McEwest Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584553X</td>
<td>NEW WAVE: Facts About Flags</td>
<td>006962602</td>
<td>Black Dog Paperbound</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584553X</td>
<td>ZEN PENCILS: Cartoon Quotes from Inspirational Folks</td>
<td>006962602</td>
<td>Black Dog Paperbound</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584553X</td>
<td>THERE ONCE WAS A MAN WITH SIX WIVES... Our Kings and Queens in Limericks</td>
<td>006922317</td>
<td>Black Dog Paperbound</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584553X</td>
<td>BENJAMIN FRANKLIN NOTEBOOK</td>
<td>005895976</td>
<td>Portico</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Words & Language**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>584553X</td>
<td>BATTALION OF TORTOISES: Outnumbered by Saving Your Home</td>
<td>006962602</td>
<td>Black Dog Paperbound</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584553X</td>
<td>THE MARGARET THATCHER BOOK OF QUOTATIONS</td>
<td>003625249</td>
<td>Biteback</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584553X</td>
<td>GERMAN ENGLISH BILINGUAL VISUAL DICTIONARY, REVISED</td>
<td>00684296X</td>
<td>Dorling Kindersley</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584553X</td>
<td>BETTER READING FRENCH, SECOND EDITION</td>
<td>006684346X</td>
<td>McGraw-Hill</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584553X</td>
<td>SPANISH WORD PUZZLES</td>
<td>006684346X</td>
<td>Barron's</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584553X</td>
<td>50 WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR FRENCH</td>
<td>006684346X</td>
<td>Barron's</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584553X</td>
<td>TUTTLE CONCISE JAPANESE DICTIONARY, REVISED: Japanese-English-Japanese</td>
<td>006684346X</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584553X</td>
<td>WHAT THEY DIDN'T TEACH YOU IN GERMAN CLASS</td>
<td>006684346X</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Words & Language**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>YOU VS. THE GUY WHO DOES DAD: Hundreds of Awesome Quotes About the Guy</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>HUNDRED OF AWESOME QUOTES ABOUT THE GUY WHO DOES DAD</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Foreign Language**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>BOTTLED UP: A Brief History of Alcohol</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>THE LITTLE BOOK OF COUNTRY MUSIC WISDOM</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>BEGINNER'S KANA WORKBOOK</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>50 WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR FRENCH</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Barron's</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>SPANISH WORD PUZZLES</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Barron's</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>TUTTLE CONCISE JAPANESE DICTIONARY, REVISED: Japanese-English-Japanese</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>WHAT THEY DIDN'T TEACH YOU IN GERMAN CLASS</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Foreign Language**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>BOTTLED UP: A Brief History of Alcohol</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>THE LITTLE BOOK OF COUNTRY MUSIC WISDOM</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>BEGINNER'S KANA WORKBOOK</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>50 WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR FRENCH</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Barron's</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>SPANISH WORD PUZZLES</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Barron's</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>TUTTLE CONCISE JAPANESE DICTIONARY, REVISED: Japanese-English-Japanese</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>WHAT THEY DIDN'T TEACH YOU IN GERMAN CLASS</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tips & Techniques**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>BOTTLED UP: A Brief History of Alcohol</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>THE LITTLE BOOK OF COUNTRY MUSIC WISDOM</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>BEGINNER'S KANA WORKBOOK</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>50 WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR FRENCH</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Barron's</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>SPANISH WORD PUZZLES</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Barron's</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>TUTTLE CONCISE JAPANESE DICTIONARY, REVISED: Japanese-English-Japanese</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750516</td>
<td>WHAT THEY DIDN'T TEACH YOU IN GERMAN CLASS</td>
<td>006750516</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Foreign Language**

- **501 ARABIC VERBS** By Raymond P. Scheindlin. Verbs are arranged alphabetically in a table format, one verb per page with English translation and conjugated in all tenses and forms. Additional features include idioms with examples sentences to demonstrate verb usage and grammar reviews. 562 pages. Barron's. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  
  Item #6723888 $6.95

- **READ & SPEAK KOREAN FOR BEGINNERS, THIRD EDITION** By Sunjeong Shin. This engaging workbook teaches basic vocabulary and explains sentence structures for eight key areas of everyday life: introducing yourself, saying where you're from, asking what things are, asking where things are located, describing objects and people, asking how to get around, and more. 96 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00  
  Item #6889195 $11.95

- **BEGINNING JAPANESE, PART 1** By Eleanor Harz Jorden with H.I. Chaplin. Contains thirty five lessons, all of which have the same basic pattern and involve the same procedures. Each lesson requires many hours of class work supplemented by outside study and, if possible, laboratory work. This text is concerned only with spoken Japanese. 409 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  
  Item #689660X $9.95

- **GERMAN MARCO POLO PHRASEBOOK** Never be lost for words with this compact phrasebook, featuring a photo dictionary for shopping, a whole chapter dedicated to slang, tips for avoiding faux pas abroad, and even a pocket-size cheat sheet! Illus. in color. 136 pages. Marco Polo. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  
  Item #6731942 $4.95

- **BASICS OF GREEK ACCENTS** Eight Lessons with Exercises By John A.L. Lee. Ideal for beginners who are just learning the language or for intermediate students who have learned some Greek but are unsure of their accents. This handy resource avoids theory and instead concentrates on taking the learner through the essentials in a natural sequence and reinforces learning by means of simple exercises that accompany each lesson. 110 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  
  Item #6874258 $11.95

- **JAPANESE FOR BEGINNERS, SECOND EDITION** Learning Conversational Japanese By Sachiko Foyozato. Designed for busy people who wish to pick up a working knowledge of Japanese on their own in just a few months. This study aid provides a firm grounding in grammar and sentence structure, using dialogues and vocabulary that reflect real Japanese situations. Includes an MP3 Audio CD. Illus. 242 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  
  Item #678547 $13.95

- **CORRECT YOUR ENGLISH ERRORS, SECOND EDITION** By Tim Collins. Learn to write and speak English like a native by eliminating common mistakes: mispronouncing and misspelling words; confusing subject-verb agreement; putting verbs in the wrong tense and more. Exercises cover all parts of English grammar, and a pretest will help you identify your problem areas. 341 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  
  Item #6723881 $9.95

- **CATALAN PRACTICAL DICTIONARY: Catalan-English/English-Catalan** By A. Scott Britton. This volume is ideal for business people, travelers, and students, featuring over 16,000 word to word entries, common words as well as technical, legal, business and locally specific terms; and guides to Catalan grammar and pronunciation. 258 pages. Hippocrene. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  
  Item #6709850 $14.95

- **ITALIAN DEMYSTIFIED** 2ND EDITION By Marce Dalens. Covers key grammar fundamentals such as common verb tenses, nouns, pronouns, and gender. Step-by-step, you’ll build your Italian vocabulary with essential words and phrases and quickly master the language. Provides a quiz at the end of each chapter to chart your progress. 480 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00  
  Item #694764 $17.95

- **DVD SIGN LANGUAGE MADE EASY: Lessons 33-36** Learn to communicate through sign with the informative and award-winning American Sign Language Made Easy series. Collected here are Lessons 33-36 of the program: Megan's 2nd Birthday; Food; Review of Previous Four Lessons; and House Cleaning. TMW Media Group.  
  Item #360781X $5.95

- **CD BERLITZ CROATIAN FOR YOUR TRIP** Learn over 250 essential words and phrases, including greetings and basic expressions, numbers, transport, making friends and more. Use the included booklet to follow along with the CD— it contains simplified pronunciation to help speed up your understanding, as well as travel and language tips. Berlitz. Pub. at $12.99  
  Item #5803562 $5.95

- **CD LIVING INGLES/ENGLISH: Essential Edition** By Christopher Waramosch. Offers a complete multimedia program that takes you from beginner to advanced level in one convenient package. You’ll find a foundation, progress with confidence, retain what you’ve learned and achieve your goals. Features one book (with 10 lessons) and a notebook for writing, 3 audio CDs, and free online learning. Living Language. Pub. at $22.99  
  Item #5766214 $4.95

- **CD BERLITZ MALAY PHRASE BOOK & CD** Learn to speak and comprehend Malay anytime, anywhere with this portable pack. All the essential phrases on the CD are also highlighted in the accompanying 223-page phrasebook, making it easy to follow along. Sections include Finding Your Way, In an Emergency, Social Media and On the Menu. Berlitz. Pub. at $14.99  
  Item #5803675 $3.95

- **Hippocrene. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95**

- **THE BOOK OF HUMAN EMOTIONS: From Ambiguophilia to Umptie—154 Words from Around the World for How We Feel** By Tiffany Watt Smith. Travel across the world and through time, learning how different cultures have anthropologized the human experience. Smith draws on history, anthropology, science, art, literature, music, and popular culture to reveal the surprising connections and fascinating facts behind our emotions. 316 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $25.00  
  Item #6767710 $5.95

- **Sophia Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00**

- **5874939**

- **ANTHROPOSOPHY A-Z** By Henk van Dort. This companion to Rudolf Steiner’s Anthroposophy, a Concise Introduction gives concise definitions of many terms and concepts in Steiner’s worldview, from the most common-place to the more obscure. A gateway into Steiner’s manifold world of spiritual ideas and concepts, 140 pages. Sophia Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  
  Item #5874939 $3.95

- **TMW Media Group.**

- **THE THAMES & HUDSON DICTIONARY OF THE ITALIAN RENAISSANCE Ed. by J.R. Hale. Whether you are an art lover who wants to check facts and discover the background to the masterpieces of painting and sculpture or a student who needs a guide to the complicated maze of Italian Renaissance historical politics, this is an indispensable volume. SHOPWORN. Illus. 360 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95**
  Item #692532 $5.95

- **Ed. by**

- **THE EDGE OF REASON: A Rational Skeptic in an Irrational World** By Julian Baggini. Addressing such major areas of debate as religion, science, politics, psychology and economics, Baggini calls for commitment to the notion of a “community of reason,” where disagreements are settled by discussion rather than brute force or political influence. The power of reason is our hope for dealing with the issues of our time. 262 pages. Yale. Pub. at $25.00  
  Item #6933580 $4.95

- **WILLIAM JAMES IN FOCUS: Willing to Believe By William J. Gavin. William James is a canonical figure of American pragmatism. For students who may be approaching James for the first time and for specialists who may not know James as deeply as they wish, Gavin provides a clear path to understanding James’s philosophy as he embraces James’s complications and hesitations. 111 pages. InUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00**
  Item #6952186 $4.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>619560</td>
<td>&quot;The True Art of Love&quot; by John Gaskin. Gaskin unfolds the thinking about nature, life, death and other worlds that informed the culture and society of ancient Greece and Rome. Includes a section describing notable sites and the people and ideas connected with them, an ideal companion for travelers interested in the Classical world. Illus. Thames &amp; Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>670828</td>
<td>&quot;The Internet of Us: Knowing More and Understanding Less in the Age of Big Data&quot; by Michael Patrick Lynch. Shows how our digital way of life makes us value some ways of processing information over others, and thus risks distancing the greatest traits of mankind, such as reasoning. Charting a path from Plato’s cave to &quot;fake news,&quot; the result is a necessary guide on how to navigate the philosophical quagmire that is the &quot;Internet of Things.&quot; 237 pages. Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>657824</td>
<td>&quot;Animality&quot; by Merlín Coverley. Charts the first strictly literal translation of a timeless rendering of Plato’s Republic. Bloom. Long regarded as the most accurate translation of Plato’s Republic that has yet been published, this widely acclaimed work is the first strictly literal translation of a timeless classic. This new edition includes a new introduction by acclaimed critic Adam Kirsch. 487 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>645465</td>
<td>&quot;Utopia&quot; by Merlin Coverley. Charts the progress of utopian ideas from their origins within the classical world to the rebirth of utopian ideals in the Middle Ages. Coverley explores and evaluates the arguments that claim we are witnessing the death of utopia, as the ideals from which they stem are increasingly undermined or dismissed. 176 pages. Pocket Essentials. Paperbound.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>639807</td>
<td>&quot;Philosophy for Beginners&quot; by Richard Osborne. The use of comic book style illustrations, the author takes us on a journey through history so that we may gain a basic understanding of how Western philosophy developed over the last 2,500 years. 184 pages. For Beginners. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>666656</td>
<td>&quot;Bestial Traces: Race, Sexuality, Animality&quot; by Christopher Peterson. Argues that a more fundamental disposability of human animality conditions the bestialization of racial and sexual minorities. Peterson’s discussion maintains that the representation of social and political others as animals can be mitigated but never finally eliminated. 200 pages. Fordham. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>671260</td>
<td>&quot;Behaving Badly: The New Morality in Politics, Sex, and Business&quot; By Eden Collinsworth. Collinsworth sets out in this study to understand how and why people still draw lines around what is acceptable behavior and what is not. In her quest she squares off with a neuroscientist who explains why we’re not designed to be good, a CEO fired for blowing the whistle on his multinational corporation, and a convicted murderer who points to the correlation between morality and character. 253 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660636</td>
<td>&quot;Philosophy: An Illustrated History of Thought&quot; by Tom Jackson. The thoughts and deeds of great philosophical thinkers make for great stories, and in this volume, 100 are brought together. From Epicurus to David Hume, Friedrich Nietzsche to Nick Bostrom, it’s a fascinating journey through the greatest figures, theories, and breakthroughs of this important field. Includes a 12-page removable timeline. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Shelter Harbor. 9½x11. Pub. at $24.95.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6597822</td>
<td>&quot;Pets, People, and Pragmatism&quot; by Erin McKenna. McKenna examines human relationships with pets without assuming that such relationships are either benign or unnatural and to be avoided. The volume addresses a lack of respect in people-pet relationships: for respectful relationships to be possible, humans must make the effort to understand the beings with which we live, work, and play. Photos. 247 pages. Fordham. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>659441</td>
<td>&quot;Cowboy Values: Recapturing What America Once Stood For&quot; by James P. Owen. The author of Cowboy Ethics: What Wall Street Can Learn from the Code of the West returns to the core values in this celebration of what makes America great. With the help of 15 photographers, he shows that the qualities we once stood for can be recaptured in these troubling times. Well illus., in color. 102 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660636</td>
<td>&quot;Philosophy: An Illustrated History of Thought&quot; by Tom Jackson. The thoughts and deeds of great philosophical thinkers make for great stories, and in this volume, 100 are brought together. From Epicurus to David Hume, Friedrich Nietzsche to Nick Bostrom, it’s a fascinating journey through the greatest figures, theories, and breakthroughs of this important field. Includes a 12-page removable timeline. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Shelter Harbor. 9½x11. Pub. at $24.95.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660636</td>
<td>&quot;Philosophy: An Illustrated History of Thought&quot; by Tom Jackson. The thoughts and deeds of great philosophical thinkers make for great stories, and in this volume, 100 are brought together. From Epicurus to David Hume, Friedrich Nietzsche to Nick Bostrom, it’s a fascinating journey through the greatest figures, theories, and breakthroughs of this important field. Includes a 12-page removable timeline. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Shelter Harbor. 9½x11. Pub. at $24.95.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Philosophy**

**WITHOUT AUTHORITY, VOLUME 18: International Kierkegaard Commentary**
Ed. by Robert L. Perkins. The authors of these essays demonstrate how Kierkegaard’s literary genius, religious passion and intellectual penetration combined to create a singular and “authoritative” contribution to both theology and the philosophy of religion. 353 pages. Mercer UP. Pub. at $50.00

Item #3622399 $9.95

UPBUILDING DISCOURSES IN VARIOUS SPIRITS, VOLUME 15: International Kierkegaard Commentary
Ed. by Robert L. Perkins. Kierkegaard’s authorship as a whole is a series of approaches to human unity and wholeness. This collection of essays is the first to explore the fascinating and powerful compilation of Kierkegaard’s writings that clearly initiate the “second authorship.” 408 pages. Mercer UP. Pub. at $50.00

Item #3622909 $12.95

---

**Economics**

**PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS, SECOND EDITION: Schaum’s Outlines**
By D. Salvatore & E. Diulio. This outline presents all the essential course information in an easy to follow, topic by topic format. You also get hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills. 400 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00

Item #5960480 $6.95

**THE GREAT INVENTION: The Story of GDP and the Making and Unmaking of the Modern World**
By Ehsan Masood. Reveals how in just a few decades GDP became the world’s most powerful formula—how six algebraic symbols forged in the fires of the 1930s economic crisis helped America and Europe prosper, and why the remedy now risks killing the patient it once saved. 231 pages. Palgrave. Pub. at $27.95

Item #6766129 $5.95

**THE CARBON BUBBLE: What Happens to Us When It Bursts**
By Jeff Rubin. A compelling argument by the author showing that Canada’s first Harper government’s economic vision for the country, based on oil, was dead wrong. He posits that Canada has assets more valuable in today’s economy—land and water—necessary to supply tomorrow’s need for food. 304 pages. Random. Pub. at $32.00

Item #4600266 $2.95

**POPULAR ECONOMICS: What the Rolling Stones, Downton Abbey, and LeBron James Can Teach You About Economics**
By John Tamny. You don’t need a Ph.D. to understand the economic lessons that are all around us. It all comes down to Taxes, Regulation, Trade, and Money. Get these four things right and economic growth would explode. 279 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $27.99

Item #5943825 $5.95

**AGAINST CHARITY**
By D. Raventos & J. Wark. Charity is not a gift argues Raventos, it is yet another manifestation of class structure, a sterile one-way act upholding the status quo. He reveals in this analysis that postmodern versions of nineteenth-century charity aim to keep wealth and power in a few hands, mocking our desire for greater income equality. 294 pages. AK Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

Item #5806236 $12.95

**SURVIVING THE FUTURE: Culture, Carnival and Capital in the Aftermath of the Market Economy**
By David Fleming. The celebrated intellectual lays out a powerfully different vision for a new economics in a post-growth world. The market economy will not survive beyond the early decades of this century, and in its stead we must forge a new economy based on the play, humor, conversation, and reciprocal obligations of a rich culture. Illus. 279 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

Item #5878117 $15.95

**THE UPSIDE OF DOWN: Why the Risk of the Rest is Good for the West**
By Charles Kenny. America is in decline, and the rise of the East suggests a bleak future for the world’s only superpower—or so goes conventional wisdom. The author argues that America’s alleged decline is relative to the newfound success of other countries. And there is tremendous upside to life in a wealthier world. 240 pages. Basic. Pub. at $26.99

Item #3584283 $4.95

---

**Architecture**

**THE 50 GREATEST CHURCHES AND CATHEDRALS OF THE WORLD**
By Sue Dobson. The great cathedrals are among the most iconic sites of the world’s towns and cities and no less important and equally loved are the parish churches with their quirky architecture. Dobson takes you on a tour of some of the most beautiful churches and cathedrals and offers fascinating details and histories of each photo. 256 pages, icon. 5x7½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Item #6806228 $11.95

**LANDSCRAPERS: Building with the Land**
By Aaron Betsky. A historical survey illustrating the many creative ways humans have fought for and against the earth. Reveals some of the most important, influential, and inspiring building forms for today and the future. 367 illus., 290 in color. 191 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10½x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

Item #6666329 $9.95

**THE SAGRADA FAMILIA: The Astonishing Story of Gaudi’s Unfinished Masterpiece**
By Gijs van Hensbergen. A seasoned economist explains why the time is right to democratize the ownership of wealth as a way to strengthen our communities, and our nation, through local cooperatives, worker-owned companies, and independent enterprises and reinvigorated public institutions. 205 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

Item #5876129 $11.95

**THE UPSIDE OF DOWN: Why the Risk of the Rest is Good for the West**
By Charles Kenny. America is in decline, and the rise of the East suggests a bleak future for the world’s only superpower—or so goes conventional wisdom. The author argues that America’s alleged decline is relative to the newfound success of other countries. And there is tremendous upside to life in a wealthier world. 240 pages. Basic. Pub. at $26.99

Item #6846123 $19.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#481444</td>
<td>Mediterranean Crossroads</td>
<td>Sheila Crane</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6678637</td>
<td>Idea House: Future Tropical Living Today</td>
<td>Jason Pomeroy</td>
<td></td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>208 pages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#862961X</td>
<td>House in the Landscape: Siting Your Home Naturally</td>
<td>Jeremiah Eck</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>391 pages</td>
<td>UMAP 7¼x10¼. Pub. at $6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5875412</td>
<td>Philip Johnson and His Mischief: Appropriation in Art and Architecture</td>
<td>Paul Kennedy, John Willis, Tony Mathis</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>144 pages</td>
<td>Images Publishing Group, 7¼x9¼. Pub. at $10.95</td>
</tr>
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<td>#6813240</td>
<td>Chinese Houses of Southeast Asia: The Eclectic Architecture of Sojourners &amp; Settlers</td>
<td>Ronald G. Knapp</td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.95</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>208 pages</td>
<td>Princeton Architectural, Paperbound, Pub. at $40.00</td>
</tr>
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<td>Mendelian Crossroads</td>
<td>Sheila Crane</td>
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<td>$4.95</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5757324</td>
<td>Herding Hemingway’s Cats</td>
<td>Kat Arney</td>
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<td>Paperback</td>
<td>224 pages</td>
<td>Bloomsbury, Pub. at $19.99</td>
</tr>
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<td>Daniel MacCannell</td>
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<td>Paperback</td>
<td>144 pages</td>
<td>Ed. by David C. Corbett. 5¼x7¼. Pub. at $11.95</td>
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<tr>
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<td>The Craftsman and the Critic: Defining Usefulness in Art and Architecture</td>
<td>Jeffrey W. Meckstroth</td>
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<td>$17.95</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
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<td>What the F: What Swearing Reveals About Our Language, Our Brains, and Ourselves</td>
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<td>P53: The Gene That Cracked the Cancer Code</td>
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<td>Sue Armstrong</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>184 pages</td>
<td>Bloomsbury, Pub. at $18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5752925</td>
<td>P53: The Gene That Cracked the Cancer Code</td>
<td>Sue Armstrong</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>224 pages</td>
<td>Bloomsbury, Pub. at $27.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ADVENTURES IN HUMAN BEING: A Grand Tour from the Cranium to the Calcareum By Gavin Francis. Leads readers on a journey into the human body, offering a guide to its inner workings and a celebration of its marvels. The author blends stories from his clinic with episodes from medical history, philosophy, and literature to describe the body in sickness and health, in living and in dying. 252 pages. Oxford. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. Item #6714803 $4.95

MUSCULOSKELETAL IMAGING Ed. by Philip G. Corash. A portable, succinct, and reliable guide to difficult and challenging areas of radiological practice. The included illustrations of the various imaging techniques and joints will aid in understanding. Organized by anatomical region and specific musculoskeletal disorder to allow easy access to information. 457 pages. Oxford. Paperbound. Pub. at $90.00. Item #5916251 $11.95

FUTURE BRIGHT: A Transforming Vision of Human Intelligence By Michael E. Martinez. Defying the belief that intelligence is fixed from birth and unalterable, established by the first IQ test more than a century ago, Martinez draws on cutting edge research to show that not only can we improve our IQ scores--with the right approach, we can improve intelligence itself. 303 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $36.95. Item #6614739 $5.95

THE HERETICS: Adventures with the Enemies of Science By Will Storr. Using a mix of personal memoir, investigative journalism and the latest research from neuroscience and experimental psychology, Storr reveals why the facts just won’t convince some people. This volume will change the way you think about thinking. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. Item #6307577 $4.95

STEAL THE SHOW By Michael Port. A top-rated corporate speaker and former actor teaches you how to make the most of your moments in the spotlight. Port has engineered a system that the non-actor can use to ensure his or her voice is heard when it matters most, and presents it in this guide. 237 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. Item #6907296 $4.95


THE CROWDSOURCERESS: Get Smart, Get Funded, and Kickstart Your Next Big Idea By Alex Daly. Takes you deep inside Daly’s most successful Kickstarter campaigns, showing you how to get fans and influencers excited about your launch, build an appealing and powerfully designed campaign, and avoid the most common headaches and pitfalls. 238 pages. PublicAffairs. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. Item #6765904 $4.95

INTRODUCTORY ACCOUNTING: Idiot’s Guides as Easy as It Gets! By David H. Ringstrom et al. Provides easy to understand explanations of the fundamentals of accounting, offering clear explanations of key accounting principles; expert advice on setting up your accounting system; tips on managing accounts, payroll, and taxes; and much more. 304 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6556094 $4.95

IN THE MIND FIELDS: Exploring the New Neuroscience of Psychedelics By Casey Schwartz. With passion and humor, Schwartz explores the surprising efforts to find common ground between neuroscientists and psychoanalysts. She provides a riveting view of the convictions, obsessions, and struggles of those who dedicate themselves to the effort to understand the mysteries of the brain. 218 pages. Pantheon. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. Item #6547650 $5.95

THROUGH MOLECULAR GENETICS By Michael Bracken et al. A portable, succinct, and reliable guide to difficult and challenging areas of radiological practice. The included illustrations of the various imaging techniques and joints will aid in understanding. Organized by anatomical region and specific musculoskeletal disorder to allow easy access to information. 457 pages. Oxford. Paperbound. Pub. at $90.00. Item #5918251 $11.95

NIGHTS WITH GREATS IN COGNITIVE SCIENCE By David MacKinnon et al. The author blends stories from his clinic with episodes from medical history, philosophy, and literature to describe the body in sickness and health, in living and in dying. 252 pages. Oxford. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. Item #6468827 $6.95

THE HISTORY OF A GENETIC DISEASE, SECOND EDITION: Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy or Meryon’s Disease By Alan L.H. & Maria L.H. Emery. Traces in detail the history of the disease, and includes full references and historically relevant illustrations. Concludes with a summary of the current position regarding diagnosis, prevention and prenatal diagnosis, and new encouraging approaches to treatment genetics. 231 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $155.00. Item #6900868 $5.95

FEDERAL BODYSNATCHERS AND THE THIRD WORLD AND HIGHLIGHTS ISSUES THEY FORCE US TO CONFRONT: THE MORALITY AND LEGALITY OF PATENTING IN THE THIRD WORLD By Joel Bakan. Understand the global warming on epidemics, and the commercial relationships of publicly supported biomedical scientists and industry. 262 pages. Pub. at $14.95. Item #5984593 $2.95
**Business**

**THE GRAPHIC DESIGNER’S GUIDE TO CLIENTS, SECOND EDITION** By Ellen Shapiro. This newly revised, essential resource blends insights from the author’s years of experience in the design field with the advice of more than 100 design industry clients from a range of corporate, retail, and entertainment businesses and nonprofit organizations around the country. 245 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**$7.95**

**BLACK BOX THINKING** By Matthew Syed. Syed believes the most important determinant of success in any field is an acknowledgment of failure and a willingness to engage with it. We rarely learn from failure—even when we often claim the opposite. Drawing on a wide range of sources Syed explores the subtle but predictable patterns of human error and our defensive responses to error. 322 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.95

**$6.95**

**CITIZEN COKE: The Making of Coca-Cola Capitalism** By Bartow J. Elmore. By examining the “real thing” ingredient by ingredient, this brilliant history shows how Coke used a strategy of outsourcing and leveraging free public resources, market muscle, and lobbying power to build a global empire on the sale of a carbonated water. Once a giant, Coke is now embattled with its products fueling a crises in public health. 416 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**$9.95**

**DEALING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE IN A WEEK** By N. Langford-Wood & B. Salter. A simple and straightforward guide to handling all sorts of people and behaviors, giving you everything you really need to know in just seven short chapters. From understanding behaviors to managing conflict you’ll discover how to reduce your stress levels and operate more effectively around difficult people. 121 pages. John Murray. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**$6.95**

**THE COMMUNICATION CLINIC** By B. Racher & D. Cowie. A comprehensive and commonsense guide to getting the job of your dreams and presenting yourself in the best light through your writing, speaking, body language, and overall appearance. With this information you can show everyone that you understand your job and that you work well with others with clear effective communication. 282 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00

**$5.95**

**Business**

**THE FAMILY BEHIND THE FIRM GARRARD & CO. 1834-1952** By Annie McCarthy. Offers a window into the Garrard family during their 120 years of control of the leading British jewelers emporium, Garrard & Company. An intimate family history, painting a brilliant panorama of domestic life of the time, set against a backdrop of privilege, wealth and the stories of 96 pages. Philip Wilson. Pub. at $29.00

**$12.95**

**ROCKET: Eight Lessons to Secure Infinite Growth** By Michael J. Silverstein et al. A guide for anyone who wants to grow their business faster than a competitor, this engaging work lays out the latest practical techniques for knowing your customers’ desires and behaviors in order to deliver rewarding experiences every time they shop—including knowing what they need before they do. 284 pages. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $30.00

**$2.95**

**SMARTCUTS: The Breakthrough Power of Lateral Thinking** By Shane Snow. Tells the stories of people who dared to work differently and lay out practical takeaways for the rest of us. Reveals how to apply entrepreneurial and technological concepts to success in life and work, and how by emulation, we too can leapfrog competitors, grow businesses, and fix society’s problems faster than we think. 257 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**$7.95**

**QUANTUM ECONOMICS: Unleashing the Power of an Economics of Consciousness** By Amit Goswami. In view of the recent economic meltdown, everyone agrees that the economic systems are not working. This volume touches upon important issues by using quantum hints for issues like creativity and ethics in business; creating jobs that bring meaning and value into our personal lives; how to maintain a stable economy; and much more. 306 pages. Rainbow Ridge. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**$12.95**

**WHAT’S YOURS IS MINE: Against the Sharing Economy by Tom Slee. Argues how the so-called sharing economy extends harsh free-market practices into previously protected areas of our lives, and allows a few people to make fortunes on the backs of the most vulnerable among us. 223 pages. OR Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**$67935**

**LESSONS FROM THE HANOI HILTON: Six Characteristics of High-Performance Teams** By Taylor Baldwin Killard et al. Why were the American POWs imprisoned at the Hanoi Hilton so resilient in captivity and so successful in their subsequent careers? This guide presents six principles practiced within the POW organizational culture that can be used to develop high performance teams everywhere. Naval Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**$9.95**

**UNSUBSCRIBE** By Jocelyn K. Glei. A modern guide to getting rid of email anxiety, reclaiming your focus, and spending more time on the work that really matters. Includes tips on how to: Process your inbox based on what (and who) really matters, craft messages that get people to pay attention and take action, manage clients, customers, and critics with tact and humanity, and more. Illus. 154 pages. PublicAffairs. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**$6.95**

**MAKING IT IN AMERICA: A 12-Point Plan for Growing Your Business and Keeping Jobs at Home** By J. Bassett & E. Hencin. While corporations exported their manufacturing to high-volume factories in low-wage locations overseas, Bassett’s traditional wood bedroom furniture manufacturing company has survived, making premium products right here in America. Here he tells you the secrets that have made Vaughan-Bassett Furniture so successful doing what everyone said couldn’t be done. 260 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**$7.95**

**Making It in America: A 12-Point Plan for Growing Your Business and Keeping Jobs at Home** By J. Bassett & E. Hencin. While corporations exported their manufacturing to high-volume factories in low-wage locations overseas, Bassett’s traditional wood bedroom furniture manufacturing company has survived, making premium products right here in America. Here he tells you the secrets that have made Vaughan-Bassett Furniture so successful doing what everyone said couldn’t be done. 260 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**$7.95**

**ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: The Quest for the Ultimate Thinking Machine** By Richard Urwin. Learn how artificial intelligence has evolved over the years into a fascinating and dynamic field of technology, and also opens a potentially frightening world of possibilities. Illus. 191 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**$6.95**

**INTEROP: The Promise and Perils of Highly Interconnected Systems** By J. Palfrey & U. Gasser. Leading Internet and technology experts Palfrey and Gasser explain that this brave new world of the Internet Age can be summed up in a single word—interoperability. They reveal the massive challenges of constructing fully functional interoperability, as well as the tremendous benefits if we can get it right. 296 pages. Basic. Pub. at $28.99

**$2.95**


**$9.95**
Mathematics

★ WHAT’S MATH GOT TO DO WITH IT? REVISED By Jo Boaler. Outlines concrete solutions that can transform students’ math experiences, including classroom approaches, essential strategies for students, and advice for parents. Now updated to address the controversial Common Core. 246 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 Item #3969996 $7.95

Science Essays & Surveys

FROM HERE TO INFINITY: A Vision for the Future of Science By Martin Rees. With a fresh perspective on science’s significance and potential, the author charts out the future of science, offering a compelling vision of how scientists and laypeople can work together to address the most urgent issues of our era. 144 pages. Norton. Pub. at $23.95 Item #4634586 $5.95

WHY ARE ORANGUTANS ORANGE? Science Questions in Pictures—with Fascinating Answers Ed. by Mick O’Hare. Illustrated for the first time with 80 photographs showing the beauty, complexity and mystery of the world around us, here are science questions and answers from O’Hare and his team at New Scientist. From riddles in glass to “holograms” in ice, the natural world’s wonders are unraveled by the magazine’s knowledgeable readers. 209 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 Item #4572920 $4.95

★ DAWN OR DOOM: The Risks & Rewards of Emerging Technologies Ed. by Greg Kline et al. Based on a Purdue University conference series, this collection of essays by speakers from the first two years of the conference addresses concerns and questions about technological innovations in the areas of robotics, artificial intelligence, cybernetic and synthetic biology, genetic modification, and space travel. Fully illus. in color. 90 pages. Purdue UP. 12x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 Item #5913918 $11.95

Science & History

VOYAGING IN STRANGE SEAS: The Great Revolution in Science By David Knight. Ideas, experiments, characters, conflicts and achievements—all come to life in this account of the rise of science and how it changed the world. Knight’s landmark history takes us on the great voyage of discovery that ushered in the modern age. 292 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 Item #6990037 $7.95

★ SCIENCE WAS WRONG By S.T. Friedman & K. Marden. Throughout history, it has been difficult, even impossible, to promote the acceptance of new discoveries. This work presents a fascinating collection of stories about the pioneers who created or thought up the impossible cures, theories, and inventions “they” said couldn’t work. Photos. 255 pages. New Page Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 Item #2936623 $12.95

★ HOW TO SPEAK SCIENCE By Bruce Benamran. Takes us on a rollicking historical tour of the greatest discoveries and ideas that make today’s cutting edge technologies possible. The author explains the fundamental ideas of the physical world and acquaints us with what scientists know, and how they think, so each of us can appreciate the world in all its beautiful chaos. 324 pages. The Experiment. At $15.95 Item #681526 $11.95

CRADLE OF CHEMISTRY: The Early Years of Chemistry at the University of Edinburgh Ed. by Robert G.W. Anderson. The University of Edinburgh was the world’s most sought-after center for the teaching and study of chemistry in the late 18th century. This fascinating study highlights that period, populated by figures like William Cullen and Joseph Black, when the school’s chemistry literacy was higher than at any other time. 198 pages. John Donald. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 Item #6770274 $6.95

EUREKA! The Birth of Science By Andrew Gregory. Explores the origins of Western civilization and the genesis of science through the works of early thinkers such as Plato, Aristotle, Pythagoras, Archimedes and Hippocrates, 177 pages. Icon Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 Item #663214 $3.95

Science & Invention

SECRET Warriors: Key Scientists, Code Breakers and Propagandists of the Great War Ed. by Taylor Downing. The war effort wasn’t confined to the battlefield during the Great War. Chemists and engineers, doctors, code breakers and scientists all played vital roles. Out of their contribution came dramatic developments in technology, medicine, and psychology. The author explores the successes and legacies of this research and creativity. 16 pages of photos. 438 pages. Little. Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95 Item #6888117 $6.95

★ THE SCIENCE BOOK: From Darwin to Dark Energy, 250 Milestones in the History of Science Ed. by Clifford A. Pickover. Chronologically organized, each entry consists of a short summary and one or more stunning full-color images, while the “Notes and Further Reading” section provides resources for more in-depth study. Carefully curated into one impressive volume, these discoveries are among humanity’s greatest achievements. 527 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $29.95 Item #2825615 $22.95

Science & Invention

THEY LAUGHED AT GALILEO: How the Great Inventors Proved Their Critics Wrong By Albert Jack. From wireless technology to the computer and from hula hoops to interplanetary travel, each of these inventions was rejected, resisted, and ridiculed in its day. Here Jack offers a humorous account of great inventors and their critics who predicted failure. 251 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.99 Item #5774069 $5.95

INVISIBLE: The Dangerous Allure of the Unseen By Philip Ball. Presents the history of humanity’s turbulent relationship with the invisible. From the medieval to the cutting-edge, fairy tales to telecommunications, from beliefs about the supernatural to the discovery of dark energy, Ball reveals the universe of the invisible. Photos. 330 pages. Bodley Head. Item #4634667 $3.95

Religion & Science

BODY, MIND, SPIRIT: Exploring the Parapsychology of Spirituality Ed. by Charles T. Tart. The split between science and spirituality has long been a thorn in the side of both camps. This volume delivers a selection of articles which provide scientific evidence for the existence of spiritual dimensions. 256 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 Item #6679390 $3.95


Science & Invention

**Religion & Science**

WHERE GOD AND MEDICINE MEET: A Conversation Between a Doctor and a Spiritual Messenger By N.D. Waltich & B. Cooper. Is there a place for God in the system of modern Western medicine? Is there an intersection between physicality and spirituality where the two become one? Could healing engage the Source from which many believe we have emerged? Answers can be found here in this fascinating dialogue between a medical doctor and a writer on contemporary spirituality. 189 pages. Rainbow Ridge. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 Item #950007 $12.95

**RELIATION AND SCIENCE** An Introduction By Brennan Sweetman. A comprehensive and easy to use text on the intriguing issues of science and religion. Topics covered include the relationship between religion, science and naturalism; the development of the scientific method; evolution and religious and philosophical implications; and much more. 232 pages. Continuum. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 Item #953678 $13.95


RADIANCE FROM HALCYON By Paul E. Ivey. The story of the community and its uniquely inventive members’ contributions to religion and science. Theosophy’s new synthesis of religion and science laid the foundation for advances made by the children of the founding members. Ivey’s account is an intriguing tale of how a little-known utopian religious community profoundly influenced modern science. Photos. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 Item #581460 $14.95

FAITH, SCIENCE, AND SOCIETY By Peter E. Hodgson. Science and technology have combined to change our understanding of the natural world. Here Hodgson explores the theological basis and history of these changes and their effects on human society. 252 pages. Sapientia Press. Paperback. Item #758944 $4.95

**Religion & Science**

SAVING THE ORIGINAL SINNER By Karl W. Giberson. Giberson calls for a renewed conversation between science and Christianity and for more open engagement with new scientific discoveries, even when they threaten central doctrines. He argues Christians should not be made to choose between their faith and their understanding of the universe. 212 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $27.95 Item #589929 $6.95

THE NEW SCIENCE AND SPIRITUALITY READER Ed. by E. Laszlo & K.L. Dennis. This collection of essays explores phenomena at the crossroads of science and religion—such as the nonlocal mind, conscious evolution, and quantum consciousness—and offers strategies to promote the fusion of science and spirituality in order to move our worldview forward to meet today’s global challenges. Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 Item #583575 $11.95

**Scientific Text and Reference**

SUPERFUEL: Thorium, the Green Energy Source for the Future By Richard Martin. Decades ago, uranium defeated thorium as the element of choice in the world’s nuclear power plants. Now, as the world searches for cheap energy that doesn’t emit carbon, thorium is reemerging. Here, Martin reveals the element’s hidden history, and shows how scientists could make thorium a reality. 262 pages. Macmillan. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 Item #588479 $5.95

ZIKA: The Emerging Epidemic By Donald G. McNeil, Jr. McNeil sets the facts straight in a fascinating exploration of ZIKA’s origins, how it’s spreading, the race for a cure, and what we can do to protect ourselves now. 263 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 Item #595691 $4.95

**Scientific Text and Reference**

HOW MANY MOONS DOES THE EARTH HAVE? The Ultimate Science Quiz Book By Brian Clegg. Test your knowledge to the limit with a sizzling collection of brain-stretching, science-based questions in two eight-round quizzes. Includes solutions. 238 pages. Icon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 Item #679237 $4.95

BOSNIA’S MILLION BONES: Solving the World’s Greatest Forensic Puzzle By Christian Jennings. Delivers the extraordinary story of how a team of international forensic scientists and human rights experts developed groundbreaking technology to identify victims’ remains, developed in the aftermath of 1995’s tragic Srebrenica massacre in Bosnia. 241 pages. Palgrave. Pub. at $26.00 Item #586334 $5.95

ENCHANCED OBJECTS: Design, Human Desire, and the Internet of Things By David Rose. We are standing at the precipice of humanity’s next transformation: internet-connected technology in cars, wallets, watches, umbrellas, and even trash cans. Here, an MIT scientist explores this blueprint for the future, imagining how everyday objects will intuit our needs and improve our lives. 304 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $28.00 Item #586319 $3.95

SEX, DRUGS, AND ROCK ’N’ ROLL: The Science of Hedonism and the Hedonism of Science By Zoe Cornier. What led scientists to have acrobats copulate inside an MRI machine? How did a chemist’s quest to create a drug to ease the pain of childbirth result in the creation of LSD? Cornier dissects these and other burning questions, amplifying them with insights from some of the world’s bravest, cleverest, and downright weird scientists. Illus. 327 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $26.99 Item #495663 $6.95

ADVANCED TEXTILES FOR HEALTH AND WELL-BEING By Marie O’ Mahony. Celebrates the latest technological advances in fibers and fabrics, looking first at the materials themselves, and then the design innovations that have been made possible in clothing, transport, and the environment. These advanced textiles have the potential to transform human habitats, protect the environment, and support personal health. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $50.00 Item #651862 $6.95

**Scientific Text and Reference**

**PHOTO MANUAL & DISSECTION GUIDE OF THE FETAL PIG By Fred Boethensky. Each text in this series is designed to guide the biology student through the study of anatomical structures. Using clearly marked photographs and illustrations, the accompanying text offers the student easy to follow dissection instructions and factual information about 128 pages. Square One Publishers. Item #875377 $5.95

**PHOTO MANUAL & DISSECTION GUIDE OF THE FETAL PIG By Fred Boethensky. Each text in this series is designed to guide the biology student through the study of anatomical structures. Using clearly marked photographs and illustrations, the accompanying text offers the student easy to follow dissection instructions and factual information about 128 pages. Square One Publishers. Item #875377 $5.95

**PHOTO MANUAL & DISSECTION GUIDE OF THE FETAL PIG By Fred Boethensky. Each text in this series is designed to guide the biology student through the study of anatomical structures. Using clearly marked photographs and illustrations, the accompanying text offers the student easy to follow dissection instructions and factual information about 128 pages. Square One Publishers. Item #875377 $5.95

**PHOTO MANUAL & DISSECTION GUIDE OF THE FETAL PIG By Fred Boethensky. Each text in this series is designed to guide the biology student through the study of anatomical structures. Using clearly marked photographs and illustrations, the accompanying text offers the student easy to follow dissection instructions and factual information about 128 pages. Square One Publishers. Item #875377 $5.95

**PHOTO MANUAL & DISSECTION GUIDE OF THE FETAL PIG By Fred Boethensky. Each text in this series is designed to guide the biology student through the study of anatomical structures. Using clearly marked photographs and illustrations, the accompanying text offers the student easy to follow dissection instructions and factual information about 128 pages. Square One Publishers. Item #875377 $5.95

**PHOTO MANUAL & DISSECTION GUIDE OF THE FETAL PIG By Fred Boethensky. Each text in this series is designed to guide the biology student through the study of anatomical structures. Using clearly marked photographs and illustrations, the accompanying text offers the student easy to follow dissection instructions and factual information about 128 pages. Square One Publishers. Item #875377 $5.95

**PHOTO MANUAL & DISSECTION GUIDE OF THE FETAL PIG By Fred Boethensky. Each text in this series is designed to guide the biology student through the study of anatomical structures. Using clearly marked photographs and illustrations, the accompanying text offers the student easy to follow dissection instructions and factual information about 128 pages. Square One Publishers. Item #875377 $5.95

**PHOTO MANUAL & DISSECTION GUIDE OF THE FETAL PIG By Fred Boethensky. Each text in this series is designed to guide the biology student through the study of anatomical structures. Using clearly marked photographs and illustrations, the accompanying text offers the student easy to follow dissection instructions and factual information about 128 pages. Square One Publishers. Item #875377 $5.95

**PHOTO MANUAL & DISSECTION GUIDE OF THE FETAL PIG By Fred Boethensky. Each text in this series is designed to guide the biology student through the study of anatomical structures. Using clearly marked photographs and illustrations, the accompanying text offers the student easy to follow dissection instructions and factual information about 128 pages. Square One Publishers. Item #875377 $5.95

**PHOTO MANUAL & DISSECTION GUIDE OF THE FETAL PIG By Fred Boethensky. Each text in this series is designed to guide the biology student through the study of anatomical structures. Using clearly marked photographs and illustrations, the accompanying text offers the student easy to follow dissection instructions and factual information about 128 pages. Square One Publishers. Item #875377 $5.95

**PHOTO MANUAL & DISSECTION GUIDE OF THE FETAL PIG By Fred Boethensky. Each text in this series is designed to guide the biology student through the study of anatomical structures. Using clearly marked photographs and illustrations, the accompanying text offers the student easy to follow dissection instructions and factual information about 128 pages. Square One Publishers. Item #875377 $5.95

**PHOTO MANUAL & DISSECTION GUIDE OF THE FETAL PIG By Fred Boethensky. Each text in this series is designed to guide the biology student through the study of anatomical structures. Using clearly marked photographs and illustrations, the accompanying text offers the student easy to follow dissection instructions and factual information about 128 pages. Square One Publishers. Item #875377 $5.95

**PHOTO MANUAL & DISSECTION GUIDE OF THE FETAL PIG By Fred Boethensky. Each text in this series is designed to guide the biology student through the study of anatomical structures. Using clearly marked photographs and illustrations, the accompanying text offers the student easy to follow dissection instructions and factual information about 128 pages. Square One Publishers. Item #875377 $5.95

**PHOTO MANUAL & DISSECTION GUIDE OF THE FETAL PIG By Fred Boethensky. Each text in this series is designed to guide the biology student through the study of anatomical structures. Using clearly marked photographs and illustrations, the accompanying text offers the student easy to follow dissection instructions and factual information about 128 pages. Square One Publishers. Item #875377 $5.95
**HORSE RACING MANUAL: The In-Depth Guide to Owning, Training, Racing and Following** By Tom Peacock. Takes you behind the scenes to where the horses are bred, reared and trained and reveals the roles of the people who work with them. With interviews, hints and tips from the experts, an explanation of baffling jargon, and advice from professionals in their field, this manual covers everything you need to fully enjoy the sport. Fully illus. in color. 188 pages. Haynes. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $23.95

**HOW TO LOOK AFTER YOUR HORSE: Essential Skills and Professional Tips** By Peter Brooke-Smith. This practical reference includes a guide to breeds, basic handling care and riding techniques, tips for feeding and grazing from spring to winter, and guidelines for understanding your horse’s character and history. Well illus. 192 pages. Amber. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**HOW TO LOOK AFTER YOUR HORSE** Presents a lavish exploration of more than 70 of the world’s most charismatic and beautiful horse breeds. Item #6901921

**LESSER BEASTS: A Snout-to-Tail History of the Humble Pig** By Mark Essig. Whether we like it or not, the humble pig has been a mainstay of civilization since its very beginnings. This illuminating history of one of our most vital yet unsung food animals blends culinary and natural history to demonstrate the vast importance of the pig and the tradition of its modern treatment at the Photos. 310 pages. Basic. Pub. at $27.50

**ESTHER THE WONDER PIG: Changing the World One Heart at a Time** By Steve Jenkins et al. In the summer of 2012 Jenkins and his partner agreed to adopt an adorable micro-piglet. But, it turned out there was nothing “micro” about Esther. Within three years, Tiny Esther grew to a whopping 600 pounds. Follow Jenkins and Walter’s heartwarming adventure from reluctant pig owners to advocates for animals. Color photos. Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**WHY WE LOVE DOGS, EAT PIGS, AND WEAR COWS: An Introduction to Carnism** By Melanie Joy. Explores how it is that we so willingly eat some animals while we never dream of eating others. The author argues that we ignore the facts of animals’ ability to feel pain, inhumane husbandry practices, that we don’t need meat in our diet, and we most often live longer and better without it. 208 pages. Conari Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**LESSER BEASTS** $14.95

**POCKETFUL OF Poultry: Chickens, Ducks, Geese, Turkeys** By Carol Ekarius. Barnyard birds have a special knack for making us smile. Enjoy their charm and discover interesting facts about a variety of fabulous fowl in this fun and informative handbook. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95

**SWIMMING WITH PIRANHAS AT FEEDING TIME** By Richard Connitt. In this thrilling foray into the animal kingdom, Connitt takes readers on an adventure-packed journey as he courts the most dangerous animals and lives to tell the tale. It’s a trip you won’t want to miss. 299 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**EAGER: The Surprising, Secret Life of Beavers and Why They Matter** By Ben Goldfarb. This captivating volume reveals how beavers are environmental Swiss Army knives, capable of tackling just about any ecological dilemma, trying to slow down floods or filter out pollution? There’s a beaver for that. Concerned about erosion, salmon runs, or wildfire? Take two beaver families and check back in a year. Color photos. 266 pages. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $24.95

**MYTHS & TRUTHS ABOUT COYOTES: What You Need to Know About America’s Most Misunderstood Predator** By Carol Cartaino. Myths and misunderstanding about coyotes are rooted partly in the actual habits and activities of coyotes and partly in our fear of and fascination with them. This guide gives readers a course in Coyote 101—defeating the myths, illuminating the truths, and delivering a few surprises along the way. Illus. 189 pages. Menasha Ridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**WHEN THE FUNDS RUN OUT:** $19.95


**STUARTS’ FIELD GUIDE TO THE LARGER MAMMALS OF AFRICA** Illus. in color. 456 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.50

**MYTHS & TRUTHS ABOUT COYOTES** $7.95

**STUARTS’ FIELD GUIDE TO THE LARGER MAMMALS OF AFRICA** $11.95

**THE LITTLE BOOK OF FRIENDS** By David & Heidi Cuscieri. Filled with beautiful images of captivating creatures and inspirational words, this little treasure will bring a smile to a special someone’s face each time they open it. Blue Angel. Pub. at $15.95

**OF GOLDEN TOADS & SERPENTS’ ROADS** By Paul Freed. After nearly 20 years of traveling around the globe in search of toads, frogs, salamanders, snakes, lizards, and turtles, the passionate herpetologist pauses to tell stories of his adventures finding and collecting reptiles and amphibians from the tropics of Costa Rica to the deserts of Namibia. Color photos. 190 pages. Texas A&M. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

**THE LITTLE BOOK OF FRIENDS** $21.95

**OF GOLDEN TOADS & SERPENTS’ ROADS** $5.95

**Horses & Horsemanship** Item #7944545

**Farm & Domesticated Animals** Item #69168X

**Animals** Item #6708447

**Animals** Item #877508

**Animals** Item #8773001
THE GREAT APES: A Short History By Chris Herzel. Presents a compact but wide-ranging survey of humankind’s relationship with its closest primate relatives, from antiquity to the present. A philosopher and historian specializing in primatology, Herzfel presents thought-provoking insights on our perceptions of great apes, and the boundaries between them and us. Illus. 320 pages. Yale. Pub. at $19.95

MAMMALS OF NORTH AFRICA AND THE MIDDLE EAST: Pocket Photo Guide By Chris & Tilde Stuart. Compact and easy to use, this pocket-sized guide is a perfect traveling companion with our knowledge of the region’s mammal diversity, covering over 100 species. Includes 11 color plates, maps, and other up-to-date information. 220 pages. Stackpole. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $49.95

THE SPIRITUAL NATURE OF ANIMALS By Karlene Stange. Chronicles Stange’s amazing exploration through the teachings of various religious and cultural traditions, as well as her encounters with the magnificent Rocky Mountain terrain and the quirky characters—human and animal—who inhabit it. 291 pages. New World Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

THE BIRD COLLECTION By Derek Harvey. Packed with hundreds of beautiful illustrations, this survey of our planet’s birds is complete from tiny songbirds such as wood-warblers and sparrows, to mighty birds of prey and exotic tropical species. Features four stunning full-color prints. 96 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 12x14¼. Pub. at $32.95

THE BIRDS OF ESSEX By Simon Wood. This 2-CD set is the ideal guide for any one wishing to learn the sounds of the great variety of birds that can be seen and heard throughout the year. Includes up to date status report on each bird species and the page with “nest cam” images, rare photographs, and behind-the-scenes details. 132 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

THE DOG LOVER UNIT: Lessons in Courage from the World’s K9 Cops By Rachel Rose. Introduces readers to police dogs and their handlers in the U.S., Canada, Britain, and France. With insight, humor, and awe, this account reveals the feats that these human and canine teams accomplish, and the emotional and physical risks that they take for one another, and for us, Illus., most in color. 352 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

THE RAVEN: A Natural and Supernatural History By Nick Davies. Discover the fascinating secret life of the crow, an extraordinary creature known for tricking other species into raising its young. Using shrewd detective skills and field experiments, Davies reveals the astonishing adaptations that have evolved in the crow, a long battle to outwit their hosts. Illus. 282 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $27.00

LOST AMONG THE BIRDS: Accidentally Finding Myself in One Very Big Year By Neil Hayward. Birding was a lifelong passion. His life took a turn when he embarked on a hunt to find the crow and its habitat. The story explores twenty-four significant sculptures spanning Barth’s thirty-five-year career. Fully illus. in color. 312 pages. Chatto & Windus. Pub. at $17.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#6742157</td>
<td>HUMMINGBIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA: Peterson Field Guides</td>
<td>Sheri L. Williamson</td>
<td>HM Paperbound</td>
<td>8½x11</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5936020</td>
<td>MUSHROOMS AND OTHER FUNGI OF NORTH AMERICA</td>
<td>Roger Phillips</td>
<td>HP Paperbound</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6774059</td>
<td>ROCKS AND MINERALS, FIFTH EDITION:</td>
<td>Frederick H. Pough</td>
<td>HP Paperbound</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5919991</td>
<td>FEATHERS: The Evolution of a Natural Miracle</td>
<td>Thor Hanson</td>
<td>HP Paperbound</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6684483</td>
<td>THE CURE FOR CATASTROPHE</td>
<td>Robert Muir-Wood</td>
<td>HP Paperbound</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6623876</td>
<td>THE NAKED SHORE: Of the North Sea</td>
<td>Tom Blass</td>
<td>HP Paperbound</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#583625</td>
<td>ROCHESTER WISCONSIN: A Guide to the State's Best Rockhounding Sites</td>
<td>Kenneth Graham</td>
<td>HM Paperbound</td>
<td>8½x11</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5595774</td>
<td>COLLECTOR'S GUIDE TO THE THREE PHASES OF TITANIA:</td>
<td>Robert J. Laut</td>
<td>HP Paperbound</td>
<td>8½x11</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6648680</td>
<td>APPLES OF NEW ENGLAND: A User’s Guide</td>
<td>Russell Steven Powell</td>
<td>HP Paperbound</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6786384</td>
<td>GUIDE TO GETTING IN TOUCH WITH NATURE</td>
<td>Shirley Maddy</td>
<td>HP Paperbound</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5919991</td>
<td>GETTING STARTED IN YOUR OWN WOOD</td>
<td>J. Evans &amp; W. Rolls</td>
<td>HP Paperbound</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5826055</td>
<td>WILD THINGS, WILD PLACES: Adventurous Tales of Wildlife and</td>
<td>Jane Alexander</td>
<td>HP Paperbound</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**More Works on Nature**

- MUSHROOMS AND OTHER FUNGI OF NORTH AMERICA
- HUMMINGBIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA: Peterson Field Guides
- ROCKS AND MINERALS, FIFTH EDITION: Peterson Field Guides
- FEATHERS: The Evolution of a Natural Miracle
- THE CURE FOR CATASTROPHE
- THE NAKED SHORE: Of the North Sea
- ROCHESTER WISCONSIN: A Guide to the State's Best Rockhounding Sites
- COLLECTOR'S GUIDE TO THE THREE PHASES OF TITANIA: Rufutila, Ananas, Brookite
- APPLES OF NEW ENGLAND: A User’s Guide
- GUIDE TO GETTING IN TOUCH WITH NATURE
- GETTING STARTED IN YOUR OWN WOOD

**More Works on Nature**

- MUSHROOMS AND OTHER FUNGI OF NORTH AMERICA
- HUMMINGBIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA: Peterson Field Guides
- ROCKS AND MINERALS, FIFTH EDITION: Peterson Field Guides
- FEATHERS: The Evolution of a Natural Miracle
- THE CURE FOR CATASTROPHE
- THE NAKED SHORE: Of the North Sea
- ROCHESTER WISCONSIN: A Guide to the State's Best Rockhounding Sites
- COLLECTOR'S GUIDE TO THE THREE PHASES OF TITANIA: Rufutila, Ananas, Brookite
- APPLES OF NEW ENGLAND: A User’s Guide
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>More Works on Nature</th>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>More Works on Nature</th>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Nature Photography</th>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Nature Photography</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4574591</td>
<td>EXPLORE THE PACIFIC ISLANDS NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARIES WITH JEAN-MICHEL COUSTEAU</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>THE POCONOS: Pennsylvania’s Mountain Treasure By Michael P. Gadsomski, Covering parts of six Pennsylvania counties, this breathtaking volume celebrates the majestic natural beauty and rich history of the Pocono Mountain region. For more than 150 years, visitors have been drawn to this verdant and fascinating sanctuary. See it for yourself in this lavish tribute. Nearly 400 color photos.</td>
<td>208 pages. Schiffer 9½x12¼. Pub. at $34.99</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5735299</td>
<td>ULTIMATE ACADIA, SECOND EDITION 90 Reasons to Visit Maine’s National Park By Virginia M. Wright. A spectacular visual tour of this distinctly Maine treasure. Experience wild surf, granite cliffs, carriage roads, and scenic mountain vistas. Acadia National Park is as tranquil and wild, a place of beautiful contradictions. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Down East. Pub. at $18.95</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>KENTUCKY’S NATURAL HERITAGE: An Illustrated Guide to Biodiversity Ed. by Greg Abernathy et al. Richly detailed and lavishly illustrated with more than 250 color photos, maps, and charts, this is the definitive compendium of Kentucky’s amazing diversity of plant and animal life and presents a persuasive argument for the conservation of the state’s biodiversity. 200 pages. UPky. 12¾x10¼. Pub. at $39.95</td>
<td>10x13¼. Pub. at $75.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5760373</td>
<td>THE WORLD’S MOST BEAUTIFUL NATIONAL PARKS By Elena Blanchi, Illustrated with spectacular photography, this volume is a tribute to the incredible natural wonders on Earth that are now protected by national parks in all seven continents. 272 pages. White Star. 9¼x13. Pub. at $39.95</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>STORM CHASER: A Visual Tour of Severe Weather By David Mayhew. Mayhew takes you on an unforgettable photographic journey across tornado alley in the United States to witness the power and beauty of tornadoes, lightning storms, and stunning storm and fair-weather cloud formations, then into Iceland to experience the majestic northern lights. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Amherst Media. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td>12x10. Paperbound. Pub at $24.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5653384</td>
<td>THE APPETITE SOLUTION: Lose Weight Effortlessly and Never Be Hungry Again By Joe Colella. Hunger means something is wrong with you, and you lose the weight you want while fighting through the pangs. With this guide, weight-loss specialist Dr. Colella presents a six-week, three-phase plan to help you diminish cravings while achieving your weight goal. Sets you free from hunger forever. 296 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $26.99</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>CHOOSE IT TO LOSE IT! The Ultimate Pocket Guide to Save 500 Calories a Day! By Amy Brightfield. A real-world guide to eating out, shopping smart, and cooking better. Packed with quick tips, essential advice, and hundreds of easy food swaps to help you slim down and lose weight. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Omeor. Paperback. Pub at $17.95</td>
<td>5½x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Nature Photography**

- **THE WORLD’S MOST BEAUTIFUL NATIONAL PARKS By Elena Blanchi, Illustrated with spectacular photography, this volume is a tribute to the incredible natural wonders on Earth that are now protected by national parks in all seven continents. 272 pages. White Star. 9¼x13. Pub. at $39.95**
- **STORM CHASER: A Visual Tour of Severe Weather By David Mayhew. Mayhew takes you on an unforgettable photographic journey across tornado alley in the United States to witness the power and beauty of tornadoes, lightning storms, and stunning storm and fair-weather cloud formations, then into Iceland to experience the majestic northern lights. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Amherst Media. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95**
- **THE EVER-CHANGING COASTLINE: Tidal Forces at Work By Joseph R. Votano. Lovers of natural history will appreciate the images of curiously sculpted potholes, towering sea stacks, sand and vegetal varieties, and blue sky reflected in striated rivulets, accompanied by diagrams and explanations of the natural forces at work. 160 pages. Schiffer. 10¼x14¼.**
- **A BEAUTY COLLECTED: Captivating ABC Book to Discover the Beauty Around You By Rachel Garahan. Introduces three unique underwater marvels with Jean-Michel Cousteau. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00**
- **THE CENTRE CANNOT HOLD By David Gilden. Arresting images exhibit David Gilden’s exceptional photographic talent, as well as his bold reinvention of the craft. Set primarily in Kenya’s Aberdare National Park, his camera ensures African wildlife in dramatic black and white, forging a compelling commentary on the devastating effects of our shifting climate. Glitterati. 10x13¼. Pub. at $75.00**
- **TALES FROM GOMBE By A. Shash & F. Rogers. Drawn from years spent in the company of the world-famous chimpanzees of Tanzania’s Gombe National Park, this volume gives us an unparalleled look into their world. Through enduring stories and stunningly intimate photography, an epic saga of intrigue, love, and survival. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00**
- **THE APPETITE SOLUTION: Lose Weight Effortlessly and Never Be Hungry Again By Joe Colella. Hunger means something is wrong with you, and you lose the weight you want while fighting through the pangs. With this guide, weight-loss specialist Dr. Colella presents a six-week, three-phase plan to help you diminish cravings while achieving your weight goal. Sets you free from hunger forever. 296 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $26.99**
- **CHOOSE IT TO LOSE IT! The Ultimate Pocket Guide to Save 500 Calories a Day! By Amy Brightfield. A real-world guide to eating out, shopping smart, and cooking better. Packed with quick tips, essential advice, and hundreds of easy food swaps to help you slim down and lose weight. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Omeor. Paperback. Pub at $17.95**
Nutrition & Weight Management

THE FEELGOOD PLAN: Happier, Healthier & Slimmer in 15 Minutes a Day By D. Wong & K. Faithfull-Williams. Packed with down to earth ideas to help you tune in to what really makes your body feel great, from 15-minute workouts that make you look and feel younger to healthier versions of all your favorite foods. Wong offers practical ideas to fit exercise into jam packed lives, conquer cravings, and stop emotional eating. Well illus. 224 pages. Sterling. Paper. At $21.95 Item #5763456 $3.95

THE BELLY BURN PLAN: Six Weeks to a Lean, Fit & Healthy Body By Traci D. Mitchell. Muffin tops, love handles, and pot bellies have finally met their match with this easy to follow diet and exercise program that will help you shed belly fat fast and for good in just three steps. Kick start it with a three day cleanse; eat right for your body type; and get moving. All the information you need to make the lifestyle changes that will shed fat fast. Well illus. 306 pages. Morrow. Paper. At $16.99 Item #5809398 $5.95

THE MASTER CLEANSE MADE EASY: Your No-Fail Guide to Feeling Great During and After You Detox By Robin Westen. With these helpful strategies, you are sure to succeed on the Lemonade Diet cleanse and jump-start your healthy new lifestyle. They’ll lead you step by step through the process, revealing how easy it is to boost energy, power through your hunger, maintain mental clarity, and keep a positive attitude. 184 pages. item #5713722 $3.95

THINNER IN 30: Small Changes That Add Up to Big Weight Loss in Just 30 Days By Jenna Wolfe with M. Murphy. Blending athletic wisdom and laugh out loud humor with easy to follow advice, Wolfe will help you discover just how easy it is to get healthy without having to deprive yourself or work out 12 hours a day. In this guide she puts the focus on the small, bite-size tips that add up to big weight loss. Illus. 218 pages. Grand Central. Paper. At $28.00 Item #6681050 $5.95

THE BIGGEST LOSER: The Weight-Loss Program to Transform Your Body, Health, and Life Undergo a dramatic and life-changing weight-loss transformation with this valuable guide, based on the hit NBC show that inspired millions. Slim down with the Biggest Loser diet; shed pounds with the exercise plan; and learn the motivations behind the show’s memorable cast members. Color photos. 192 pages. Rodale. Paper. At $21.95 Item #729504 $4.95

★ EAT WELL, LOOK GREAT: Nutrition and Lifestyle Beauty Secrets to Make You Feel Good from the Inside Out By Sarah Brewer. Dr. Brewer reveals her nutrition and lifestyle secrets for beating common beauty problems, based on the principals of nutritional medicine. Includes the information you need to make your beauty concerns a thing of the past and is packed with nutritional advice based on the latest scientific evidence. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Edison Books Limited. Paper. At $17.95 Item #5863833 $9.95

★ BEAT CHRONIC DISEASE: The Nutrition Solution By Fleur Brown. Explains how to apply the principles of functional nutrition to understand and overcome your health problems, based on Brown’s extensive clinical experience, and illustrated by detailed case histories. 260 pages. Hammersmith Books. Paper. At $19.95 Item #6847870 $15.95

CHOOSE MORE, MORE FOR LIFE By Chris & Heidi Powell. Find the tailor-made plan for you to lose weight and shape your body for life. With the help of ABC’s Extreme Weight Loss star, Chris Powell, you’ll find all the information you need to choose the plan to get started and see immediate results. Four different options are offered for carb-cycling along with twenty new Nine-Minute Missions, workouts that pack maximum results into minimal time. Well illus. 289 pages. Hatchette. Paper. At $16.95 Item #5806879 $4.95

★ YOUR NUTRITION SOLUTION TO A HEALTHY GUT By Kimberly A. Tessmer. Designed for anyone suffering from a gut-related disorder, this guide provides both a treatment and preventative nutritional plan you can live with for a lifetime. It features the latest medical information; tips on nutritional intake and necessary lifestyle changes; and easy to follow meal plans. 223 pages. New Page Books. Paper. At $13.99 Item #2768356 $4.95

SHOULD I SCOOP OUT MY BAGEL? And 99 Other Answers to Your Everyday Diet and Nutrition Questions to Help You Lose Weight, Feel Great, and Live Healthily By I. Schapiro & H. Rich. Drawing on 25 years of combined experience, the authors tackle some of the most common health and diet questions posed today. Is a wrap better for you than a bagel sandwich? Is it time to get on the gluten-free bandwagon? If you eat well, what’s the point of a multivitamin? and more. 225 pages. Skyhorse. Paper. At $15.99 Item #4559193 $5.95

Healthy Cooking & Special Diets

THE SALT FIX By James DiNicolantonio. The author shows the best ways to add salt back in your diet, offering his transformative five step program for recalibrating your salt thermostat to achieve your unique, ideal salt intake. Science has moved on from the low salt dogma, and so should you, your life may depend on it. 258 pages. Harmony. Paper. At $26.99 Item #6847790 $4.95

THE COLLAGEN DIET By Pamela Schoenfeld. Packed with proven techniques, helpful strategies and delicious recipes, this resource offers simple steps to boost your body’s natural collagen production. Schoenfeld explains everything you need to know about collagen including how much to consume daily and which foods naturally contain it. 234 pages. Ulysses. Paper. At $15.95 Item #5806879 $4.95

THE AGE-DEFYING DIET By Caroline Apovian. An innovative and easy to follow program that outwits the body’s aging processes to reverse the metabolic clock. By combining her metabolism boosting diet with targeted strength training, readers will lose weight quickly, target trouble spots, boost energy, and restore health. Includes over 100 recipes, simple exercises and a helpful quiz to reveal your true metabolic age. Illus. 326 pages. Grand Central. Paper. At $27.00 Item #5765765 $5.95

FOODS TO FIGHT CANCER By R. Beliveau & D. Gingras. This cutting edge science on diet and cancer focuses on foods rich in anticancer compounds including garlic, green tea, sardines, flaxseed, cranberries, blueberries, and red wine. This resource offers guidelines on how to include these healing foods into your diet. Illus. in color. Dorling Kindersley. Paper. At $19.95 Item #6904068 $8.95

MIND AND BODY: The Little Book of Home Remedies By Linda B. White et al. From fatigue, insomnia, and menopause to depression, stress, and brain health, this handy guide offers easy, effective recipes to help you manage your challenges naturally. 128 pages. Fair Winds Press. Paper. At $8.99 Item #571224X $2.95

THE EVERYTHING JUICING BOOK By Carole Jacobs et al. Whether you want to get more nutrients, cleanse your body of toxins, or prevent disease and live longer, juicing is the answer. This guide contains all the information you need to create 150 delicious and nutritious juices for optimum health, including Strawberry Patch Juice, Carrot Banana, Flax Pineapple, and many others, 291 pages. Adams Media. Paper. At $16.95 Item #4609691 $4.95

THE EVERYTHING LOW-FODMAP DIET COOKBOOK By Colleen Francioli. With the 300 low-Fodmap recipes included, and an extensive meal plan, you’ll be able to identify your sensitivities, eliminate problem foods, and control your symptoms. Recipes include Mixed Berry Cobbler, Quinoa & Corn, and Zucchini Fritters; Roasted Parsnips with Rosemary; Citrus Flank Steak; and many more. Photos. 320 pages. Adams Media. Paper. At $18.99 Item #662880X $5.95

EAT WELL, LOOK GREAT: Nutrition & Lifestyle Beauty Secrets to Make You Feel Good from the Inside Out By Sarah Brewer. Dr. Brewer reveals her nutrition and lifestyle secrets for beating common beauty problems, based on the principals of nutritional medicine. Includes the information you need to make your beauty concerns a thing of the past and is packed with nutritional advice based on the latest scientific evidence. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Edison Books Limited. Paper. At $17.95 Item #5863833 $9.95

THE EVERYTHING JUICING BOOK By Carole Jacobs et al. Whether you want to get more nutrients, cleanse your body of toxins, or prevent disease and live longer, juicing is the answer. This guide contains all the information you need to create 150 delicious and nutritious juices for optimum health, including Strawberry Patch Juice, Carrot Banana, Flax Pineapple, and many others, 291 pages. Adams Media. Paper. At $16.95 Item #4609691 $4.95

THE EVERYTHING LOW-FODMAP DIET COOKBOOK By Colleen Francioli. With the 300 low-Fodmap recipes included, and an extensive meal plan, you’ll be able to identify your sensitivities, eliminate problem foods, and control your symptoms. Recipes include Mixed Berry Cobbler, Quinoa & Corn, and Zucchini Fritters; Roasted Parsnips with Rosemary; Citrus Flank Steak; and many more. Photos. 320 pages. Adams Media. Paper. At $18.99 Item #662880X $5.95

THE AGE-DEFYING DIET By Caroline Apovian. An innovative and easy to follow program that outwits the body’s aging processes to reverse the metabolic clock. By combining her metabolism boosting diet with targeted strength training, readers will lose weight quickly, target trouble spots, boost energy, and restore health. Includes over 100 recipes, simple exercises and a helpful quiz to reveal your true metabolic age. Illus. 326 pages. Grand Central. Paper. At $27.00 Item #5765765 $5.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Original Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Healthy Cooking &amp; Special Diets</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5983738</td>
<td>SLIM DOWN NOW: Shed Pounds and Inches with Real Food, Real Fast</td>
<td>Viking</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>$26.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>570628</td>
<td>TURBO METABOLISM: 8 Weeks to a New You</td>
<td>Viking</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>$26.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>569061</td>
<td>THE METABOLIC APPROACH TO CANCER</td>
<td>Chelsea Green</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5692201</td>
<td>THE ALZHEIMER'S PREVENTION FOOD GUIDE</td>
<td>Morrow</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>565033</td>
<td>THE STASH PLAN</td>
<td>Rockridge</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>576391</td>
<td>ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS</td>
<td>Rockridge</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5598659</td>
<td>THE COMPLETE IDIOT'S GUIDE TO THE COCONUT OIL DIET</td>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4642295</td>
<td>THE FIRST MILK DIET: Your Anti-Aging Secret</td>
<td>Morrow</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6598153</td>
<td>FOODS TO FIGHT CANCER: What to Eat to Reduce Your Risk</td>
<td>Rodale</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6592201</td>
<td>THE PIPER PROTOCOL: The Insider's Secret to Weight Loss and Internal</td>
<td>Morrow</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>654765</td>
<td>THE BODY BALANCE DIET PLAN</td>
<td>Watkins</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6598859</td>
<td>THE BODY BALANCE DIET PLAN</td>
<td>Watkins</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6545324</td>
<td>THE MEMORY DIET: More Than 150 Healthy Recipes for the Proper Care</td>
<td>Book Club</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6599699</td>
<td>THE 28-DAY GUT HEALTH PLAN</td>
<td>Morrow</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6909612</td>
<td>THE MEDITATION PLAN: Lose Weight and Feel Better from the Inside</td>
<td>Morrow</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6560377</td>
<td>NORTHERN JILL'S 7-DAY JUMP START</td>
<td>Da Capo</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>$27.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>657001X</td>
<td>THE METABOLISM PLAN</td>
<td>Grand Central</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>$27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6589153</td>
<td>NO GRAIN, NO PAIN</td>
<td>Touchstone</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>$27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6545324</td>
<td>THE MEMORY DIET: More Than 150 Healthy Recipes for the Proper Care</td>
<td>Book Club</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6598859</td>
<td>THE BODY BALANCE DIET PLAN</td>
<td>Watkins</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6545324</td>
<td>THE MEMORY DIET: More Than 150 Healthy Recipes for the Proper Care</td>
<td>Book Club</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6598859</td>
<td>THE BODY BALANCE DIET PLAN</td>
<td>Watkins</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6545324</td>
<td>THE MEMORY DIET: More Than 150 Healthy Recipes for the Proper Care</td>
<td>Book Club</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6598859</td>
<td>THE BODY BALANCE DIET PLAN</td>
<td>Watkins</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6545324</td>
<td>THE MEMORY DIET: More Than 150 Healthy Recipes for the Proper Care</td>
<td>Book Club</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6598859</td>
<td>THE BODY BALANCE DIET PLAN</td>
<td>Watkins</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6545324</td>
<td>THE MEMORY DIET: More Than 150 Healthy Recipes for the Proper Care</td>
<td>Book Club</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6598859</td>
<td>THE BODY BALANCE DIET PLAN</td>
<td>Watkins</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6545324</td>
<td>THE MEMORY DIET: More Than 150 Healthy Recipes for the Proper Care</td>
<td>Book Club</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Healthy Cooking & Special Diets

LIVING A REAL LIFE WITH REAL FOOD: How to Get Healthy, Lose Weight, and Stay Energized – the Kosher Way By Beth Warren. Unique guide to healthy eating, delivered from the kosher perspective. Relying on science and her clients’ experiences, Warren shows that the best way to lose weight, build strength, and fight obesity-related diseases is to eat the natural, whole foods that have been pushed out of our national diet by fasts and a broken food system. Color photos. 330 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95. Item #6594130

THE HEALTHY COCONUT By Jenni Madison. A simple and inspiring guide to incorporating the amazing benefits of coconut into your daily lifestyle. Features more than 100 cleansing, nourishing and beautifying recipes bursting with coconut goodness and superfood nutrition like Thai Style Coconut & Vegetable Soup; Coconut Bread with Chia Jam; and Raw Vegan Tuna Salad. Well illus. in color. 242 pages. Rockpool. $19.95. Item #615651

USING THE GAPS DIET: 175 Recipes for Gaining Control of Your Gut Flora By Signe Gad. Used for a range of modern chronic diseases that have their roots in compromised intestinal flora, GAPS is free of sugar, starch, and processed food including additives and is for those living with chronic diseases like diabetes, behavioral disorders, depression and excess weight. With 175 recipes and information on the GAPS protocol, you can heal your gut and gain control of your health. 288 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. Item #6928306

THE SHRED POWER CLEANSE: Eat Clean, Get Lean, Burn Fat By Ian K. Smith. More than a classic detox plan, this Power Cleanse is detox taken to a new level, so you can jump-start big change. On this plan you will eat clean, crunchy, fresh food, drink your favorite detox smoothie, taken from the 9 included recipes, and snack an unskippable part of the Power Cleanse. Learn simple detoxifying exercise regimens and get a Weekend Power tune-up Bonus as well. Color photos. 206 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $22.99. Item #6981471

Exercise & Fitness

101 MUSCLE-SHAPING WORKOUTS & STRATEGIES FOR WOMEN: Muscle & Fitness Her Fully illustrated with step by step instructions, plus tips from trainers for improving your form and increasing the challenge. This comprehensive guide will teach women how to take their workouts to the next level. 175 pages. Triumph. 7 x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #6830412

DVD YOGILATES, LEVEL 1: Beginners Workout By Jonathan Urala. This is a beginning level yoga class that safely tones, stretches, and relaxes your whole body. You’ll love the music and loft setting as you move from core mat-work exercises to strengthen your back and abs, to standing poses that improve leg strength, flexibility and balance. 45 minutes. $3.95. Item #6735193

MOBILITY WORKOUT HANDBOOK By David Kirschen et al. Designed to help increase range of motion and allow for better performance at all levels of the fitness spectrum, these cutting edge training routines bring the leading concepts in injury prevention and mobility development to the everyday athlete. Illus. 214 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. Item #6840590

KETTLEBELL KICKBOXING By Dasha Libin Anderson. A celebrity personal trainer combines kettlebells and martial arts into one effective workout for women. She offers instructions for more than 200 exercises; four-week fitness plans and 15-minute high-intensity interval training; a simple philosophy on food for clean eating; and more. Fully illus. in color. 302 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. Item #6791767

PILATES: Core Strength, Exercises & Daily Routines By C. Yabsley & K. Sunnasse. Pilates is an all around mind-body workout that will leave you standing tall, breathing better, and toned, strong and stable. Organized by type and difficulty with suggested routines of poses and stretches. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Flame Tree. Spiralbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #6796192

FROM SLIGHT TO MIGHT: Building Muscle for the Hardgainer By Hollis Lance Liebman. A comprehensive guide to help you add the mass you’ve been seeking and continue to gain personal confidence in your body. This book will improve your clothes will fit better, and you’ll feel like a better person by getting in shape and learning the right way to do it. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Skyhorse. 8 x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. Item #6796192

THE BELLY OFF! WORKOUTS: A 6-Week Detox Diet and Fitness Plan That Strips Away Fat-Fast! By Jeff Csato et al. With revolatory workouts for both beginners and veterans, a handful of easy rules for healthy eating, and a detox plan that is both simple and safe, this program will help you lose ten, twenty, or more pounds in fewer than two months and turn your health around. Illus. 211 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00. Item #7560305

NO EXCUSES FITNESS By Donovan Green with R.M. Murphy. Armed with a simple motto—“If you want to lose weight, then you can’t make any excuses for not sticking to the plan”—Green has designed the ideal workout program built upon what he calls the “Wellness Triad”—mental discipline, sound nutrition, and exercise. Get ready to melt away the pounds! Well illus. 211 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00. Item #7560305

STAYING YOUNG WITH INTERVAL TRAINING By Joseph Tieri. Research shows that high-intensity interval training improves heart and cellular health, prevents disease and enhances athletic performance for older adults—regardless of age. With this guide you can quickly gain greater flexibility; muscle and core strength; increased energy; optimal health and a leaner physique with fat-burning stamina. Well illus. 136 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #7867114

ENERGY EVERY DAY: Your Personal Plan for More Energy and Better Health By Ron Woods et al. Whether you’re a student or CEO, small business owner or homemaker, you’ll learn how to incorporate physical activity into your daily routine for better health and increased energy. Create a personal energy plan specific to you by evaluating your lifestyle and identifying opportunities to add energy boosting activities to your day with this step by step program. Well illus. in color. 236 pages. Human Kinetics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item #5793610

STRENGTH TRAINING: Stay Fit & Fabulous By Cris Canavo. This guide holds the key to feeling and looking great as you age. Whether you’re hoping to alleviate specific problems or simply attempting to maintain your fitness with tailored nutritional and exercise advice, this blend of methods from yoga, Pilates, tai chi, and other disciplines will help you achieve your goals. Well illus. 160 pages. Ixia. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #6777848

DANCE MANUAL: The Complete Step-by-Step Guide By Keyna Paul. Dance is gaining recognition as a way for everyone to improve and maintain their physical health, as well as a sense of well-being. This manual includes the history and essence of the dance styles; dress codes; and the reasons behind these; suggestions for music; basic moves and steps joined into a simple routine; and ideas for adapting dance styles for people who need to sit on a chair. Fully illus. in color. 194 pages. Haynes. 8½ x11½. Pub. at $36.95. Item #925727X

BARRIATRIC FITNESS FOR YOUR NEW LIFE By Julia Kardast. Bariatric surgery is a highly effective way to take control of your weight. But it’s only one part of the solution. The helpful advice and proven fitness program in this guide provides the tools you need to make sure your bariatric surgery produces sustained weight loss. Well illus. 152 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item #7782421

ENERGY EVERY DAY: Your Personal Plan for More Energy and Better Health By Ron Woods et al. Whether you’re a student or CEO, small business owner or homemaker, you’ll learn how to incorporate physical activity into your daily routine for better health and increased energy. Create a personal energy plan specific to you by evaluating your lifestyle and identifying opportunities to add energy boosting activities to your day with this step by step program. Well illus. in color. 236 pages. Human Kinetics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item #5793610

NEW LIFE DANCE MANUAL: The Complete Step-by-Step Guide By Keyna Paul. Dance is gaining recognition as a way for everyone to improve and maintain their physical health, as well as a sense of well-being. This manual includes the history and essence of the dance styles; dress codes; and the reasons behind these; suggestions for music; basic moves and steps joined into a simple routine; and ideas for adapting dance styles for people who need to sit on a chair. Fully illus. in color. 194 pages. Haynes. 8½ x11½. Pub. at $36.95. Item #925727X

STRENGTH TRAINING: Stay Fit & Fabulous By Cris Canavo. This guide holds the key to feeling and looking great as you age. Whether you’re hoping to alleviate specific problems or simply attempting to maintain your fitness with tailored nutritional and exercise advice, this blend of methods from yoga, Pilates, tai chi, and other disciplines will help you achieve your goals. Well illus. 160 pages. Ixia. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #6777848

DANCE MANUAL: The Complete Step-by-Step Guide By Keyna Paul. Dance is gaining recognition as a way for everyone to improve and maintain their physical health, as well as a sense of well-being. This manual includes the history and essence of the dance styles; dress codes; and the reasons behind these; suggestions for music; basic moves and steps joined into a simple routine; and ideas for adapting dance styles for people who need to sit on a chair. Fully illus. in color. 194 pages. Haynes. 8½ x11½. Pub. at $36.95. Item #925727X
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise &amp; Fitness</th>
<th>Beauty &amp; Skin Care</th>
<th>Health &amp; Medical References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>YOGA AND BODY IMAGE: 25 Personal Stories About Beauty, Bravery &amp; Loving Your Body</strong> By M. Klein &amp; A. Guest-Jelley. Twenty-five contributors–including Alanis Morissette, celebrity yoga instructor Seara Corne and author Dr. Sara Gottfried–discuss how yoga and body intersect. Through inspiring personal stories, you’ll discover how yoga not only affects your physical health, but also how you feel about your body. 263 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE PATH OF MODERN YOGA: The History of an Embodied Spiritual Practice</strong> By Elliott Goldberg. Drawing on over ten years of research from rare primary sources and engaging with contemporary yoga scholarship, Goldberg presents an original, authoritative, provocative, and illuminating interpretation of the history of modern yoga. Photos. 496 pages. Inner Traditions. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $39.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAN VS. HAIR: 60 Tutorials for Handsome Hair &amp; Stubble</strong> By Kieron Webb. Collection of 60 fashionable styles for men’s hair and facial hair. Step by step tutorials featuring simple how to illustrations take the guesswork out of styling, while on-trend fashion photography demonstrates how to wear each ‘do. 176 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEAUTY REWIND: A Makeup Guide to Looking Your Best at Any Age</strong> By Taylor Chang-Babarian. The essential guide for looking and feeling your best at every age. From skin-care treatments to emphasizing your best features, the celebrity makeup artist gives you all the tools you need to age gracefully and beautifully. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Perigee. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $21.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UNRULY CURLS: How to Manage, Style and Love Your Curly Hair</strong> By Michael Price. Whether you have ringlets, waves or even kinky hair, this guide is your companion. Packed with essential tips for looking after your hair from the inside out, this is a “whole-istic” three-step program that will help you maintain your natural beauty and create a customized action plan to heal. 180 pages. North Atlantic. Pub. at $28.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXERCISES FOR CANCER WELLNESS</strong> By William Smith with J. Brellyn. A guide to making positive life changes during and after cancer treatment, helping to lessen the risks of recurrence or relapse, while increasing your strength and energy. Photos. 101 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00. Item #5956439</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MIND YOUR BODY: 4 Weeks to a Leaner, Healthier Life</strong> By Joel Harper. A personal trainer to the stars, Harper explores the crucial connection between meals, moves, and mindset. He provides a “whole-istic” three-step program that will help you quadruple your weight loss, maximize your workouts, and boost your happiness and energy levels in just fifteen minutes a day. Well illus. 235 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE GUT WELLNESS GUIDE</strong> By A. Post &amp; S. Cavaliere. A user friendly guide for anyone grappling with chronic pain, fatigue, gas, bloating, and other common disorders associated with the gut. Addressing a wide range of conditions, this guide presents simple ways to relieve the stress, tune into your body, and create a customized action plan to heal. 180 pages. North Atlantic. Pub. at $18.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOREST BATHING: How Trees Can Help You Find Health and Happiness</strong> By Qing Li. As a society we suffer from nature deficit disorder. The author shows how forest bathing can reduce your stress levels and blood pressure, strengthen your immune and cardiovascular systems, boost your energy, mood, creativity, and concentration, and even help you lose weight and live longer. 110 pages. Viking. Pub. at $20.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE HEALING POWERS OF VINEGAR, REVISED THIRD EDITION: A Complete Guide to Nature’s Most Remarkable Remedy</strong> By Cal Orey. Drawing on the latest scientific studies and interviews with top health researchers, this comprehensive guide reveals how apple cider and red wine vinegars, as well as balsamic, fruit, rice, and herb-infused vinegars can help you stay healthy. Includes over 100 recipes and hints for using vinegar for everything from making counterpoints sparkle to cleaning up kids and pets. Illus. 360 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLEAN: The Revolutionary Program to Restore the Body’s Natural Ability to Heal Itself</strong> By Alejandro Junger with A. Greene. Designed to be easily incorporated into your busy schedule, while providing all the practical tools necessary to support and rejuvenate your body, Dr. Junger’s program is nothing short of transformative. Nagging health problems will disappear, extra weight will drop away, and more. 332 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE GUT WELLNESS GUIDE: How to Manage, Style and Love Your Curly Hair</strong> By Michael Price. Whether you have ringlets, waves or even kinky hair, this guide is your companion. Packed with essential tips for looking after your hair from the inside out, this is a “whole-istic” three-step program that will help you maintain your natural beauty and create a customized action plan to heal. 180 pages. North Atlantic. Pub. at $28.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE GUT WELLNESS GUIDE</strong> By A. Post &amp; S. Cavaliere. A user friendly guide for anyone grappling with chronic pain, fatigue, gas, bloating, and other common disorders associated with the gut. Addressing a wide range of conditions, this guide presents simple ways to relieve the stress, tune into your body, and create a customized action plan to heal. 180 pages. North Atlantic. Pub. at $18.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Exercise & Fitness**
  - **Yoga and Body Image: 25 Personal Stories About Beauty, Bravery & Loving Your Body** by M. Klein & A. Guest-Jelley
  - **The Path of Modern Yoga: The History of an Embodied Spiritual Practice** by Elliott Goldberg
  - **Man vs. Hair: 60 Tutorials for Handsome Hair & Stubble** by Kieron Webb
  - **Beauty Rewind: A Makeup Guide to Looking Your Best at Any Age** by Taylor Chang-Babarian
  - **Unruly Curls: How to Manage, Style and Love Your Curly Hair** by Michael Price
  - **Exercises for Cancer Wellness** by William Smith with J. Brellyn
  - **Mind Your Body: 4 Weeks to a Leaner, Healthier Life** by Joel Harper
  - **Clean: The Revolutionary Program to Restore the Body’s Natural Ability to Heal Itself** by Alejandro Junger

- **Beauty & Skin Care**
  - **Boho Braids: 40 Modern, Free-Spirited Hairstyles** by H. M. Garrett & K. Rossi
  - **Curls, Curls, Curls!** by Samantha Harris
  - **Beauty Rewind: A Makeup Guide to Looking Your Best at Any Age** by Taylor Chang-Babarian
  - **Unruly Curls: How to Manage, Style and Love Your Curly Hair** by Michael Price
  - **The Natural Beauty Solution** by Mary Helen Leonard
  - **The Beauty Solution** by Mary Helen Leonard

- **Health & Medical References**
  - **The Gut Wellness Guide** by A. Post & S. Cavaliere
  - **Forest Bathing: How Trees Can Help You Find Health and Happiness** by Qing Li
  - **Clean: The Revolutionary Program to Restore the Body’s Natural Ability to Heal Itself** by Alejandro Junger
  - **The Gut Wellness Guide** by A. Post & S. Cavaliere

- **Other Books**
  - **HarperCollins. Pub. at $24.99**
  - **Teen Vogue. Pub. at $19.99**
  - **Viking. Pub. at $20.00**
  - **Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00**
  - **Hatherleigh. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00**
  - **Viking. Pub. at $20.00**
  - **North Atlantic. Pub. at $28.00**
  - **Viking. Pub. at $20.00**
  - **North Atlantic. Pub. at $28.00**
  - **Viking. Pub. at $20.00**
  - **North Atlantic. Pub. at $28.00**
**Health & Medical References**

- **100 THINGS YOU CAN DO TO STAY FIT AND HEALTHY: Simple Steps to Better Your Body and Improve Your Mind**
  By Scott Douglas. Each short section in this guide features a simple and easy-to-implement practice that will improve your fitness and general health in an instant and, when continued, will elevate your well-being permanently. For example, don’t drive distracted.  
  Item #591558?  
  $11.95

- **THE LUCKY YEARS: How to Thrive in the Brave New World of Health**
  By David B. Agus. Agus offers a picture of the future of health and medicine—a new golden age where you can take full advantage of the latest science and technologies to customize your care. Imagine being able to edit your DNA to increase a healthy lifespan, prolong natural fertility and have children in your forties; and lose weight effortlessly without a trendy diet. Illus. 272 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.00  
  Item #5910046  
  $7.95

- **TOXIN TOXOUT: Getting Harmful Chemicals Out of Our Bodies and Our World**
  By B. Lourie & R. Smith. Globally, millions of people are contaminated by a complex mix of toxic chemicals. This book gives you the knowledge and tools you need to identify and remove toxins from your environment and your body.  
  Illus. 232 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95  
  Item #5947748  
  $6.95

- **UNZIP YOUR GENES: 5 Choices to Reveal a Radically Radiant You**
  By Jennifer Stagg. Your health is not completely predetermined by your genes. By understanding your unique gene structure, you can view your body in an innovative way that allows you to take control of your health and future and bring balance back in your life. Stagg provides an actionable plan to radically transform your health.  
  Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  
  Item #5930766  
  $11.95

- **7 DAYS TO LIVE FOREVER: The Fountain of Health Plan for Reversing the Clock**
  By William Smith. Distilling leading science and research on healthy living, this guide shows how implementing seven key principles will turn back the clock and help you live a long, vital life—physically, mentally, and spiritually.  
  138 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00  
  Item #5716179  
  $9.95

- **THE ULTIMATE OBAMACARE HANDBOOK: 2015-2016 EDITION**
  By Kimberly Amadeo. Delays the myths about the Affordable Care Act with research-based evidence. It reveals the seven reasons why health care costs so much, as well as how the ACA attacks those costs. You’ll learn who really gets benefits from subsidies and who pays for them. Most importantly, this handbook uncovers how the ACA might save you and your family money.  
  Item #5655208  
  PRICE CUT to $7.95

- **THE LUCKY YEARS: How to Thrive in the Brave New World of Health**
  By David B. Agus. Agus offers a picture of the future of health and medicine—a new golden age where you can take full advantage of the latest science and technologies to customize your care. Imagine being able to edit your DNA to increase a healthy lifespan, prolong natural fertility and have children in your forties; and lose weight effortlessly without a trendy diet. Illus. 272 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00  
  Item #591005X  
  $7.95

**Health & Medical References**

- **THE CONCISE BOOK OF DRY NEEDLING: A Practitioner’s Guide to Myofascial Trigger Point Applications**
  By John Sharkey. This concise and comprehensive reference for therapists in training provides accurate and essential criteria for the identification and subsequent treatment of myofascial trigger points through the exclusive use of a fine, filiform needle. Fully illus. in color. 260 pages. North Atlantic. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95  
  Item #5930766  
  $11.95

- **EVERYDAY HEALING: Stand Up, Take Charge, and Get Your Health Back...One Day at a Time**
  By Janette Hillis-Jaffe. Conquer chronic illness with the daily action steps listed in this guide, helping readers to eliminate old habits and establish new paths to health. Includes personal stories and medical studies to demonstrate the power of each step, tips for researching new treatment options, and much more.  
  Item #5731232  
  $9.95

- **100 THINGS YOU CAN DO TO STAY FIT AND HEALTHY: Simple Steps to Better Your Body and Improve Your Mind**
  By Scott Douglas. Each short section in this guide features a simple and easy-to-implement practice that will improve your fitness and general health in an instant and, when continued, will elevate your well-being permanently. For example, don’t drive distracted.  
  Item #591558?  
  $11.95

- **THE LUCKY YEARS: How to Thrive in the Brave New World of Health**
  By David B. Agus. Agus offers a picture of the future of health and medicine—a new golden age where you can take full advantage of the latest science and technologies to customize your care. Imagine being able to edit your DNA to increase a healthy lifespan, prolong natural fertility and have children in your forties; and lose weight effortlessly without a trendy diet. Illus. 272 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00  
  Item #591005X  
  $7.95

**Health & Medical References**

- **SHARKS GET CANCER, MOLE RATS DON’T**
  By James S. Walsh. This exploration of new directions in cancer research focuses on the important role of the immune system in combating the disease. Integrating the animal kingdom, extraordinary human cases, and even embryology, Dr. Walsh offers a compelling account of tumor immunology and the promises of immunotherapy.  
  Item #6789714  
  $3.95

- **THE AUTOIMMUNE WELLNESS HANDBOOK: A DIY Guide to Living Well with Chronic Illness**
  By M. Trescott & A. Alt. Provides a comprehensive guide to living healthfully with autoimmune disease, and introduces a complementary solution that focuses on seven key steps to recovery. Includes a 4-week meal plan and a 12-week lifestyle plan. Color photos. 288 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99  
  Item #6855474  
  $6.95

- **RECLAIMING LIFE AFTER TRAUMA: Healing PTSD with Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy and Yoga**
  By D. Mintie & J.K. Stapp. Drawing on many years of clinical work and their experience administering the successful Integrative Trauma Recovery Program, the authors help readers understand PTSD as a mind-body disorder from which we can use our own minds and bodies to recover, and present powerful tools that target the negative emotions and self-sabotaging behaviors that accompany the disorder. Illus. 180 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  
  Item #6921906  
  $13.95

- **WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT THYROID DISORDERS & WHAT TO DO ABOUT THEM**
  By Pamela Wartin Smith. Discusses the most common thyroid-related disorders and symptoms, beginning each discussion with an overview of the disorder that helps readers determine if they may be suffering from the problem. Includes causes and common symptoms, diagnostic tests, and both conventional and alternative treatment options.  
  Item #4615409  
  $9.95
Diseases & Disorders

- **LIVE AND LAUGH WITH DEMENTIA, 2ND EDITION** by Lee-Fay Low. All about how to make life with dementia as positive as possible to maximize quality of life for all involved. This guide enables families to help their loved one maintain relationships with others, and also maintain their self identity through easy to understand activities. 242 pages. Exisle. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

- **CURING HEPATITIS C** By Gregory T. Everson. Provides the latest information to guide you through the diagnosis and treatment of hepatitis C with an indispensable and comprehensive overview of everything you need to know to take the right steps toward a cure. 179 pages. Halterleigh. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $2.95

- **ON THEIR OWN: Creating an Independent Future for Your Adult Child with Learning Disabilities and ADHD** By Anne Ford with J-R. Thompson. Drawing from her personal experience and her work as a nationally recognized learning-disabled activist, Ford has written an indispensable family guide to the many challenges of preparing adult children with LD for the future. Addressing a wide range of topic such as social skills and dating; sibling relationships, and estate planning, Ford helps you figure out how–and how much–to let go. 301 pages. Newmarket. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

- **THIS IS CANCER** By Laura Holmes Haddad. Written by a cancer survivor so other patients and families would have the guide they need, and created for those who prefer their pathos and humor, reality, and a touch of flair. Haddad provides a look into the treatment of hepatitis C with an indispensable guide you through the diagnosis and treatment of hepatitis C with an indispensable and comprehensive overview of everything you need to know to take the right steps toward a cure. 179 pages. Halterleigh. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $2.95

- **UNDERSTANDING TYPE 2 DIABETES** By Merian Thomas. Learn what type 2 diabetes is and how it comes about, what the right diet is and how to achieve it, how exercise can improve and maintain your health; the medical aspects of care, including the best ways to control your waistline, blood glucose, blood pressure and cholesterol levels, and more. 324 pages. Exisle. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

- **25 WOMEN WHO SURVIVED CANCER: Notable Women Share Inspiring Stories of Hope** Ed. by Mark Evan Chernksy. An inspiring collection of 25 personal stories about how to cope with, and prevail over, cancer. Notable women such as Robin Roberts, Joan Lunden, Fran Drescher, Liz Lange, and more, write with moving candor about how they faced cancer and without letting it define their lives or conquer 226 pages. Sellers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

- **ARTHRITIS-PROOF YOUR LIFE: Secrets to Pain-Free Living Without Drugs** By Michelle Schiffer Cook. Offers you the tools you need to enjoy pain-free living and an improved quality of life. Discover new and advanced natural treatments, including potent phytonutrients that combat joint damage, and enzyme therapy to alleviate both pain and inflammation. 222 pages. Humanix. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

- **THE PSYCHOBOTIC REVOLUTION: Mood, Food, and the New Science of the Gut-Brain Connection** By Scott C. Anderson et al. Paring cutting-edge science with practical advice, the authors share the newest discoveries of how the population inside your intestines can cause–and cure–depression, anxiety, and other nervous system disorders. Reshape your understanding of the links between body and mind as well as mental health, diet, and optimal well-being. 319 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

- **PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF CARE: Pain and Gastrointestinal Symptoms** Ed. by Judith A. Pace. Provides an overview of the principles of symptom assessment and management, including pain, fatigue, nausea and vomiting, constipation, diarrhea, obstruction, and ascites, and also a quick reference for daily practice. 149 pages. Oxford. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

- **I HAVE CANCER, NOW WHAT? 12 Things You, Your Spouse, and Your Family Must Know In Your Battle with Cancer** By Cancor & Cindy Boss. Offers information on how to deal with the shock and fear of diagnosis, how to talk to your spouse and extended family; how to choose the best doctors and what questions to ask; the real costs of cancer, both financial and emotional; how to manage full-time jobs and much more. 145 pages. Familius. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $6.95

Diseases & Disorders

- **THE THYROID CONNECTION: Why You Feel Tired, Brain-Fogged, and Overweight—and How To Get Your Life Back** By Amy Myers. Myers teaches you how to take your health into your own hands and work with your doctor to get the right tests and diagnosis. She explains how to recognize the symptoms that could signal thyroid dysfunction, work with your doctor to ensure proper diagnosis, and make sure you’re on the right treatment plan. The ultimate road map back to your happiest, healthiest self. 425 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $11.95

- **INSULIN PUMPS AND CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING, 2ND EDITION: A User’s Guide to Effective Diabetes Management** By Francine R. Kaufman with E. Westfall. This revised edition gives you practical advice and important information on the basics of daily insulin pump use from setting bolus and basal rates; to managing exercise, eating, and travel days; to understanding the role of CGM technology. 256 pages. American Diabetes Assoc. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

- **UNEXPECTED RECOVERIES: Seven Steps to Healing Body, Mind & Soul When Serious Illness Strikes** By Iom Monte. This guide combines modern medical knowledge, ancient healing practices, and a healing diet to provide a comprehensive and practical guidebook for physical, emotional, and spiritual recovery. It takes aim at such conditions as cancer, heart disease, chronic pain, and more. One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

- **THE LANGUAGE OF LIGHT: A History of Silent Voices** By Gerald Shea. A comprehensive history of deafness, signed languages, and the unresolved struggles of the Deaf to be taught in their unspoken tongue. Illus. 266 pages. Yale. Pub. at $26.00 $14.95

- **A RETURN JOURNEY: Hope and Strength in the Aftermath of Alzheimer’s** By Sue Petrovski. Based on her own journals kept during her mother’s eight-year illness, and on her correspondence with other caregivers, Petrovski clearly and wisely explains that in Alzheimer’s care, there are no “right” ways, no “best” decisions, no “perfect” answers. There is simply the journey through the disease with loved ones, and back again. 188 pages. Purdue University. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

- **FINALLY FOCUSED** By J. Greenblatt & B. Gottlieb. Offers a breakthrough treatment plan for ADHD. Discover natural and medical methods for treating nutritional deficiencies or excesses, dysbiosis (a microbial imbalance inside the body), sleeping difficulties, and food allergies–all of which can cause or worsen ADHD symptoms. 264 pages. Harmony. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

- **A CANCER IN THE FAMILY: Take Control of Your Genetic Inheritance** By Theodora Ross. A go-to resource for anyone who worries that cancer runs in the family. Drawing on her own family’s story, along with the latest science in cancer genetics, Ross will empower you to face your genetic heritage without fear, and to make the right decisions for your family’s health. 286 pages. Avery. Pub. at $25.00 $9.95

- **INSIGHT INTO DEPRESSION: Waverley Abbey Insight Series** By C. Ledger & W. Bray. Offers a holistic and God-centered approach to moving through and beyond depression, combining warmth and reassurance with practical suggestions and a guide to spiritual and meditative exercises, prayer, and Bible study. 126 pages. CWR. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

Stress & Pain Management


- **A RETURN JOURNEY: Hope and Strength in the Aftermath of Alzheimer’s** By Sue Petrovski. Based on her own journals kept during her mother’s eight-year illness, and on her correspondence with other caregivers, Petrovski clearly and wisely explains that in Alzheimer’s care, there are no “right” ways, no “best” decisions, no “perfect” answers. There is simply the journey through the disease with loved ones, and back again. 188 pages. Purdue University. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5766249</td>
<td>Healing Arts, Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>Square One Publishers. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6847508</td>
<td>Stress &amp; Pain Management</td>
<td></td>
<td>The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6808239</td>
<td>Complementary &amp; Alternative Medicine</td>
<td></td>
<td>Square One Books. Pub. at $15.95</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6722563</td>
<td>Coconut Oil for Health: 100 Amazing and Unexpected Uses for Coconut Oil</td>
<td>Britton Brandon.</td>
<td>Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Stress & Pain Management**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5766249</td>
<td>MEQUILIBRIUM: 14 Days to Cooler, Calmer, and Happier</td>
<td>Jan Bruce et al.</td>
<td>Comix. Pub. at $29.95</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5936659</td>
<td>COMING ACUTE and CHRONIC PAIN: Keys to Treatment Based on Your Emotional Type</td>
<td>M.J. Micozzi &amp; S.M. Dibra.</td>
<td>The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5936659</td>
<td>THE ART OF MINDFUL RELAXATION: The Heart of Yoga Nidra</td>
<td>By Ed Shapiro.</td>
<td>The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6771815</td>
<td>THE COMPLETE BOOK OF ENERGY MEDICINES: Choosing Your Path to Health</td>
<td>Helen E. Eisenmik.</td>
<td>The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6722563</td>
<td>WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT VITAMINS, MINERALS, HERBS &amp; MORE</td>
<td>Pamela Wartian Smith.</td>
<td>The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Stress & Pain Management**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5874526</td>
<td>RELEASING PAIN NATURALLY: Safe and Effective Alternative Approaches</td>
<td></td>
<td>Himalayan Publishing. Pub. at $15.95</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6728952</td>
<td>LIVING PAIN FREE: Healing Chronic Pain with Myocardial Release</td>
<td>Amanda Oswald.</td>
<td>Himalayan Publishing. Pub. at $15.95</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Complementary & Alternative Medicine**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6827895</td>
<td>LIVING PAIN FREE: Healing Chronic Pain with Myocardial Release</td>
<td>Amanda Oswald.</td>
<td>Himalayan Publishing. Pub. at $15.95</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5936659</td>
<td>COMING ACUTE and CHRONIC PAIN: Keys to Treatment Based on Your Emotional Type</td>
<td>M.J. Micozzi &amp; S.M. Dibra.</td>
<td>The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5936659</td>
<td>OVERCOMING ACUTE and CHRONIC PAIN: Keys to Treatment Based on Your Emotional Type</td>
<td>M.J. Micozzi &amp; S.M. Dibra.</td>
<td>The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6771815</td>
<td>THE COMPLETE BOOK OF ENERGY MEDICINES: Choosing Your Path to Health</td>
<td>Helen E. Eisenmik.</td>
<td>The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6722563</td>
<td>WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT VITAMINS, MINERALS, HERBS &amp; MORE</td>
<td>Pamela Wartian Smith.</td>
<td>The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Coconut Oil for Health: 100 Amazing and Unexpected Uses for Coconut Oil**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6827895</td>
<td>LIVING PAIN FREE: Healing Chronic Pain with Myocardial Release</td>
<td>Amanda Oswald.</td>
<td>Himalayan Publishing. Pub. at $15.95</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5936659</td>
<td>COMING ACUTE and CHRONIC PAIN: Keys to Treatment Based on Your Emotional Type</td>
<td>M.J. Micozzi &amp; S.M. Dibra.</td>
<td>The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5936659</td>
<td>OVERCOMING ACUTE and CHRONIC PAIN: Keys to Treatment Based on Your Emotional Type</td>
<td>M.J. Micozzi &amp; S.M. Dibra.</td>
<td>The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6771815</td>
<td>THE COMPLETE BOOK OF ENERGY MEDICINES: Choosing Your Path to Health</td>
<td>Helen E. Eisenmik.</td>
<td>The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Complementary & Alternative Medicine**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6827895</td>
<td>LIVING PAIN FREE: Healing Chronic Pain with Myocardial Release</td>
<td>Amanda Oswald.</td>
<td>Himalayan Publishing. Pub. at $15.95</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5936659</td>
<td>COMING ACUTE and CHRONIC PAIN: Keys to Treatment Based on Your Emotional Type</td>
<td>M.J. Micozzi &amp; S.M. Dibra.</td>
<td>The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5936659</td>
<td>OVERCOMING ACUTE and CHRONIC PAIN: Keys to Treatment Based on Your Emotional Type</td>
<td>M.J. Micozzi &amp; S.M. Dibra.</td>
<td>The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6771815</td>
<td>THE COMPLETE BOOK OF ENERGY MEDICINES: Choosing Your Path to Health</td>
<td>Helen E. Eisenmik.</td>
<td>The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Complementary & Alternative Medicine

**APPLE CIDER VINEGAR MIRACLE HEALTH SYSTEM**

Item #96236X $7.95

**GEM WATER: How to Prepare and Use More Than 130 Crystal Waters for Therapeutic Treatments**
By M. Gienger & J. Goebel. Explains all you need to know about the correct way to prepare Gem Water and provides important information on which crystals should and shouldn’t be used in the process. Illus. in color. 94 pages. Findhorn.

Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

Item #6775489 $9.95

**YOUR BRAIN ON PLANTS: Improve the Way You Think and Feel with Safe–and Proven–Medicinal Plants and Herbs**
By Nicolette & Elaine Perry. This practical, authoritative, and beautiful guide introduces you to more than 50 medicinal plants that offer natural, safe ways to optimize your brain health. Make at home recipes for foods, teas, tinctures, balms, and cordials that use the power of herbs in everything these plants have to offer. Well illus. in color. 243 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

Item #6950809 $12.95

**HEALTHY BONES & JOINTS: A Storey Medicinal Herb Guide**
By David Hoffman. Hoffman offers ways to use easy herbal remedies and simple lifestyle changes to prevent and fight bone and joint diseases. You will discover how to make healthy bones and joints that can help you enjoy a healthier life and get stronger bones and joints, 122 pages. Storey.

Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

Item #6805744 $9.95

**HEALING OILS: 500 Formulas for Aromatherapy**
By Carol & David Schiller. Provides a comprehensive guide to creating your own aromatic oils. Using essential oils extracted from a variety of plant life, you can make over 500 different formulas that cater to a multitude of needs and applications, from air and carpet fresheners to hair care formulas and massage oils. Illus. in color. 192 pages.

Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

Item #6889671 $9.95

**SODIUM BICARBONATE: Nature’s Unique First Aid Remedy By Mark Sirico. Shows how this common compound–along with magnesium, potassium, and calcium bicarbonates–may be used in the alleviation, or possibly even prevention, of many forms of illness. 199 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

Item #76217X $11.95

**HERBAL ANTIVIRALS: Natural Remedies for Emerging & Resistant Viral Infections**
By Stephen Harrod Buhner. Profiles the plants that have proven most effective in fighting viral infections and provides in-depth instructions for preparing and using formulations to address the most common infections and to strengthen your immunity safely and naturally. 408 pages. Storey Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

Item #6785807 $16.95

**THE MIRACLE OF REGENERATIVE MEDICINE: How to Naturally Reverse the Aging Process**
By Elisa Lottor. Harnessing the advances of the new paradigm of medicine–which focuses on the regenerative abilities of the body rather than symptom management–Lottor explains how each of us can turn on the body’s self-healing abilities, prevent illness before it starts, and reverse the aging process. 308 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

Item #6775527 $14.95

**ZINC-CARNOSINE: Nature’s Safe and Effective Remedy for Ulcers**
By Georges M. Halpern. If you or a loved one suffers from ulcers, you know that the cure can often be as problematic as the condition itself. Discover how zinc-carnosine offers a safe and effective treatment to millions of sufferers. 42 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

Item #4815425 $3.95

**PRESS HERE! REFLEXOLOGY BEGINNERS**
By Stelanie Saboucbanan. This contemporary take on an old practice makes reflexology accessible. Known and practiced by many cultures, this holistic healing pathway gets impressive results by applying massage pressure techniques to the feet. Helps relieve pain, alleviate stress, reduce anxiety, prevent ailments, and improve vitality. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fair Winds Press. Pub. at $16.99

Item #6889088 $12.95

**HOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES**
By Earl Halpern. If you or a loved one suffers from ulcers, you know that the cure can often be as problematic as the condition itself. Discover how zinc-carnosine offers a safe and effective treatment to millions of sufferers. 42 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

Item #671403 $3.95

**WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT HOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES**
By Earl Mindell. If you are one of the millions of people who are turning to homeopathic products for relief, here is a simple way to find and use the best formula for your needs. Mindell answers a range of pressing questions about homeopathy, giving you access to its myriad health benefits. Each Publisher. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

Item #6836602 $7.95

**ALCHEMY OF HERBS: Transform Everyday Ingredients into Foods & Remedies That Heal**
By Rosalie de la Foret. Shows you how to transform common ingredients into foods and remedies that heal. In addition to dozens of inspiring recipes, this informative volume examines the history and modern-day use of 29 popular herbs, supporting their healing properties with both scientific studies and in-depth research into herbal energetics. Well illus. in color. 355 pages. Hay House. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

Item #7637841 $17.95

**HOW TO HEAL YOURSELF WHEN NO ONE ELSE CAN: A Total Self-Healing Approach for Mind, Body & Spirit**
By Amy B. Scher. Shows you how to achieve complete and permanent healing by loving, accepting, and believing in yourself. Scher presents an easy to understand, three-part approach to removing blockages, changing your relationship with stress, and coming into alignment with who you truly are. 272 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

Item #592779X $12.95

**GRAVE NEW WEED: Adventures into the Uncharted World of Cannabis**
By Joe Dolce. Offers a fresh take on the new world of cannabis and all the promise that this much-maligned plant holds. Enlightening, entertaining, and thought-provoking, this account will surprise and educate advocates on both sides of the cannabis debate. 275 pages. HarperWave. Pub. at $25.99

Item #6570422 $19.95

**WHAT YOUR ACHES AND PAINS ARE TELLING YOU: Cries of the Body, Messages from the Soul**
By Michel Odoul. Offering keys to decipher what the body is trying to tell us, the author shows that we can learn to see physical ailments not as something caused by chance or fate but as a message from our heart and soul. By releasing the energies and patterns they point to, we can return to a state of health. 194 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

Item #6794297 $13.95

**DUAL ESSENTIAL MASSAGE & AROMATHERAPY**
Discover how massage and aromatherapy can be used to alleviate the symptoms of stress, tension and fatigue, and even prevent or heal the symptoms of certain illnesses and disorders. A professional teaches you the techniques of massage; how to use essential oils; and the basics of blending and recipes. 30 minutes. IMC.

Item #596556X $3.95

**THE MIND HACK RECIPE**
By Jason Mangrum. Mangrum reveals the specifics of how to hack into the brain’s function as the Door to higher awareness. Using the techniques outlined you will gain power over obstacles to success, happiness and health and bring about a higher spiritual awareness. 111 pages. Morgan James. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

Item #6637841 $6.95

**MOUNTAIN STATES MEDICINAL PLANTS: Identify, Harvest, and Use 100 Wild Herbs for Health and Wellness**
By Brianne Wiles. An essential companion for finding, identifying, harvesting, and safely using the most important wild medicinal plants of Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Utah, Wyoming, the eastern sides of Oregon and Washington, and southern Alberta and Well illus. in color. 236 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

Item #5823963 $21.95

**HERBS & NUTRIENTS FOR NEUROLOGIC DISORDERS**
By S.J. Kurn & S. Shook. Details safe and easy strategies for incorporating herbs, antioxidants, and nutritional supplements into the standard conventional treatments for six common neurological disorders: Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, multiple sclerosis, stroke, migraine, and seizures. 244 pages. Healing Arts. Pub. at $29.95

Item #5730422 $19.95

**COMPLEMENTARY & ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE**
By Jaso n
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6952720</td>
<td>SECRETS OF REIKI By A. Charltish &amp; A. Robertshaw. This comprehensive guide will teach you how to use reiki’s hands-on techniques to access the universal life energy within us all and bring peace and balance to the mind, body, and spirit. Fully illus. 224 pages. Ivy Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>224 pages</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5928184</td>
<td>CHINESE HOLISTIC MEDICINE IN YOUR DAILY LIFE: Combinative Acupressure, Herbal Remedies &amp; Qigong for Integrated Natural Healing By Steven Cardozo. Reveals a self-care approach for treating specific ailments and enhancing wellness. Learn how to integrate acupressure, herbalism, Qigong, diet, and lifestyle so that you can achieve optimal health outcomes. The ancient wisdom and practical techniques in this guide will help prevent the onset of disease, improve your day to day wellness, and promote longevity. Illus. 402 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>402 pages</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6952720</td>
<td>ORTHOMOLECULAR NUTRITION FOR EVERYONE: Megavitamins and Your Best Health Ever By Helen Saul Case. The evidence from nearly 80 years of research proves that nutritional therapy works. Orthomolecular nutrition uses vitamins, minerals, and nutritional supplements to prevent and cure real diseases. This guide addresses common questions about supplementation including dosing, safety, and exactly what the body needs. 460 pages. Basic Health. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>460 pages</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Complementary & Alternative Medicine**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6549237</td>
<td>THE HEALING INTELLIGENCE OF ESSENTIAL OILS: The Science of Advanced Aromatherapy By Kurt Schnaubelt. Laying to rest old arguments over essential oils’ alleged toxicity, Schnaubelt presents simple recipes and protocols for treating and preventing common ailments, such as colds, flu, herpes, and candida, as well as for pain management. He reveals how essential oils can ameliorate the debilitating side effects of chemotherapy, as well. 233 pages. Healing Arts. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>233 pages</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6936644</td>
<td>KAVA-KAVA: Sacred Brew By E.F. Steinmetz. The root of the kava plant has been used for centuries by Pacific Islanders to heal, in religious rituals, for relaxation, and a healthy alternative to alcohol. The author provides an in-depth look at the history, botany, chemistry, culture, and use of kava’s sacred brew. Illus. in color. 115 pages. Ronin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>115 pages</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2807815</td>
<td>ECSTATIC SOUL RETRIEVAL: Shamanism and Psychotherapy By Nicholas E. Brink. Sharing the wisdom of shamanic healing, Brink creates an accessible link between psychotherapy and the ritualized ecstatic trance postures. Using three in-depth case studies, he demonstrates how these practices can be used to resolve a variety of common psychological issues, and to improve your connection to Mother Earth. 195 pages. Bear &amp; Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>195 pages</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Eastern Traditions and Practices**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65719928</td>
<td>THE PAIN-FREE BACK: 54 Simple Qigong Movements for Healing and Prevention By Yang, Jing-Ming. Most adults experience low back pain at some point in their lives, but there is hope. Committing to a series of simple exercises, you can prevent and heal injuries to maintain a healthy back for a lifetime. You will regain pain-free motion with qigong, a Chinese art that promotes healing and flexibility. Illus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>181 pages</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6573781</td>
<td>YOGA NIDRA MEDITATION: The Sleep of the Sages By Pierre Bonnasse. Known as the “yoga of conscious sleep,” yoga nidra is an ancient Indian practice that allows you to consciously explore the states of wakefulness, dream, and deep sleep. The author shows how sleep can be an opportunity to practice a form of yoga that changes your nights as well as your days. 150 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>150 pages</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Complementary & Alternative Medicine**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6549237</td>
<td>YOGA FOR THE CREATIVE SOUL: Exploring the Five Paths of Yoga to Reclaim Your Expressive Spirit By Erin Byron. Combines expressive arts and yoga therapy into a valuable guide to healing emotional wounds and creating a joyous life. Through drawing, writing, and dancing—as well as yoga postures, meditation, relaxation, and more—it will help you to cultivate your true intentions and live your deepest values. 22 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>22 pages</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65171756</td>
<td>POWER YOGA, 2ND EDITION: An Individualized Approach to Strength, Grace, and Inner Peace By Ulla Norberg. Gorgeous color photographs depicting yoga poses makes this both a remarkably practical and truly inspiring guide. Norberg offers a fresh and positive approach to yoga as exercise and as a vibrant part of a fulfilling lifestyle. 128 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>128 pages</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6547774</td>
<td>YOGA FOR FIBROMYALGIA: Move, Breathe, and Relax to Improve Your Quality of Life By Shoosh Lettick Crozier. A comprehensive program of 26 yoga poses, breathing techniques, and guided visualization and relaxation sessions that can be practiced regardless of age or yoga experience. Included is a “Living with Fibromyalgia” section which discusses lifestyle concerns, such as sleep, nutrition, exercise, and managing daily movement. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Rodmell. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>128 pages</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>675127X</td>
<td>YOGA ASANAS By Louis Frederic. The author presents in this guide a natural method of physical and mental training and an introduction into breathing. He has conceived this progressive method of yoga as a true discipline of the body adapted to western life. Fully illus. 166 pages. Union Yoga. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>166 pages</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Eastern Traditions and Practices**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6549237</td>
<td>THE PAIN-FREE BACK: 54 Simple Qigong Movements for Healing and Prevention By Yang, Jing-Ming. Most adults experience low back pain at some point in their lives, but there is hope. Committing to a series of simple exercises, you can prevent and heal injuries to maintain a healthy back for a lifetime. You will regain pain-free motion with qigong, a Chinese art that promotes healing and flexibility. Illus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>181 pages</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65719928</td>
<td>THE PAIN-FREE BACK: 54 Simple Qigong Movements for Healing and Prevention By Yang, Jing-Ming. Most adults experience low back pain at some point in their lives, but there is hope. Committing to a series of simple exercises, you can prevent and heal injuries to maintain a healthy back for a lifetime. You will regain pain-free motion with qigong, a Chinese art that promotes healing and flexibility. Illus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>181 pages</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6547774</td>
<td>YOGA FOR FIBROMYALGIA: Move, Breathe, and Relax to Improve Your Quality of Life By Shoosh Lettick Crozier. A comprehensive program of 26 yoga poses, breathing techniques, and guided visualization and relaxation sessions that can be practiced regardless of age or yoga experience. Included is a “Living with Fibromyalgia” section which discusses lifestyle concerns, such as sleep, nutrition, exercise, and managing daily movement. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Rodmell. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>128 pages</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>675127X</td>
<td>YOGA ASANAS By Louis Frederic. The author presents in this guide a natural method of physical and mental training and an introduction into breathing. He has conceived this progressive method of yoga as a true discipline of the body adapted to western life. Fully illus. 166 pages. Union Yoga. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>166 pages</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Eastern Traditions and Practices

MINDFUL YOGA, MINDFUL LIFE: A Guide for Everyday Practice By Charlotte Bell. An inspiring guide for anyone seeking to live a yogic life. The author shows by example how to be a yogi in the particularity of your own life. Bell suggests how to bring mindfulness into asana, and her recommended daily practices, or reflections, will reveal new inner landscapes. 178 pages. Rodmell.

Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Item #457334X  $3.95

THE MODERN YOGA BIBLE By Christina Brown. Discover modern yoga practices and techniques to increase flexibility and strength, relieve stress and calm the mind. Includes step by step instructions, and advice for beginners as well as expert tips for yogis wishing to deepen their practice. Fully illus. in color. 400 pages. Walking Stick Press.

Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

Item #5905297  $16.95

THE HOT BELLY DIET By Suhas G. Kshirsagar with K. Loberg. Combining principles of Eastern medicine with modern science, Dr. Kshirsagar presents a diet and total body health plan centered on digestive balance and metabolic transformation. He contends that many physical problems, from weight gain to depression, share a surprising common denominator: a weak digestive “fire.” 289 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00

Item #5871352  $5.95

FOUNDATIONS OF REIKI RYOHU: A Manual of Shoden and Okuden By Nicholas Pearson. Offering Reiki tools to transform your life from the inside out, the author shows how Reiki Ryoho is a healing system that focuses on the inner and spiritual aspects of your being first, allowing you to polish the heart so it reflects the shining light of the soul. 340 pages. Healing Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

Item #6865607  $19.95

THE LITTLE BOOK OF GOAT YOGA By Laneay Morse. Brings the goat yoga experience straight to you, complete with gentle sequence you can do with or without hooved companions. It’s animal therapy in a book—and possibly the cutest way yet to get fit! Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Running Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

Item #2828693  $11.95

Eastern Traditions and Practices

DECORATING WITH THE FIVE ELEMENTS OF FENG SHUI By Tisha Morris. Follow the three-step formula to incorporate feng shui into your life. With a room-to-room guide for using the five elements, instructions for healing spaces both inside and outside, and much more, this text will help you find harmony in your body, your home, and the world. 234 pages. Schiffer.


Item #669912X  $12.95

New Age Spirituality

HOLISTIC ENERGY MAGIC By Tess Whitehurst. Access your natural abilities to create positive change and manifest success in every area of your life. Interweaving both ancient and modern spiritual techniques, this empowering guide provides instructions for tool-free magic and important insights into the foundations of personal power. 272 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

Item #5739608  $5.95

WHEEL OF INITIATION: Practices for Releasing Your Inner Light By Julie Tallard Johnson. Drawing upon the life experiences of those who have successfully navigated the Wheel of Initiation, Johnson demonstrates that once fears, assumptions, and ingrained beliefs are confronted and transformed, initiates emerge ready to reenter society with renewed energy and vision. 356 pages. Bear & Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

Item #6772811  $5.95

ANIMAL TOTEMs AND THE GEMSTONES KINGDOM: Spiritual Connections of Crystal Vibrations and Animal Medicine By Margaret Ann Lembo. Every animal has a story to help you find inner peace, knowledge, and wisdom. The Associated gemstone for each animal totem is a further indication of the energy of the animal as symbolism and a teaching on your sacred journey. This guide shows you 88 gems, stones, and crystals and 88 different animal allies, and details the spiritual connections. Illus. in color. 222 pages. Findhorn. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

Item #6921671  $19.95

LIGHTWORKER: Understand Your Sacred Role as Healer, Guide, and Being of Light By Salivanna Arienta. A Lightworker’s mission is to lend his or her light energy to a planet heavy with fear and negativity. Are you a Lightworker? Find out with this empowering guide, leading readers on a journey to the origin of the soul—and down a path to their own wondrous and healing gifts. 251 pages. Findhorn.


Item #5731275  $9.95

New Age Spirituality

ANGEL RELATIONSHIPS: A Match Made in Heaven By Annette Bruchu. By using the exercises, meditations, and visualizations provided in this guide, you can connect to the angels and receive divine guidance for earthly challenges. Learn who the angels are and how you can change and grow to bond with your Guardian Angel and other heavenly beings. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound.

$14.95

NEW WISDOM OF THE SHAMANS: What the Ancient Masters Can Teach Us About Love and Life By Don Jose Ruiz. For generations, Toltec shamans have passed down their wisdom through teaching stories. The purpose of this is to implant a seed of knowledge in the mind of the listener, where it can ultimately sprout and blossom into a better way of life. The author shares some of the most popular stories from his family’s oral tradition and offers corresponding lessons. 144 pages. Heron. Paperbound.

Item #6880703  $14.95

THE CHAKRA PROJECT: How the Healing Power of Energy Can Transform Your Life By Georgia Colenidge. With dozens of colorful and inspiring photos along with simple, accessible exercises, this guide will help you to connect with your chakras, get to know each one and help you to heal them if they are unbalanced or blocked. 192 pages. Sterling. Ethos. Pub. at $19.95

Item #6943063  $14.95

12 MAGIC WANDS: The Art of Meeting Life’s Challenges By G.G. Bollich. Exploring what magic is and where it abides, Bollich offers twelve magic “wands” that can transform your life for the better. Throughout this guide the author presents inspiring true stories of people who have used the magic in their lives to both help themselves and point the way for others. 236 pages. Square One Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Item #6753515  $19.95

LIGHTWORKER: Understanding Your Sacred Role as Healer, Guide, and Being of Light By Salivanna Arienta. A Lightworker’s mission is to lend his or her light energy to a planet heavy with fear and negativity. Are you a Lightworker? Find out with this empowering guide, leading readers on a journey to the origin of the soul—and down a path to their own wondrous and healing gifts. 251 pages. Findhorn.


Item #5731275  $9.95

MANIFESTING MICHELANGELO: The Story of a Modern-Day Miracle That May Make All Change Possible By Joseph Pierce Farrell with P’Ochigiosog. On the evening at the dawn of the new millennium, the author made a remarkable discovery: he had the power to unlock his heart’s desires simply by combining intention with a profound connection to a higher source. This is his account of that life-altering realization. 239 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00

Item #5659248  $9.95

ANGEL CHATTER: Heavenly Guidance and Earthly Practice to Connect with Angels By Christine Alexandria. Whatever faith we personally subscribe to, angels cross those boundaries and find their way into our lives. They remind us that we are not alone; that we are all guided and protected from another world. In her new informative, quirky, and practical guide, the author shares her profound knowledge of angels. Illus. 224 pages. Helios. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

Item #5894143  $6.95

STAR MAGIC—HEAL THE YOU-HIVERSE: Rooted in Love, Not in Logic By Jerry Sargeant. Star Magic contains codes of Consciousness that were present on earth in ancient Egyptian times. Through a series of major life events, Sargeant has reawakened this transformational ancient energy and shows you how to unleash the full human potential of every living being. Illus. 251 pages. Findhorn. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

Item #6788351  $15.95

THE BODY DEVA: Working with the Spiritual Consciousness of the Body By Mary Mueller Shuten. In this step by step guide to understanding and working with the body deva, Shuten explains how our bodies store the traumatic energies, emotions, physical issues, and restricting beliefs that cause us pain and have us feel disconnected. Discover what lies unhealed with her help and evolve beyond these limitations into greater health. 205 pages.


Item #6846971  $9.95
**New Age Spirituality**

**LOVE YOUR INNER GODDESS: Express Your Divine Feminine Spirit** By Alana Fairchild. Awaken and express your divine feminine spirit with these fun, quick, and enjoyable techniques to nourish your soul and enhance your emotional well-being. Includes a CD with a guided meditation to get you started. Illus. 96 pages. Blue Angel. Pub. at $23.95 Item #6726321

**$13.95**

**CREATING THE WORK YOU LOVE: Courage, Commitment, and Career By Rick Jarow.** Presents an alternative approach to the job search. Start with the values that make each individual’s life worthwhile. Using the exercises the author provides and clarifying the issues related to particular energy centers in the body you can map a pathway from the inner to the outer world and create a bridge between personal priorities and daily activities. 214 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 Item #5868769

**$7.95**

**CRAFTING THE SOUL: Creating Your Life as a Work of Art By Byron L. Sherwin.** Examines what many of the greatest thinkers of the past have had to say about the meaning of life, then takes contemporary culture head-on, demonstrating how we can prevent one from ever creating a spiritual existence. Sherwin then offers strategies for infusing your life with spirituality. 225 pages. Park Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 Item #6712991

**$4.95**

**THE SCIENCE OF HAPPINESS: 10 Principles for Manifesting Your Divine Nature** By Ryoho Okawa. Presents Master Okawa’s ten essential principles for a spiritual life: Happiness; Love: the Mind; Enlightenment; Progress; Wisdom; Utopia; Salvation; Reflection, and Prayer. Following these principles can bring happiness and spiritual growth to ourselves and all those around us. 179 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 Item #5835895

**$4.95**

**THE INVISIBLE PLAYER: Consciousness as the Soul of Economic, Social, and Political Life** By Mario Kamenetzky. Guides you through the development of human consciousness, showing how our consciousness has been shaped toward the pursuit of power and wealth rather than the enjoyment of life and love. Kamenetzky offers a blueprint for reclaiming our psychological, sexual, and political health to joyful future. Illus. 320 pages. Park Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 Item #5868599

**$5.95**

**Inspiration, Motivation & Self-Discovery**

**VICTORY! Applying the Proven Principles of Military Strategy to Achieve Greater Success in Your Business & Personal Life** By Brian Tracy. Tracy demonstrates that the same key concepts that helped leaders triumph in military campaigns throughout history can also be applied to professional and personal success. Tracy presents twelve core strategies of great commanders and shows you how to implement them in almost any situation and emerge victorious. 288 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 Item #6895530

**$3.95**

**YOU CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP! Life-Changing Lessons from Heaven** By Theresa Caputo. Read by the author. The star of Long Island Medium explores the life-changing wisdom she’s learned from channeling God, Spirit, and her clients’ families and friends. Pairing her infectious wit with moving client stories, each lesson will help you find the peace, healing, and growth you desire. 7 hours on seven CDs. S&S Audio. Pub. at $29.99 Item #4663877

**$2.95**

**SEARCH INSIDE YOURSELF** By Chade-Meng Tang. The author has distilled emotional intelligence into a set of practical and proven tools and skills that anyone can learn and develop. This guide teaches you how to become more optimistic and resilient, to build fulfilling relationships, or to just be successful. Illus. 268 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 Item #6901204

**$4.95**

**SUPERBETTER: The Power of Living Gamely** By Jane McGonigal. Reveals a decade’s worth of scientific research into the ways all games change how we respond to stress, challenge, and pain. McGonigal explains how we can cultivate new powers of recovery and resilience in everyday life simply by adopting a more “gameful” mindset, tapping into the same psychological strengths we naturally display when we play games. 466 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 Item #6893171

**$4.95**

**HERE’S A BRILLIANT IDEA: 104 Activities to Unleash Your Creativity** By The Brothers McCloud. Jump-start your idea factory (that brain thing you think with sometimes) with imagination experiments, collaborative doodles, play-with-a-friend word games, character blanks, story prompts, writing exercises, sketch ideas, and more. Well illus. Plume. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 Item #6848527

**$3.95**

**Inspiration, Motivation & Self-Discovery**

**WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? Learn How to Rise to the Occasion of Your Life** By Kristen Moeller. Through candid stories and insightful life lessons, Moeller helps you explore the pervasive human tendency to wait for the “perfect” time to act and to look outside yourself for answers. Everything you need for happiness and fulfillment is right inside this guide. 268 pages. Viva Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 Item #6757014

**$3.95**

**HAVING THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE: Little Lessons to Live By In 500 inspiring and uplifting quotations, this collection delightfully explores the meaning, madness, and mirth of life. From Oprah Winfrey to Abraham Lincoln, the figures quoted in these pages offer healthy doses of motivation and levity that we all need to live a well-examined life. 175 pages. Viva Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 Item #6765778

**$3.95**

**THE ROAD AHEAD: Inspirational Stories of Open Hearts & Minds** By Jane Seymour. In this uplifting collection, Seymour shares inspirational stories from readers around the world who’ve overcome when the “happily ever after” isn’t. Learn from these the three-step process of acceptance, unconditional forgiveness, and selfless acts of kindness that will help you face the road ahead. 180 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 Item #6849657

**$4.95**

**MY POCKET GURU** Each page features quick yet powerful exercises that show you how to increase your awareness, become more mindful, and find your center in any situation. Whether you’re going to a business meeting or running errands, this guide will help you regain balance, gratitude, and tranquility. 176 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 Item #692607X

**$4.95**

**WIN AT LOSING: How Our Biggest Setbacks Can Lead to Our Greatest Gains** By Sam Weinstein. Seeking out the perspectives of men and women who have turned significant setbacks into meaningful comebacks, Weinstein is able to illustrate in this inspirational guide, how we can not only overcome defeat but grow stronger from the experience of losing. 242 pages. TarcherPerigee. Pub. at $26.00 Item #6953700

**$4.95**

**SCHOOL OF WISHING: Lessons to Change Your Life and Make Your Dreams Come True** By Brainard & Delia Carey. A spiritual guide to a life of wishing positively, an homage to the greatest wishesers throughout history and literature, and a revelation in the value of asking for something important. Includes an eleven day educational course in the practice of wishing, designed to introduce your mind to alternative processes and to open your soul to possibilities. Photos, 171 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 Item #6581439

**$2.95**

**LOOKING OUT FOR #1: How to Get from Where You Are Now to Where You Want to Be in Life** By Robert Ringer. In this timeless classic, “the mentor of mentors” guides you on the most exciting and rewarding journey of your life with his life-changing ideas, strategies, and insights. Whether you’re looking for success in your business or personal life, Ringer’s completely updated masterpiece can help. 190 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 Item #657375X

**$4.95**

**UNLOCK YOUR CONFIDENCE** By Gary Wood. Offers a complete step-by-step personal empowerment course using tried and tested tools and techniques; quizzes, and exercises to help you understand where you are now in life, where you want to be, and how to get there. 248 pages. Watkins. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 Item #5937773

**$2.95**

**WE LOOKING OUT FOR #1 TO #1: How to Get from Where You Are Now to Where You Want To Be in Life** By Robert Ringer. In this timeless classic, “the mentor of mentors” guides you on the most exciting and rewarding journey of your life with his life-changing ideas, strategies, and insights. Whether you’re looking for success in your business or personal life, Ringer’s completely updated masterpiece can help. 190 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 Item #657375X

**$4.95**

**WIN AT LOSING: How Our Biggest Setbacks Can Lead to Our Greatest Gains** By Sam Weinstein. Seeking out the perspectives of men and women who have turned significant setbacks into meaningful comebacks, Weinstein is able to illustrate in this inspirational guide, how we can not only overcome defeat but grow stronger from the experience of losing. 242 pages. TarcherPerigee. Pub. at $26.00 Item #6953700

**$4.95**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editor</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6463080</td>
<td>CREATE NOW!</td>
<td>Experience Your Life Like a Lucid Dream</td>
<td>Marlo Johnson</td>
<td>Harcourt</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>659817X</td>
<td>PRIMARY GREATNESS</td>
<td>By Stephen R. Covey</td>
<td>Stephen R. Covey</td>
<td>Tarcher/Little Brown</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6383400</td>
<td>LUCID LIVING</td>
<td>Experience Your Life Like a Lucid Dream</td>
<td>Marlo Johnson</td>
<td>Tarcher/Little Brown</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5785006</td>
<td>STARTING OVER: 25 Rules When You've Been Bottled Out</td>
<td>By Mary Lee Gannon, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Mary Lee Gannon</td>
<td>Tarcher/Little Brown</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6777534</td>
<td>DON'T THINK TWICE: Adventure and Healing at 100 Miles Per Hour</td>
<td>By Barbara Schoichet</td>
<td>Barbara Schoichet</td>
<td>Tarcher/Easyread</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6855129</td>
<td>DON'T THINK TWICE: Adventure and Healing at 100 Miles Per Hour</td>
<td>By Barbara Schoichet</td>
<td>Barbara Schoichet</td>
<td>Tarcher/Easyread</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6684690</td>
<td>THE ART OF THE DONALD: Lessons from America's Philosopher-in-Chief</td>
<td>Christopher Bedford</td>
<td>Christopher Bedford</td>
<td>Park Place Press</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6862799</td>
<td>THE POWER OF YOUR INFLUENCE: 11 Ways to Make a Difference in Your World</td>
<td>By Stan Toler</td>
<td>Stan Toler</td>
<td>Tarcher/Little Brown</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6847692</td>
<td>THE POWER OF YOUR INFLUENCE: 11 Ways to Make a Difference in Your World</td>
<td>By Stan Toler</td>
<td>Stan Toler</td>
<td>Tarcher/Little Brown</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Inspiration, Motivation & Self-Discovery**

**THE VOICE: Overcome Negative Self-Talk and Discover Your Inner Wisdom**
By Brian Alman with S. Montgomery

This guide, written by Dr. Brian Alman, teaches you how to recognize your negative self-talk. It includes exercises to help you identify and challenge your negative thoughts, and provides strategies for replacing them with positive affirmations. The book also includes case studies and tips for maintaining progress, making it a comprehensive guide to transforming your self-concept.

**THE FREEMIND EXPERIENCE: The Three Pillars of Absolute Happiness**
By Tom Fortes Mayer

Combining teachings from the world’s ancient wisdom traditions with the most effective rapid behavior change techniques, author Tom Fortes Mayer presents the three pillars upon which all lasting happiness and success can be built: peace, power, and purpose. This book provides practical tools and techniques to help you develop these pillars and achieve lasting happiness in your life.

**PATHWAYS TO POSSIBILITY**
By Rosamund Stone Zander

The author invites readers into an exhilarating realm of true maturity and possibility. She finds wisdom and perspective in the stories of the world’s longest-living people, which reveal our extensive capacity for growth and change. The book provides insights on how to put these 12 qualities into practice and transform your life.

**EXIT: The Endings That Set Us Free**
By Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot

This book is a guide for anyone who wants to leave their mark on the world, whether you’re an entrepreneur, artist, or someone who wants to make a difference in your own community or the world. It offers a wide range of approaches to the daunting challenge of leading a meaningful life in the 21st century.
Inspiration, Motivation & Self-Discovery

DISCOVERING YOUR SOUL SIGNATURE: A 33-Day Path to Purpose, Passion & Joy
By Panache Desai. The author, a contemporary thought leader, invites us on a 33-day path of meditations: short passages to be read at morning, noon, and night that are designed to dismantle the emotional burden that holds us back and open us up to enjoying life’s boundless possibilities. 235 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $24.00
Item #4603303 $5.95

THE E-WORD: Ego, Enlightenment & Other Essentials
By Cate Montana. Through stories and practices Montana strips the ego bare and liberates the soul in highly entertaining, relatable ways, showing how even self-improvement techniques can chase away the very fulfillment and wisdom we seek. The ultimate how-to guide for discovering the “real you” within. 219 pages. Atria. Pub at $24.00
Item #6859011 $3.95

WINNING PLAYS: Tackling Adversity and Achieving Success in Business and in Life
By Matt Mayberry. This inspirational and motivational full-size of prescriptive advice, presents Mayberry’s strategies to survive and thrive in the real world, no matter what gets thrown your way. Just as no football team can be successful without a solid game plan, you can’t be successful without one either. 260 pages. Center Street. Pub at $27.00
Item #6831646 $2.95

CODE TO JOY: The Four-Step Solution to Unlocking Your Natural State of Happiness
By George Pratt et al. Combining six decades of clinical experience with cutting-edge research, Dr. Pratt and Dr. Peter Lambrou have developed a revolutionary program for redirecting (and never letting go) of your innate happiness in four simple, proven steps. 248 pages. HarperOne. Pub at $25.99
Item #7520743 $3.95

★ A POCKETFUL OF SEEDS: When We Sow, Life Happens
By Debbie Johnson. Each entry in this inspirational collection combines a compelling story with an action—a seed to be sown that day. Some daily seeds will fill you with delight, like calling an elderly friend, and some will call for sacrifice. All will make the world a better place, because one thing is infinitely true: when seeds are sown, life happens. 335 pages. Deep River Books. Paperback. Pub at $16.99
Item #6850835 $12.95

JUMPSTART YOUR GROWTH
By John C. Maxwell. Shares the secrets to maximizing your personal and professional potential in just 90 days. Each day’s lesson offers insights, inspiration, and instruction with prompts for application and action, with space to document the progress you make along your journey. 188 pages. Center Street. Pub at $10.00
Item #6871252 $12.95

★ THE TAPPING SOLUTION FOR MANIFESTING YOUR GREATEST SELF
By Nick Ortner. Guides you through a 21-day process of self-discovery and self-development using the simple, proven practice called Tapping to help you eliminate the roadblocks in your life. You can work through the program at your own pace—doing one stage every day, every three days, every week, or whatever you like. 327 pages. Hay House. Paperback. Pub at $17.99
Item #680344X $12.95

THE POWER OF WHEN
By Michael Breus. Uses the exciting new science of chronobiology to show how micro-adjustments in our day to day lives can have us living happily and healthfully in no time. Breus provides the ultimate “life hack” to help you achieve your goals. 370 pages. Little, Brown. Pub at $28.00
Item #6780288 $5.95

★ THE TOP 1%: Habits, Attitudes & Strategies for Exceptional Success
By Dan Schulz. Schulz will show you why most of what you think you know about the Top 1% is a myth. You'll learn that most people who achieve great success are motivated more by serving others, than by how many zeros they have in their bank account. He will not only show you how to earn an income like the Top 1%, but he'll show you how to reach the Top 1% of the other vitally important areas of your life. 224 pages. Gildan. Pub at $27.00
Item #598008X $14.95

★ MAKE PEACE WITH YOUR MIND
By Mark Coleman. Uttering constructive insights into what creates, drives, and disarms the critic, Coleman helps readers understand and free themselves from the inner critic using the tools of mindfulness and compassion. Includes simple practices anyone can use to live a free, happy, and flourishing life. 238 pages. New World Library. Paperback. Pub at $15.95
Item #5861519 $11.95

THE MYSTICAL BACKPACKER
By Hannah Papp. When she realized she was living a life without direction or inspiration, Papp quit her job and embarked on a three-month journey across Europe in search of herself. Part travel story and part guidebook, this inspiring work illustrates how you too can start your modern-day vision quest. 244 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub at $16.00
Item #6841097 $6.95

★ INFU*K YOURSELF: Get Out of Your Head and into Your Life
By Gary John Bishop. Through decades of working with people as a personal development coach, Bishop has discovered that the barrier to living your best life is one thing only—you. A handbook for the resigned and defeated, Bishop will help you unleash your greatest potential. 250 pages. HarperOne. Pub at $19.99
Item #6641067 $14.95

IT’S OKAY TO LAUGH: (Crying Is Cool Too)
By Nicola McInerney Purmort. A love letter to life in all its messy glory. Purmort puts a young, fresh twist on the subjects of mortality and resilience. What does it actually mean to live your “one wild and precious life” to the fullest? And she answers the question: How do you keep going when life kicks you in the bank? 274 pages. Dey Street. Pub at $25.99
Item #6787258 $2.95

LIFE AS SPORT
By Jonathan Fader. The author shares the skills that he teaches professional athletes, to enhance motivation, set productivity goals, sharpen routines, manage stress, and clearly think processes, and applies them to real world situations. Helps to pursue your own goals with an enriched intensity and to unlock what has always been there. 244 pages. Da Capo. Pub at $24.99
Item #6741665 $6.95

IT’S NOT ROCKET SCIENCE
By Mary Spio. Spio shares the secrets to cultivating curiosity, creativity, compassion, audacity, focus and tenacity—to change the game and change the world. Using her own hard-won lessons she delivers actionable insights to help you discover your greatness. 243 pages. Perigee. Paperback. Pub at $16.00
Item #6547575 $4.95

THE CROSSROADS OF SHOULD AND MUST: Find and Follow Your Passion
By Elle Luna. Whether you are just starting out or starting over, the most life-affirming thing you can do is to honor the voice inside that says you have something special to give. Offers a series of doorways designed so that you can choose which way your journey will go. Illus. in color. 164 pages. Workman. Pub at $18.95
Item #6805663 $9.95

By A. Pattakos & E. Dunton. Provides a breakthrough approach and practical tools to renew your outlook and rejuvenate your life while demystifying the subject of meaning by sharing insights, stories, and three core lessons. Connect meaningfully with others, engage with deeper purpose, and embrace life with attitude. 256 pages. Berenda. Pub at $24.95
Item #6827934 $9.95

LOUDER THAN WORDS: Harness the Power of Your Authentic Voice
By Todd Henry. How do you set yourself apart in such a noisy, crowded world? Henry reveals the key is to develop your authentic voice. He offers strategies to help you identify what you truly stand for, develop a clear vision, and learn to express your ideas effectively in your medium of choice. 212 pages. Portfolio. Pub at $27.95
Item #6634354 $5.95

CLEARING CLUTTER: Physical, Mental, Spiritual
By Alexandra Chauran. A perfect guide to letting go of unnecessary attachments and living in peace and tranquility. With simple steps, you can create change and achieve balance in your life. Through easy yet powerful exercises and techniques, clutter can be permanently cleared. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub at $15.99
Item #5961749 $7.95

THE HAPPINESS PROJECT
By Gretchen Rubin. In this lively and compelling account, Rubin chronicles her adventures during the twelve months she spent test-driving the wisdom of the ages, current scientific research, and lessons from popular culture about how to be happier. 316 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub at $14.99
Item #5793173 $4.95
Inspiration, Motivation & Self-Discovery

THE HAPPINESS OF PURSUIT: Finding the Quest That Will Bring Purpose to Your Life
By Chris Guillebeau. Anyone can bring meaning into his or her life by undertaking a quest. Here, compulsive goal-seeker Chris shares stories of the many “quests” he has met in his lifetime, revealing a direct link between embarking on a quest and achieving long-term happiness. 222 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $25.00

ASK BABA YAGA: Otherworldly Advice for Everyday Troubles
By Taisia Kitaiskaia. In Slavic fairy tales, the witch Baba Yaga provided guidance. In our contemporary world, she answered questions in The Hairpin for years. Collected here are her most poignant, surreal, and humorous exchanges, along with new questions and answers for those seeking her mystical advice. Illus. 141 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE: The Power of Mise-en-Place to Organize Your Life, Work, and Mind
By Dan Charnas. Culled from dozens of interviews with culinary professionals, including such renowned chefs as Thomas Keller and Alfred Portale, this essential guide offers a simple system to focus your actions and accomplish your work. This journey will show you how mise-en-place can have a place in your life and not just in the kitchen. 292 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

COMMIT TO WIN: How to Harness Four Elements of Commitment to Reach Your Goals
By Heidi Reeder. Basts the many myths swirling around commitment and its critical role in success. Breaking down true commitment into four variables–Treasuries, Troubles, Contributions and Choices–Reeder offers a powerful strategy for building your commitment level to match your aims. 243 pages. Hudson Street. Pub. at $25.95

YOU WERE NOT BORN TO SUFFER, REVISED
By Blake D. Bauer. If you’re ready to enjoy your life, feel passionate about your work and create fulfilling relationships, this guide will show you how to live authentically, love wholeheartedly and finally value yourself enough to put everyday health and happiness at the centre of your life. 333 pages. Watkins. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

BE INSPIRED
Full of inspirational quotes from famous people such as Charlie Chaplin, Oscar Wilde, Henry Ford, Maya Angelou and many others, Illus. Familius. Pub. at $14.99

DEFECT ANXIETY
By Doug Hensch. Takes a different look at what turns out to be a much richer and deeper concept than just bouncing back from adversity. Hensch helps you discover how your efforts toward personal change can be enhanced using simple steps; how your emotions help us to navigate our environment; why true support and connection are critical to being resilient, and much more. 189 pages. Career Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

PEAK PERFORMANCE PRINCIPLES FOR HIGH ACHIEVERS, REVISED EDITION
By John H. Nee. The author shares the remarkable story of how he transformed himself from a sedentary man in his mid-30s to a dynamic leader and adventurer. He applies the earthly and spiritual lessons he has learned, showing you how to choose accurate goals, how to reach them, and how to remain committed. 184 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

TEACH YOURSELF SECRETS OF HAPPY PEOPLE
By Matt Avery. Don’t let another moment pass you by without ensuring that you are truly happy–instead, get started right away with implementing the techniques and strategies in this guide to make a positive and potentially life-changing difference to the way you live. 242 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

NO TIME LIKE THE PRESENT: Finding Freedom, Love, and Joy Right Where You Are
By Jack Kornfield. Through his signature warmhearted, tender, and humorous stories, with their aha moments and unexpected outcomes, Kornfield shows how we can free ourselves and serve the world. Each chapter presents a path to a different kind of freedom: freedom from fear; freedom to start over; to feel; freedom to stand up; and freedom to be happy. 302 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00

THE STRESSED SEX: Uncovering the Truth About Men, Women, and Mental Health
By Nathalie Skellett. A psychologist of over 30 years argues that, in order to live a fulfilling life, we must strike a considered balance between pleasure and achievement. By applying this principle in your own life, he suggests, you can enhance your personal relationships, experience greater fulfillment at work, and more. 229 pages. Exisle. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

HEALING & THE MIND

DRUGS OF THE DREAMING
By G. Toro & B. Thomas. The authors demonstrate that oneirogens (plant and animal substances that have long been used to facilitate powerful and productive dreaming) enhance the comprehensibility and facility of the dream/dreamer relationship and hold a powerful key for discerning the psychological needs and destinies of dreamers today. 150 pages. Park Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

THE INTELLIGENT BODY: Reversing Chronic Fatigue and Pain from the Inside Out
By Kyle Davies. A new paradigm is needed where we understand the mind and body as an interconnected flowing system. This paradigm embraces the self-healing, self-correcting, and self-creating natures of our connected mind-body system. In this fascinating volume, Davies explains the origins of chronic symptoms and outlines the road to recovery by embracing the full importance of the mind-body connection. 208 pages. Norton. Pub. at $25.95

THE STRENGTHENING MIND

FOOD FOR THE MIND: How to Feed Yourself to Be Happy
By D. D. Woods. Focusing on the power of food to feed your mind, this book shows how food can help you get off the depression, anxiety, and food addiction roller coaster. 208 pages. Triumph Books. Pub. at $19.95

THE MIND IN DAILY LIFE

* By Thomas M. Sterner. In this follow-up to his inspiring The Practicing Mind, Sterner explores specific techniques, such as thought awareness training and setting goals with accurate data, that will not only help you reach your life goals—they will keep you engaged throughout every moment of the process. 102 pages. New World Library. Pub. at $15.95

NOTES

ACORN
By Yoko Ono. Avant-garde icon Yoko Ono offers enchanting and thought-provoking exercises that open readers’ eyes—and all their senses—to more creative and mindful ways of relating to themselves, each other, and the planet they cohabit. Illustrated with 100 black and white line drawings by Ono. Algonquin. Pub. at $18.95

THE ART OF GOOD HABITS: Health, Love, Presence & Prosperity
By Nathalie W. Herman. Presents a step by step action plan to achieve your goals and maintain them for continued success. Gain empowerment and control over life’s challenges with effective exercises and easy to understand principles. With the four-pillar system–honesty, willingness, awareness, and appreciation—you’ll unlock the power of enlightened living. 248 pages. Jewelllyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

FULLY ENGAGED: Using the Practicing Mind in Daily Life
By Thomas M. Sterner. In the follow-up to his inspiring The Practicing Mind, Sterner explores specific techniques, such as thought awareness training and setting goals with accurate data, that will not only help you reach your life goals—they will keep you engaged throughout every moment of the process. 102 pages. New World Library. Pub. at $15.95

FULLY ENGAGED

MISE-EN-PLACE CAN HAVE A PLACE IN YOUR LIFE AND NOT JUST IN THE KITCHEN

WE ARE EACH OTHER’S

THE POWER OF THE PRAYER SILENCE
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THE SILENT VOICE OF THE BODY

THE SILENT VOICE OF THE BODY
OUTSMARTING ALZHEIMER’S: What You Can Do to Reduce Your Risk
By Kenneth S. Kosik with A. Bowman. Offers 80 simple lifestyle prescriptions that will help slow the progression of Alzheimer’s symptoms as much as possible. Includes a personalized three-week plan to help you put these prescriptions into action, plus more than 40 brain-boosting recipes and almost 30 brain-training games.

Item #5998913 $5.95

THE ART OF DREAM INTERPRETATION: A Practical Guide to Understanding Your Unconscious
By Lisa Eversden. Unlock the secrets of your unconscious mind with this detailed guide to understanding your dreams. An illustrated directory of symbols will lead you through the most common dream images, illuminating the messages, affirmations, and hidden emotions they contain. 144 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $14.95

Item #6705642 $9.95

1001 MEDITATIONS: How to Discover Peace of Mind
By Mike George. Small in size but big on insight, this little guide presents a unique blend of step-by-step meditations, visualizations, affirmations, and meditative quotations to help you on your quest to discover inner peace. Illus. in color. 384 pages. Shelter Harbor. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

Item #6606474 $9.95

A JOYFUL LIFE: How to Use Your Creative Spirit to Manage Depression
By Michele Swiderski. Through simple practices such as journaling, meditation, and crafting, Swiderski was able to rediscover the power of the creative spirit to rebuild her life. Here she shares her hard-won wisdom to guide others who are mired in depression. 199 pages. KiCam Projects. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

Item #5995590 $9.95

DREAMWAYS OF THE IROQUOIS: Honoring the Secret Wishes of the Soul
By Robert Moss. The ancient Iroquois people believed that dreams are experiences of the soul. This guide is at once a spiritual odyssey, a tribute to the deep wisdom of the First Peoples, and a healing guide to our lives through dreamwork. 278 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

Item #5868815 $9.95

LLEWELLYN’S LITTLE BOOK OF DREAMS
By Michael Lennox. Discover the basics of dream interpretation, the historical and contemporary understanding of sleep and the mind, and how to use common dream archetypes to improve your life. 241 pages. Llewellyn. Pub. at $12.99

Item #6779307 $9.95

THE HEART OF WELLNESS: Bridging Western and Eastern Medicine to Transform Your Relationship with Habits, Lifestyle, and Health
By Kavitha Chinnaiyan. Integrating modern medicine and the ancient wisdom of Yoga, Vedanta, and Ayurveda, Dr. Chinnaiyan’s remarkable approach to health will transform your relationship with habits, lifestyle, and disease. Explore the mind-body connection and your true nature so that you can end suffering and embrace the unlimited bliss of who you are. 270 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

Item #6789102 $7.95

THE DREAMLIFE OF FAMILIES: The Psychospiritual Connection
By Edward Bruce Byrum. Integrating traditional dream analysis with family psychology, clinical science, and parapsychology, the author details how our personal unconscious is interwoven into our larger family unconscious. He reveals how dreams can be healing factors as well as diagnostic signals, detailing how dreamwork can aid in both family therapy and couples therapy. 276 pages. Inner Traditions. Pub. at $29.95

Item #6638791 $5.95

YOUR PLAYBOOK FOR BEATING DEPRESSION: Essential Strategies for Managing and Living with Depression
By C. Richey & M.E. Garrison. This thorough guide will help you understand, manage, and live with depression. With the information included here, Richey and Garrison offer a tool that will put you on the path to recovery. And as you gain insight into proven and effective treatments, you will be able to get the most out of life while living with depression. 153 pages. Now Chapter. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

Item #555188X $11.95

DREAMING ON BOTH SIDES OF THE BRAIN: Discover the Secret Language of the Night
By Doris E. Cohen. Guides you through the fertile nighttime landscape to unlock the secrets of your personal dream language. Cohen will help you interpret the meaning of your dreams and harness the power of your brain to uncover a life of greater richness and meaning. 170 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

Item #6726461 $9.95

THROUGH THE FLAMES
By Allan Lokos. Lokos shares his terrifying story of being on board a plane when it crashed and exploded in flames. He was severely burned and told by many doctors that he would not survive. In this inspiring account of his against-all-odds recovery, he uses his experience to examine the challenge of human suffering and to address the question of how we can survive in the midst of pain and uncertainty. 242 pages. Ten Speed/Penguin. Pub. at $25.95

Item #6959222 $2.95

MODERN DEATH: How Medicine Changed the End of Life
By Haider Warraich. Takes a broad look at how we die today, from the cellular level up to the very definition of death itself. Dr. Warraich provides an enriched understanding of how dying today differs from the past, what our ancestors got right, and how trends and events have transformed this most personal of human experiences. 324 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

Item #5782822 $8.95

WORDS AT THE THRESHOLD: What We Say as We’re Nearing Death
By Lisa Smartt. Collecting over 100 case studies through interviews and transcripts, Smartt shows how the language of the dying can point the way to a transcendent world beyond our own. 196 pages. New World Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Item #5874291 $3.95

THE BLACK MIRROR: Looking at Life Through Death
By Raymond Tallis. In this beautifully written personal meditation on life and living, Tallis reflects on the fundamental fact of existence: that it is finite. The author invites readers to look back on their lives from a unique standpoint, one’s own future corpse. From that viewpoint, the preciousness of life can be seen with new intensity. 344 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00

Item #6933319 $6.95

THE WIDOWER’S TOOLBOX: Repairing Your Life After Losing Your Spouse
By Gerald J. Schaefer with T. Bekkers. A compassionate guide that equips the widower who loses his wife with the tools to deal effectively with his sorrow and tackle the important tasks and issues surrounding the death of his spouse. Includes such topics as: Picking up the pieces, healing from within, giving back to others and loving New Horizon. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Item #6958450 $4.95

CAREGIVER’S SURVIVAL GUIDE: Caring for Yourself While Caring for a Loved One
By R. Yonover & E. Crowe. Based on Yonover’s personal experiences, he offers guidance and advice on how to deal with heavy news; handling day to day challenges; taking stock of finances; adapting and enjoying life; fighting for your rights and more. Illus. 144 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

Item #6958990 $11.95

WALKING ON EGGSHELLS: Caring for a Critically Ill Loved One
By Amy Sales. Addresses many critical issues that caregivers and their loved ones face. Gives caregivers helpful, therapeutic ways to cope with the difficult realities, and shows them how to prevent back problems in the future. 227 pages. New Horizon. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Item #5698421 $4.95

BACK SURGERY: Is It Right for You?
By Edwin Haronian. This guide looks at common back conditions and their treatments, both surgical and nonsurgical, and answers all your important questions about treating back problems. Should you elect surgery, important pre- and post-op suggestions are provided. Also offers a proven program to prevent back problems in the future. 178 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Item #4815929 $7.95
### Facing Illness & Death

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE CONVERSATION: A Revolutionary Plan for End-of-Life Care</td>
<td>By Angelo E. Volandes, Through the stories of seven patients with seven very different end-of-life experiences.</td>
<td>Bloomsbury Pub.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>5913659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LET’S TALK ABOUT DEATH</td>
<td>By S. Gordon &amp; I. Kacandes. For years, the authors shared a no-holds-barred discussion about death and dying, addressing their views on complicated personal and interpersonal issues to which there are no “right” answers.</td>
<td>Prometheus Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td>6711235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUMBLING STONES: A Path Through Grief, Loss, and Transitions</td>
<td>By Annette Grant. Offers stories, consolations and understandings of the difficulties that are held within loss.</td>
<td>Focus. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
<td>5985307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUMPED: A Journey Through Grief, Loss, and Transitions</td>
<td>By Annette Grant. Offers stories, consolations and understandings of the difficulties that are held within loss.</td>
<td>Woodsbury. Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td>6704070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOUR BEST AGE IS NOW</td>
<td>By Robi Ludwig. Contradicting long-ingrained beliefs, Robi Ludwig draws on myth-busting data from scientific research and her experience as a therapist to show that midlife is not the beginning of your decline–it’s actually a time to pursue your dreams.</td>
<td>HarperOne. Pub.</td>
<td>$25.99</td>
<td>5856707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORTY-TWO: Making the Next Decades the Best Years of Your Life–Through the 40s, 50s, and Beyond</td>
<td>By Sarah Brokaw with M. Fox. In a reassuring voice, Brokaw shows women how they can learn to embrace and fully enjoy their forties, fifties, and beyond.</td>
<td>Wordsworth. Paperbound</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td>5807018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Aging

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE BOOK OF RESTING PLACES: A Personal History of Where We Lay the Dead</td>
<td>By Thomas Mira y Lopez. A singular collection of essays that weaves together history, mythology, journalism, and personal narrative into the author’s search for a place to process grief.</td>
<td>Focus. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
<td>6739490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE 100 MOST EFFECTIVE WAYS TO STOP AGING AND STAY YOUNG</td>
<td>By Julia Maranan. Gives simple, scientifically based solutions for beating all aspects of aging from wrinkles to weight gain to strategies for preventing age related illnesses like osteoporosis and cognitive decline.</td>
<td>Atlantic. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>5936933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE TELOMERASE REVOLUTION</td>
<td>By Michael Fossel. Dr. Fossel draws on decades of experience at the forefront of aging research to take the reader on an enthralling scientific journey, offering startling insights into the nature of human aging.</td>
<td>Atlantic. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>6704070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE AGELNESS BODY: How to Hold Back the Years to Achieve a Better Body</td>
<td>By P.Bee &amp; S. Schenker. Provides a bestseller that empowers you to make the knowledge and skills you need to be in control of your health.</td>
<td>Focus. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>621953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN END TO AGEING? Remedies for Life Extension</td>
<td>By Stephen Fuldor. Shows you where extra energy can come from no matter what your present age, plus how to achieve dynamic vitality and live a longer and healthier life.</td>
<td>Destiny. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>5856823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOUR BEST AGE IS NOW</td>
<td>By Robi Ludwig. Contradicting long-ingrained beliefs, Robi Ludwig draws on myth-busting data from scientific research and her experience as a therapist to show that midlife is not the beginning of your decline–it’s actually a time to pursue your dreams.</td>
<td>HarperOne. Pub.</td>
<td>$25.99</td>
<td>586707</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Physiotherapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE LONGEVITY BOOK</td>
<td>By Cameron Diaz &amp; S. Bark. Offers an all encompassing, holistic look at how the female body ages and what we can all do to age better. 259 pages.</td>
<td>Harper. Pub.</td>
<td>$27.99</td>
<td>5807018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRACKING THE AGING CODE: The New Science of Growing Old—and What It Means for Staying Young</td>
<td>By J. Mitteldorf &amp; D. Sagan. Making the case that aging is something that “just happens,” nor is it the result of wear or tear or a genetic inevitability.</td>
<td>HarperOne. Pub.</td>
<td>$27.99</td>
<td>5847396</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Communication Skills

**EFFECTIVE NEGOTIATIONS IN EASY STEPS**
By Tony Rossetter.
Whether you're in the office or at home, you conduct negotiations every day. This guide offers practical help for handling each process of successful negotiations: working out your ideal and fallback positions; overcoming barriers; dealing with mistakes and difficult people; and more. Illus. in color. 148 pages. In Easy Steps. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. Item #4577973 $4.95

**THE FINE ART OF FLIRTING**
By Joyce Jillson. Whether you're a shy beginner or an advanced coquette, Jillson's flirting tips and secrets will soon have you charming the socks off everyone. 169 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $13.00. Item #6708749 $3.95

**RED FLAGS: How to Spot Frenemies, Underminers, and Toxic People in Your Life**
By Wendy L. Patrick. Shares simple strategies that anyone can use to spot deceptive and downright dangerous people who use ingratitude and social convention to draw in and lull victims. Readers will learn how to avoid selective attention; observe people over time; cybersleuth for telltale signs; and more. 336 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99. Item #6930271 $5.95

**DEALING WITH JEALOUSY**
By Susan J. Egan. For women seeking all types of male companionship, this guide offers an eight-step plan to living a life of romance after fifty. Featuring real-life stories, practical checklists, revealing questionnaires, and informative sidebars, it will motivate you to get up, get out, and get the guy. 244 pages. Ten Speed. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. Item #6750702 $4.95

**THE POWER PARADOX: How We Gain and Lose Influence**
By Dacher Keltner. Power is ubiquitous—but totally misunderstood. Turning conventional wisdom on its head, Keltner presents the very idea of power in a whole new light, demonstrating not just how it is a force for good in the world, but how—via compassion and selflessness—it is attainable for each and every one of us. Photos. 196 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $26.00. Item #6930271 $5.95

**LOVE ILLUMINATED: Exploring Life's Most Mystifying Subject (with the Help of 50,000 Strangers)**
By Daniel Jones. The editor of the New York Times' “ModernLove” column uses his unique perspective to tease apart life’s most mystifying subject. Drawing from the 50,000 tales of love that have crossed his desk, he traces the arc of human relationships through ten phases, from the pursuit of new love to the wisdom of love matured. 214 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $25.99. Item #6556522 $4.95

**GRACIOUS: A Practical Primer on Charm, Tact, and Uninokable Style**
By Kelly Williams Brown. Whether it's standing up for what you believe in while also listening to other points of view, making a surprise guest feel welcome, or just maintaining your serenity while waiting in an endless queue—graciousness is a quality that everyone could use a little help with. 238 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $22.99. Item #6843646 $6.95

**FLINGS, FROLICS, AND FOREVER AFTERS: A Single Woman's Guide to Romance After Fifty**
By K.E. Chaddock & E.C. Egan. For women seeking all types of male companionship, this guide offers an eight-step plan to living a life of romance after fifty. Featuring real-life stories, practical checklists, revealing questionnaires, and informative sidebars, it will motivate you to get up, get out, and get the guy. 244 pages. Ten Speed. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. Item #6750702 $4.95

**THE PSYCHIC’S GUIDE TO TRUE LOVE**
By Tamar Caspi. Whether you've made of your love life, Caspi has words of wisdom to help you find your Jewish soul mate. 224 pages. Old House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. Item #3638529 $4.95

**HOW TO WO A JEW: The Modern Jewish Guide to Dating and Mating**
By Tamar Caspi. Your very own Jewish Carrie Bradshaw takes you through each facet of the dating world, from traditional Jewish matchmaking and mixers to modern online dating portals, from honoring your Jewdar to kosher sex. Whatever mishugas you've made of your love life, Caspi has words of wisdom to help you find your Jewish soul mate. 274 pages. Seal. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. Item #5807131 $3.95

**MR DARCY’S GUIDE TO COURTSHIP:**
The Secrets of Seduction from Jane Austen’s Most Eligible Bachelor By Fitzwilliam Darcy. Jane Austen’s most famous (and most fancied) hero reveals the secrets of his success with the opposite sex and offers hints to both ladies and gentlemen on the rules of courtship: making oneself agreeable, identifying an appropriate partner, and escaping the attentions of rogues and fortune-hunters. Illus. 224 pages. Old House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. Item #3638529 $4.95

**SLEEPING BETTER TOGETHER: How Both of You Can Get a Better Night’s Rest**
By Gerhard Kloos. Drawing on years of research, the authors provide an overview of sleep patterns, and provide remedies for common disorders. Tackling gender-specific issues from pre-bedtime rituals to the emotional and sexual aspects of sharing a bed, they show couples how to achieve a great night’s sleep—together. 158 pages. Hunter Rose. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. Item #273334X $4.95

**I SAW YOUR FUTURE AND HE’S NOT IT: A Psychic’s Guide to Dating and Mating**
By Louise Helene with K.O. Sullivan. Discover the answers to love’s biggest questions in this essential guide to relationships, and find the empowerment you need to take control of your love life. With simple exercises designed to help you develop your own psychic edge, you’ll successfully navigate the murky waters of love and romance. 244 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. Item #5881811 $11.95
**Relations**

**NEGOTIATING WITH YOUR EX: Divorce Is Only the Beginning** By Brad McRae. A respected authority on conflict resolution and negotiation provides a definitive guide on creating a win-win situation with your former partner. McRae outlines how to avoid the pitfalls that can beset those who think a divorce is an end and not simply a chapter in the relationship. 203 pages. Self-Counsel Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

**HO'OPONOPONO AND FAMILY CONSTELLATIONS: A Traditional Hawaiian Healing Method for Relationships, Forgiveness and Love** By Ulrich E. Dupree. There are many relationships in your life—with your family, with your past and future, with your work colleagues and with your body. All the problems in this world are based on relationships. As Dupree explains, it helps us to experience love and inner peace through the feeling within our hearts, that we are all interconnected. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Earthdancer. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

---

**Sexuality & Sexual Expression**

THE ORGASM ANSWER GUIDE By Barry R. Komisaruk et al. Addresses every aspect of orgasms: how they happen, why they don’t and what can be done to enhance sexual experiences. The authors provide clear and informed answers to more than 60 common questions, from “Can an orgasm cause a heart attack?” to “What is the G-spot?” Adults only. Illus. 151 pages. Johns Hopkins. Paperback.

Pub. at $20.95

Item #5579988

$5.95

★ ORGASM By Susan Crain Bakos. Packed with 50 sexy games you can try with your partner, overnight companion, or on your own, this guide will help you achieve multiple, extended, toe-curling orgasms. Adults only. Color photos. 112 pages. Quiver. Pub. at $9.99

Item #6734723

$7.95

★ KIT THE KAMA SUTRA SEDUCTIONS DECK: Exploring Love, Sexual Pleasure, and Mutual Gratification By Sephera Giron. Featuring 64 cards, each containing an erotic pose from the sacred art of the Kama Sutra, this take-anywhere deck is sure to bring you pleasure beyond your wildest dreams! Detailed instructions explain just how to maneuver into each position. Perfect for anyone looking to add some fiery flavor to the bedroom. Adults only. Quiver. Pub. at $15.99

Item #5896134

$6.95

DOMESTIC SEX GODDESS By Kate Taylor. A sex book for couples in long-term relationships, with or without children. It’s for couples who would like new ideas to take to bed that bring back the initial excitement but don’t require days of planning. This book is written for people who want real-life sex tips they can fit in around a busy day and eight hours of sleep a night. Adults only. 144 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

Item #5877415

$9.95

★ SLOW SEX: The Path to Fulfilling and Sustainable Sexuality By Diana Richardson. Exploring the healing, spiritual power of slow sex, this guide offers a step by step guide for committed couples to transform sex into a meditative, loving union of complementary energies. It explains how slow sex increases sensitivity and sexual vitality and how slow sex is loving sex. Adults only. 168 pages. Destiny.

Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Item #5803268

$7.95

---

**Pregnancy, Childbirth & Parenting**

STAYING DRY: Last Straw Strategies—99 Tips to Bring You Back from the End of Your Rope By Michelle Kennedy. Offers 99 tips from parents who’ve been there—and who have lived to tell the tale (and leave far, far fewer crib sheets afterward). These potty training strategies worked for them and they will work for you. Features real-life accounts of successes and laugh along the way. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Barron’s. 5x7. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95

PRICE CUT to $2.95

Item #618395

$4.95

THE LITTLE BOOK OF CELTIC NAMES By Loreto Todd. Some of the world’s most popular and attractive names are Celtic in origin. This collection reveals their meaning and history and includes a pronunciation guide. 96 pages. O’Brien Press.

Item #6761283

$4.95

ACUPOINT AND TRIGGER POINT THERAPY FOR BABIES AND CHILDREN: A Parent’s Healing Touch By Dona Finando. Presents an in-depth explanation of each condition, providing information on causative factors, dietary and behavior recommendations, point techniques that can offer relief, and when to seek medical help—offering a comprehensive model for the care and nurturing of children. Illus. 232 pages. Healing Arts. 8x1x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

Item #6974996

$5.95

THE TODDLER BRAIN By Laura A. Jana. Helps parents recognize the condition that exists between their everyday parenting behaviors and their child’s ability—specifically, between birth and age five—to develop valuable 21st-century skills. Crossing both centuries and cultures, she reveals how cultivating these “21st-century skills” can help our children to thrive. 262 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $27.00

Item #6789730

$7.95


Item #5881382

$4.95

---
Pregnancy, Childbirth & Parenting

**PARENTING HYPERACTIVE PRESCHOOLERS: Clinician Guide** By Elizabeth A. Harvey et al. Provides a 14-week parent training and emotion socialization program that aims to help preschoolers who have symptoms of ADHD by teaching parents new ways of interacting with their children. 233 pages. Oxford. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00

**WILL MY KID GROW OUT OF IT? A Child Psychologist’s Guide to Understanding Worrisome Behavior** By Bonny J. Forrest. An indispensable guide to the most common mental, behavioral, and developmental issues that kids, from newborn through high school, may be struggling with. Helps worried parents assess whether their child’s behavior is typical for his or her age or a sign attention may be warranted. 278 pages. Familius. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**THE CONSCIOUS PARENT’S GUIDE TO RAISING GIRLS** By E.V.S. Karr es & R. Bushman & J. C. Young. Learn the best and easiest ways to help your daughter from childhood through those challenging developmental years. This easy to use guide explains how you can help her. 252 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**THE BELLY STICKER BOOK** Share all your baby’s first moments with these 48 removable belly stickers. Just peel and stick on baby’s shirt and snap a picture. Easy to stick on and peel off clothing. My first Halloween: I can wave bye-bye; 6 months: bad hair day; and many more. Fully illus. in color. 102 pages. Duopress. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**THE CONSCIOUS PARENT’S GUIDE TO RAISING BOYS** By C.L. Erwin & J. Costa. With patience and everyday mindfulness, you can guide your son from childhood through those challenging developmental years. This easy to use guide explains how you can help him. 223 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**THE BEST-KEPT SECRETS OF PARENTING: 18 Principles That Can Change Everything** By B. Wilcox & J. Robbins. Wilcox and Robbins share with you some of the most important principles to parenting for anyone who cares about putting family first. Packed with real-world experiences and heartwarming stories that will help your family envision a happier tomorrow. 173 pages. Familius. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**HOW TO TEACH YOUR BABY TO READ** By Glenn & Janet Doman. Shows just how easy and pleasurable it is to teach a young child to read by providing skills that are basic to academic success. It explains how to begin and expand the reading program, how to make and organize necessary materials, and how to fully develop your child’s reading potential. 262 pages. Square One Publishers. Pub. at $13.95

**THE TRANSGENDER CHILD: A Handbook for Families and Professionals** By S. Brill & R. Pepper. Offers an extensive understanding of gender-variant and transgender youth, answering a variety of important questions. Covering developmental, legal, medical, and school issues, it is a comprehensive, first of its kind guidebook for the unique challenges of raising children outside of the pink or blue box. 252 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**RAISING THE TRANSGENDER CHILD** By M. Angello & A. Bowman. Offers much-needed answers to all the questions parents and other adults ask about raising and caring for transgender and gender-diverse children. With specific and actionable advice, experts help readers champion and celebrate gender diversity while at the same time shedding fear, anger, sadness and embarrassment. 275 pages. Seal. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

**WHY CAN’T WE JUST PLAY? What I Did When I Realized My Kids Were Way Too Busy** By Pam Lobley. Facing summer with her two boys, Lobley asked them what they wanted to do. Their answer? “Why can’t we just play?” Here unfolds her touching and amusing account of the summer she gave her kids the gift of “boredom.” 170 pages. Familius. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**UNITYING PARENT ANXIETY YEARS 5-8: 18 Myths That Have You in Knots—and How to Get Free** By Lisa Sugarman. Drawing on her life as the perfectly imperfect mother of two, Sugarman unravels some of the biggest myths facing parents and offers advice and strategies to help soothe anxious minds and moods. 188 pages. Familius. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**HE’S A STUD, SHE’S A SLUT AND 49 OTHER DOUBLE STANDARDS EVERY WOMAN SHOULD KNOW** By BUSHMAN. A highly personal, funny, and sometimes moving examination of fifty double standards pervasive in our society, with a range of creative potential responses suggested. Attitude adjustment, anyone? 219 pages. Seal. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

**THE ELEST DAUGHTER EFFECT** By L. Schuttemaker & W. Enthoven. Shows how firstborn girls become who they are and offers insights that can allow them more freedom to move. Being an eldest daughter has certain advantages, but the overbearing sense of responsibility often gets in the way. 192 pages. Findhorn. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**ROAR** By B. Wilcox & J. C. Young. Learn the best and easiest ways to help your daughter from childhood through those challenging developmental years. This easy to use guide explains how you can help her. 278 pages. Familius. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**244 pages. New Horizons. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95**

**WOMAN SHOULD KNOW: FEMININE CARE** By B. Wilcox & J. C. Young. Learn the best and easiest ways to help your daughter from childhood through those challenging developmental years. This easy to use guide explains how you can help her. 278 pages. Familius. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**ADVICE TO SINGLE WOMEN** By Haydn Brown. Originally published in 1899, it explores the perilous fashion for tight-lacing corsets and the dangers of contemporary cosmetics, in contrast to the benefits of healthy exercise and the emerging trend for rational dress, weighs the merits of marriage and much more. 118 pages. British Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.95

**ACTION PLAN FOR MENOPAUSE: Your Guide to a Healthy, Vibrant Transition** By B. Bushman & J.C. Young. Learn the best and safest exercises for perimenopause, menopause, and postmenopause and how diet, medication, and exercise interact to affect symptoms. Use one of the provided programs or tailor one to your own needs with workouts to gain strength, flexibility, and stamina. Well illus. 225 pages. Human Kinetics. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**ACTION PLAN FOR MENOPAUSE** By B. Bushman & J.C. Young. Learn the best and safest exercises for perimenopause, menopause, and postmenopause and how diet, medication, and exercise interact to affect symptoms. Use one of the provided programs or tailor one to your own needs with workouts to gain strength, flexibility, and stamina. Well illus. 225 pages. Human Kinetics. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95
**General Health & Self-Help**

**THE BOOK OF NO, SECOND EDITION: 365 Ways to Say No and Mean It—and Stop People-Pleasing Forever** By Susan Newman with C. Schreil. Refusing someone is rarely easy. Often, it’s downright uncomfortable. But constantly saying yes causes anxiety, anger, stress, regret, and feelings of powerlessness. This new, enhanced edition is filled with research and timely scenarios that offer more ways to say no without feeling guilty or damaging your relationships. 263 pages. Turner. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

Item # 6786456  $12.95

**QUESTION AUTHORITY TO THINK FOR YOURSELF** By Beverly A. Potter. Explains why we conform, and how to break out of conformity to think for yourself. It begins with questioning authority, including your own authority, beliefs, and assumptions you’ve accepted as facts. Potter offers techniques, with examples, of how to deflect attacks, side-tracks, and put-downs that keep us from thinking for ourselves. Illus. 192 pages. Ronin. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Item # 6623581  $6.95

**HOW TO BEHAVE** By Thomas Low Nichols. Originally published in 1873, and offering an entertaining and whimsical insight into society in the late 19th century, this etiquette guide walks the reader through the basics of gentility. From “care of the person” to finding one’s vocation, from love to deportment, Nichols offers expert advice on how to conduct every aspect of daily life. 160 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $16.00

Item # 5843136  $2.95

**THE BOOK OF DOING AND BEING** By Barnett Bain. Shows how to unleash your creative energy with a treasury of techniques, processes, rituals, and tools. These more than forty exercises form a latticework on which your creativity can grow and flourish—Do and Be. 201 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

Item # 5843301  $3.95

**AWAKENING THE HEROES WITHIN** By Carol S. Pearson. Writing for individuals seeking to realize their full potential, and professionals seeking to empower others, Pearson shows how life journeys differ by the age, gender, and cultural background of the seeker. She includes exercises to help the reader understand and awaken the inner capacities of their psyches. 333 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00

Item # 6783750  $5.95

**LISTFUL THINKING: Using Lists to Be More Productive, Highly Successful and Less Stressed** By Paula Rizzo. What do Sir Richard Branson, Martha Stewart, Ellen DeGeneres and Madonna have in common? Each is a list maker, and history shows that change creators like these make-to-do lists and check them often. Here, Rizzo shows you how to employ this simple tool in your own life by organizing, reducing stress and more. 155 pages. Viva Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Item # 5998115  $11.95

**L’ART DE LA SIMPLICITÉ: How to Live More with Less** By Dominique Loreau. Loreau takes you on a step by step journey to a clutter-free home, a calm mind, and an energized body. Free yourself of possessions you don’t need, have more money to spend on life’s little luxuries, eat better and lose weight, and say goodbye to anxiety and negative relationships. 246 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $19.99

Item # 591129X  $14.95

**DOWNSIZING THE FAMILY HOME: What to Save, What to Let Go** By Marni Jameson. Takes the reader through the difficult and emotional journey of downsizing their home or their parent’s home. The author shares hands-on wisdom, guidance and insightful advice. Chapters include Get the Right Mind Set; Endowment; Plan E for Estate Sale; The Really Tough Stuff; and more. 237 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

Item # 669490X  $9.95

**WINNERS: And How They Succeed** By Alastair Campbell. Campbell draws on the wisdom of an astonishing array of talented people from elite athletes to media moguls, from rulers of countries to rulers of global business empires to find out if the winning mindset is something we can all develop. 449 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95

Item # 5821029  $5.95

**THE STRESS TEST: How Pressure Can Make You Stronger and Sharper** By Ian Robertson. Why is it that some people react to seemingly trivial setbacks with distress, while others power through life-changing tragedies showing barely any emotional upset whatsoever? Learn how the right level of challenge and stress can help people to flourish and achieve more than they ever thought possible. 241 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

Item # 6842445  $7.95

**AVOIDING EVERYDAY DISASTERS** By Marcus Weeks. Get life advice and a crash-course in philosophy from the greatest minds of every generation in this engaging volume. Plato, de Beauvoir, Marx and many more are featured in this fascinating collection of philosophers and their theories. Illus., some color. 192 pages.

Item # 6725539  $15.95

**WHAT WOULD NIETZSCHE DO?** Philosophical Solutions to Everyday Problems By Laura Lee. Whether you are just learning how to be an adult or have been one for a long time, this witty guide will help you forestall or fix your goofs to save time, money, and face. Stop murdering your houseplants; reheating leftovers without ruining them; screwing up your chances at a raise; and more. Illus. in color. 380 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

Item # 6778771  $6.95

**AVOIDING EVERYDAY DISASTERS** By Marcus Weeks. Get life advice and a crash-course in philosophy from the greatest minds of every generation in this engaging volume. Plato, de Beauvoir, Marx and many more are featured in this fascinating collection of philosophers and their theories. Illus., some color. 192 pages.

Item # 6725539  $15.95

**WHAT WOULD NIETZSCHE DO?** Philosophical Solutions to Everyday Problems By Laura Lee. Whether you are just learning how to be an adult or have been one for a long time, this witty guide will help you forestall or fix your goofs to save time, money, and face. Stop murdering your houseplants; reheating leftovers without ruining them; screwing up your chances at a raise; and more. Illus. in color. 380 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

Item # 6778771  $6.95